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fatigable churchman, and ‘he will use his church is followed by devotionto the state.
high position wisely and well. But what The temple of Janus is closed only that
if he should be the last Primate of all Eng- Mars may open it. Fortvhate is he who
land, presidingin the name of the state as lives when the great century-swinging pen-

"well as in the name of God over the ancient
see of St. Augustine? It is remarkable
that the Dean’ of Canterbury, Dr. Alford,

dulum crosses the meridian, and extremes
meet in a golden mean,
Our forefathers of a hundred years ago
’

»

!

| tory of the church, we find not its ‘brightest

Number 11

17, 1869.
“The. Well isDeep.”|

-

| wlcag iberal segtiments are widely known | were. todas
tunes? And who can_survey. the records
was a prominent man throughout ‘the cer- the ten commandments and taught their of the kingdom of wickedness, without adPUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE
emony ; and it is putting the churchof Engto reverence age. The Sabbath to mitting the generalship of Satan? This
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, land in a position to go alone when such children
them was a holy day. The church bell world, during nigh six. thousand years, has
a No. 39 Washington 8t., Dover, NH
men control dnd influence its religious summoned all, from the aged sire. to the been the theater of a mighty conflict belife.
lisping babe. Their dress, too, was marked tween Christ followed by the armies of
LUTHER BR. BURLINGAME, Agent.
- At a recent banquet at Fishmonger’s Hall,
by the absence of all ornament; only bright heaven, and Satan with the legions of hell.
All letters on business, remittances of money, &0.,
London,
after
the
Bishops
were
toasted,
eyes and rosy cheeks captivated in those And‘we are all necessarily participants in
should be addressed to the Agent, and all communica
the strife. We stand with Christ, with him
came
the
toast
‘‘
the
ministers
of
all
denomdays.
ons designed for Publication should be addressed to
inations.”
There were several Bishops
We are told that they reverenced ‘stern to triumph and eternally reign, or we are
the Editor,
present and among them the Bishop of Ox- justice more than gentle mercy, that by with his enemies to finally feel the flames
TERMS. For one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly én
ford. Mr. Binney in replying to the toast their grave tones and measured words they ‘which never hall be quenched.
advance, $2,560,
J. HAYDEN.
made the good unlovely and forbidding.
a Dsgribers in Canada and the
bt other British Prov- remarked that he and his friends representwill be charged20
a Year in addition to
We
do
not
question
this;
we.
only
say
that
ed
¢
Three
denominations
;”
and
the
Bishop
the
he ps
pice of the paper, to Anioh
e postage to the
knew well that in hischurch there were three we of to-day are not in danger of falling inCaring for the Minutes.
asters (ordained and licensed,)in
to their faults, and we had almost added,or
FA
ing ju theie Foswilt Baptist Connexion are schools of thonght,or denominations. Three
young men, Mr. Binney went on to say, their Virtues.
Success in life depends far less upon the
poesia gui 0ollccting and fo TW
moneys.
Of the millions who now inhabit the dashing energy ‘which is now and then put
their careers in the Isle of
ks
on
moneys cols | commenced
Wight together, and their names were United States, not one in eight can’ be into a singlestask, than upon the diligent
“a
Amin
should be partioularo give
oon (County and ace) of subscribersfo Walker Fargubar Hook, Samuel Wilberforce, called a church-goer. In many: places the use of the odds and ends of time that may
Remember, it is who was a nice looking promising young
Sabbath means only a recess in the daily be found almost every day. The Christian
of the wna where they reside that we
Banner selects a list of striking examples
man, who made a good speech at one of routine, and is the gala day of the week.
0st Office a which they
aan
Amusements are now sanctioned which to illustrate the value of using wisely, these
his (Mr. Bs) Bible meetings, and Thomas
accounts of revivals, and other
We extract the followotice were looked upon with holy horror, little intervals,
air involving
iving thls,
i
must
mask be accompanied with the Binney. One had become a Dean, the other a Bishop, and the other was on what, and reverence for either God or man is at a ing:
Seneca says, ‘It is a virtue tobe coyetous
some might term the shady side of the high premium on account of its great scarci:
hedge; but he did not regret it. Mr. Bin- ty. If wild bears now devoured all the of time ;” but it is of this that men arg most
ney with his rare power of quaint and quiet children who mock at helpless age, many a inclined to be prodigal. Many who. would
humor greatly amused the audience, and Rachel would mourn for more than her Toss esteem it wrong to waste: large portions of
time allow the smaller fragments to pass
even the Bishop of Oxford himself heartily born.
unimproved.
Taking
the
evening
train
from
Toledo
tx
to
joined
in
the
laugh
which
was
evidently
at
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 1869.
When Madame de Genlis was a companhis expense. Sir Robert Lush at this same Chicago last week, we saw a painful illusRS
banquet spoke of a matter that has much tration of this truth. Ata way station an ion of the Queen of France, it was her duty
Trae Tove Yaaortal
occupied public attention of late—the new old man came into the car; his form was to be at the table, and waiting for her misSr
——
law in relationdo election trials. Former- bent beneath the weight of years; but some- tress, fifteed minutes before dinner. These
“Not o’er the fiower-clad graves alone
ly a committee of the House of Commons thing else made his step tremble; his blood- fifteen minutes she faithfully improved each
Of those we've loved and lost,
decided all questions relating to the election shot eye too plainly told that he was under day; and a volume or two was the reCan true affection best be shown,
of its own members, questions arising from "the - influence of that ‘“which biteth like a sult.
‘When missing them the most.
A writer of the present day, whose powcharges of bribery and corruption. The serpent and stingeth like an adder.” He
The choicest flowers we nurture there
er
is felt, says of himself,. ¢‘ Very nearly all
was
not
disposed
to
be
noisy,
and,after
findnew
law
makes
the
trial
local,
in
the
place
As symbols of our love,
where the offense is alleged to have oceur- ing a seat, would doubtless have sunk into that I have ever attained or done, out of the
‘When cherished long, like amaranths fair,
Our constancy will prove.
: red, and assigns the duty of superintending a heavy sleep, had it not been for a young regular routine of my professional duties,
investigations and deciding upon the valid- man who sat behind him,and who began at has been by taking up those odd moments
But souls, with heaven’s true love enshrined,
ity of elections to the common law judges. once to readjust the old man’s hat, pull his that are so easily thrown away.”
Above all grief on earth,
Of Cicero it is said, “ Fle suffered no ‘part
coat, call him insulting names,and in various
Mr. Justice Lush expressed his satisfaction
‘Will, like the amaranth, thus find.
Renewed, immortal birth.
with the way in which the country had re- ways rouse the sleeping demon within him. of his leisure to be idle, or the least intergarded the service that the judges had ren- And for what? Only that he might hear val of it to be lost.” Applying himself thus
: Spirits in that celestial sphere,
dered in recent trials. He could not help ae- that white-haired old man, whose feet had vigorously to -the pursuit of knowledge, it
‘With memory’s bliss in store,. ’
Freed from all mortal cares and fear,
knowledging, he said, with some degree almost reached the river, take the name of isno marvel that he became one of the
Will love as ne’er before.
of professional pride, the fav orable opin- his God in vain. The terrible oaths which most learned men of his age.
Then here keep memory’s mirror bright,
Alfred the Great, one of the brightest
ions which had been uttered, and which he we heard for two hours still ring in our
Each loving, happy pair,
:
| trusted would continue to be justified. The ears. The car was well filled, but not a lights of history, performed an amount of
That it reflect in heaven’s pure light
4
“I'judges at first dissented from the view tak- man there uttered a word of remonstrance labor truly amazing. The affairs of his
No stain your bliss to mar.
en by the government that it would be or reproof; and the loud laugh from vari- kingdom were so complicated as to require
‘Wisely the Christian course begin ;
proper to remit to them the onerous duty of ous parts of the car told that many enjoyed the wisest legislation, and a personal inspeéYour self-love share with all;
trying charges of bribery and intimidation what they doubtless called,—‘‘such rare tion of each province of his dominions; but
The world enjoy, but without sin,
of voters; but the government persisted in sport.” May we not hope that the extreme so carefully did he husband his time, that
Prepared to stand or fall.
their proposal, and,everywhere in discharg- has been nearly reached, and that even in he was able to apply himself vigorously to
— Christian Register.
ing their duties, the judges have won. the our time the return movement ' will begin ? literary pursuits, and produced twenty origadmiration and gratitude of the country for How refreshing it. would be to see youth ‘inal and translated books; and, with all
English Correspondence.
their patience, courage, discrimination and standing.uncovered in the presence of age, this, he devoted eight hours out of the twenimpartiality. In one or two cases, in which children listening while parents talked, or, ty-four to the exercise of devotion.
Dery, ENGLAND, Feb. 17, 1869.
large sums of money were expended in se- better yet, heeding the words of instruction
Luther, amid all his travels and active
Parliament opened yesterday and the
dull season of newspapers closed. Cau- curing the election of a candidate, the given. “How encouraging to ministers, if labors, presented a perfect translation of
tiously and benignly the opposing parties judges have laid it down as a rule that ex- the members of their congregations would the whole Bible; and this was. accomplishsurveyed each other in the *‘ Lords” and cessive expenditure would compromise the exchange their full opera dress for sober ap- ed by doing something every day, and alseat held and be in itself sufficient to vitiate parel befitting the house of God! How lowing no interval of time to pass unim“ Commons.” With manifest self-restraint
an election. The sum of £7000, as in Brad- cheering to all lovers of virtue if this mor- proved.
the first words of the conflict into whose
ford,or £16,000,as in Dublin, could not be bid desire for questionable pleasures would
Elihu Burritt, ¢¢ the learned blacksmith,”
shadows we are entering, were spoken on
"legitimately spent by a candidate for Parl- give place to a willing acknowledgment by persevering study in the intervals of
each side. The Queen did not present heriament.
of needed restraint!
labor, became
one of the most distinself before her new parliament. She is unThe revelations of ‘ Overend and Gur:
We do not wish. to be classed among that guished linguists of any age.
able to bear excitement and is_away at her |
ney's” banking affairs show matters: worse company of croakers who are always sighIt
is
related
of
Daniel
Webster,
¢‘
the
inmarine palsce on the Isle of Wight. Not
could have been anticipated. As early ing “for the good old-times.” On the whole tellectual giant of his generation,” that,
much that is noticeable occurred on the first than
as 1859,this house, supposed to be as safe as we greatly prefer the present to the past. while assisting his father at the saw-mill
meetingof the Reformed House of Comthe bank of England, was so shaky that We believe each swing of the pendulum where he worked, he always carried with
mons. There is some little freshness in
measures had to be taken to keep up the makes advancement, and we envy those him some favorite author; and while waitthe phraseology of the Royal Speech ; there
appearance of prosperity; and yet five who will live a hundred years to come, ing for the saw to pass through the logs,
was more popular interest exhibited outyears after, a new company starts, takes all rather than those who lived a hundred years
which occupied about ten minutes, he emside the walls of Wesminster than usual;
the whole company’s
liabilities, issues ago; but this does not make us blind to
ployed these brief intervals by eagerly dethere was a subdued and quiet reserve withshares which are eagerly bought by a too the faults of to-day, nor less earnestly vouring the contents of the volumes, and,
in. When it begins to snow gently and
N.F.
in an easy, leisurely way, they told me in credulous public, and then comes at last the desire their speedy correction.
in the last year of his life, he was able to
inevitable crash. Faith in public compaih repeat large portions of the books with
Canada, they knew they were in for a long,
which he had ini this manner become famil.’heavy snow-fall. By the same token we shall nies has received a serious blow by this failChips.
have a smart and copious shower of words, ure, and the more that is heard of the whole
iar.
hh ©
Dr. Livingstone began life as a poor fac<
nay, a set in rainy season in Parliament be- affair the worse itappears. The public was
——
Infant
sprinkling
must
acknowledge
cheated, and the heirs of d'great name and
tween this and next August. Surprise was
the church of Rome as its parent. Before tory-boy. When but ten years of age, he
a large fortune descend from their pride of
expressed that the subject of education was
the days of that scarlet beast it was un- was obliged to go to the factory at six
not mentioned in the speech from the Throne, place to stand with criminals at the old known; and whoever will take the ‘trouble o'clock in the morning, and remain’ until
Bailey.
:
but, as Gladstone well observed,
the governeight in the evening, with but brief intervals
to read the histories of the Waldenses, who
A trial for conspiracy to expel a sister
ment will do great things if it carries to a
were the witnesses of God through the long for breakfast and dinner. The hours from
successful issue the Irish church question from a nuntiery is just now exciting much bloody night of Papal dominion, will there eight to ten he passed in an evening school ;
interest. Itshows up the weaknesses and
this session, without undertaking other matlearn that these faithful witnesses regarded and not unfrequently his studies were conjarrings of these holy sisters in their reters so important as education as well.
such practices as’ the inovations of anti- tinued until midnight. By this continued
ligious retirement, and dispels the dream
application, at the age of sixteen he had beThe Irish Bishops, as in duty bound, are
christ.
going to use al] their influence to maintain +4 devout and blessed repose which a sen——When a church decks herself with come a good Latin scholar. Scientific works,
imental piety indulges about convent life,2
and books of travel, were his peculiar detheir position as the chiefs”6f a dominant
sect. ‘They
NU TOF
5 Fo ViVAL OF CONVO. \The Contemporary Review considers
¢¢ in- the gay adornings of worldly pomp to win light. ¢ My reading,” he says,‘ while at
y and pretension” great blots upon admirers,—whén. she makes the things of
cation ; but to revive now what has so long
religion as stock in trade a means of gain,— work, was carried on by placing the book
Huntington’s new book, and it looks upon
on a portion of the spinning-jenny, so that I
fallen into disuse would be equivalent to a
the amount of *“ fine writing” in it as ¢¢ per- when she rests in forms and ceremonies for
could catch sentence after sentence at my
new creation; and government will not be
justification, —when she seeks the honors,
fectly appalling.”
work.
I thus kept up a pretty corstant
blamed for declining to sanction the assememoluments and offices of State,—when
The weather continues open, mild, wet,
study, undisturbed by the roar of machinebling of a body that desired to meet only
she denies to man the right to worship God
stormy.
Vagt masses of rain-clouds sweep
»
to thwart and hinder its own projects, and
according to the dictates of his own conovér
us
almost
daily
from
the
Atlantic
John Kitto, the eminent biblical scholar,
to hamper its action in the discharge of a
science,—when she is governed by the laws
public: duty. For that thé Irish Church and the Gulf of Mexico. The fields are
when fifteen years of age, was sent, a poor,
and regulations of the church rather than deaf boy, to the workhouse, because his
must be: disestablished and disendowed green, birds building and singing, flowers
blooming, trees covered with blossoms ; by the plain word of God,—when her lead- parents were unable to provide for him.
the
voice of the nation has declarand now and
then’a bright morning ers in direct opposition to the plainest teach- Two years later, he was apprenticed to an
ed, and what remains is only a mat
ings of Christ, seek for and delight in high unreasonable and cruel master, who. often
cheers us with Spring sunshine,
ter of detail. It was gratifying to find
THOMAS GOADBY.
sounding titles,—when these with lordly required him to work from sixteen to,
Lord Monck quoting his ‘experience in Canairs domineer over the household of faith,
ada in favor of all disestablishments, and
“ and my people ove to have it so, "when, eighteen hours out of the twenty-four. But,’
Extremes.
under all those disadvantageous circumasserting thatas a churchman he. desired
church independence, the great safe-gnard
disconnection from the state’ both for the
Society is very mueh like a pendulum to religious liberty and purity, is shcrificed stances, young Kitto found time for the
Irish and the English branches of his church. | which swings: to one extreme only that it to the domination of eclosiastical ¢ouncils, pursuit of knowledge. Every leisure mo-Amid all the expectations of comin g may swing to its opposite. If one genera- bishops or disguised popes ; then may such ment was devoted to mental improvement.
changes,a new archbishop of Canterbury is tion is conservative, the next is sure to be church be said to have many of) the marks When his circumstances in life were more
he did not at all relax his
enthroned. The pageant was simple and to radical. The characteristic of the Carlo- of the beast rather than the chiracterlstios | comfortable,
°°
industry
: of this he writes, “I can not acRitualists would appear meager and bald, vingian age was centralization of power, of the spouse of Christ.
cuse myself of having wasted or misemploybut it was very largely attended. The Ca- and following close upon it came the feu—a—] have walked along upon the smooth od a moment of my time since I left the
thedral at Canterbury was filled, not dal system equally characterized. by a thorwith ladies and clergymen only, but num- ough want of unity. The golden age makes sands of the ocean beach, looking in vain workhouse.” ~ This wise improvement of
bers of laymen were present. Dr. Tait has way for the iron age, the age of romance for the beautiful shells of the sea; but have his leisure ‘moments laid the foundation of
and ' world-wide
the-good wishes of all classes and denomi- for the practical age, the age of reverence found them at last among the rocks on his great usefulness
&
nations. He is an able, ‘industrious, inde- for the age of infidelity, Devotion to the craggy shores; 80, as we look over the his- fame.

TREE

a

DOVER,

act of versoxinking, after some piolongesd
absence from home, were wont to exclaim,

« Therhee is; we are glad to hear him boothe time of his
«Noontide at Sychar,” there are many ad- ing about again.’ From
had a physical
he
re,
Grasme
at
ent
settlem
mirable instances of making a simple inci
his ‘composing
dent or an apparently casual expression, infirmity, which prevented
five minbeen
had
he
Before
hand.
in
pen
connected with that famous talk at Jacob's
sed ,
oppres
became
chest
his
desk,
his
at
utes
well, lead the mind out into the broad fields
In

Rev.

Dr.

Macduff’s

new

volume,

of religious thought, and impress the heart
with the great truth that the infinite touches
the finite at almost every point. Here is
a sample of his method of Seuliug with
that striking narrative :
“Sir, thou.hast nothing to draw with,
and the well is deep.” These words may

be affirmed with reference to the veiling of
the future.

whole body ; to-which was added, in subsequent years, incessant liability to inflamma- tion in his eyes. / Thus, when he had inwardly digested as many lines as ‘his memory could carry, he usually had recourse to
some of the inmates-of his house, Sout
them to paper.”

Standing by the mouth of that

well, looking down

its

unsounded

out over his

started

a perspiration.

and

Events of — Week.

cavity,

|

“The well is deep.” ‘The future,—that
dark, ungauged, unfathomed fature, how
many
a thought it costs! Yetit is a vain

—
THE CABINET

and its constitution have excited no little
interest
urtng the week. Although the
musing, a fruitless conjecture.
¢“Thou hast
nothing to draw with.” Even to-morrow nominations'made by Gen. Grant, as pubhas no pitcher that can be let down for a lithed by us one week ago, were immedidraught: thou knowest not what a day may ately confirmed by the Senate, the Cabinet
bring forth! The past we do know about, question remained unsettled until Thursand there are special times when it comes
before us with fresh vividness. Memory
follows group on group, coming through
the glades of the olive-forest to draw water; some with elastic step, and ringing
laugh, and joyous song; some with mourning attire, and tearful eye, and broken
pitcher; ay, some, unknown
to themselves,
to draw their last draught, to fill their last

flagon: we lose them among the twilight
shades; they are never again to return.
But from the stand-point of the ptesent, who
can forecast the doings at the well’s mouth ?
who has rope or pitcher or plumb-line to
fathom ‘the depth?
Some may now be
gazing, as the writer did from the literal
Well of Jacob, on golden vistas, bars of
glorious amber-clouds stretched across the
luminous horizon, lighting up with parting
radiance Gerizim, the mountain of blessing ;
but ere another week or month or year
measures out its course, every such vista
may be curtained with mist and thick dark-,
ness,

Gerizim

obsctred

from

view,

and

Ebal alone, with its dark, gloomy basalt,
meeting their eye.
But it is well for us we cannot suticipate the
future. Thank God for the gracious provision,

day last.

Of those’ first appointed, all but

Mr. Stewart’ took the oath of office, and, we

believe, entered
Stewart

would

upon their
have

duties.

Mr.

gladly accepted

the

place assigned him, but after his confirmation

by the Senater it’ was

discovered

that he would be debarred from taking the
oath by an old law, passed in the early
days of the government, forbidding a man
engaged in commerceto hold the office of
Secretary of the. Treasury. Various ex-

pedients were resorted to in order to meet
the necessities of the.case and, allow Mr.
Stewart to give his services to the country.
The President sent a message to Congress
requesting the repeal of the law, but this
being deemed inexpedient, he withdrew it.
Mr. Stewart then offered to relinquish the

profits of his immense

business tn be de-

voted to charitable purposes during his term of service, but as it was thought that such a
course would not be in accordance with
the law, he declined to accept the position,

leaving'it for the President to fill the vacancy by another appointment. It has been
understood that Gen. Schofield only retained
his place at the head of the War Department
temporarily ; and, as

we

stated last week,

Mr. Washburne’s appointment, in conse‘Ye know not what shall be on the morrow.”
Were the morrow unveiled, this world quence of the state of his health, was conwould be hung with curtains of sack-cloth ; sidered complimentary. Fora few days the
there would be fewer happy hearts amongst excitement over the subject ran high, but
us. Inevitable trials, of which, by a wise on Tuesday last the President, having reand kind arrangement of Providence, we ceived Mr. Washburne’s resignation,sent the
are kept in ignorance, would then project following nomikations to the ‘Sensate,which
their long deep shadows athwart life's were immediately confirmed: For Secretary
bright sunshine, and make existence itself of State, Hamilton Fish, of New York;

one protracted period of anticipated ~sorrow.

It is a meréiful

thing, when, ever

and anon at solemn anniversaries, we

at-

for Secretary of the Treasury, George S:

Boutwell of Mass. ; for Secretary of War,
John A. Rawlins,

of Ill.

On the same day

hear Him who has that future in His hand

Mr Washburne was nominated and confirmed gfinister to France. These changes

and the well is deep.”

more acceptable to New England, and per-

tempt to cast a glance down

the future, to

saying, “Thou hast nothing to draw with,

Ay, but this is our comfort. Though too
deep for us, it is not too deep for Zim. He |
has the rope and pitcher in His hand; and
whether, in drawing up the vessel from the
unseen depths, it reach safely the
mouth, or be broken in the transit,

appointed and ordained.

wells
all is

‘The Lord reign-

eth,”
‘Trust me,’ he seems to say; ‘that
Well is mine.
Trust me; that white, un-

written scroll of the future is mine.

It will

be filled up by me, whether in. gleaming
letters of vermilion and gold, or with the
dark lettering of sorrow.’ ‘‘Although thou
sayest thou canst not see Him, yet judgmentis before Him, therefore

trust thou in

Him.”

give general satistaction.
haps the country

at large, than

Mr. Bout-

well.
Gen. Rawlins, the new Secretary of
War, is a man trained under the President’s

own eye, having acted for a long

time as

chief of his staff. Mr. Fish, an Ex-Governor

of N. Y., and also an Ex-United States Senator, has been but little know in public life
for a few years past, but his appointment by
Gen. Grant speaks well for his ability and
honesty.

The

continuance

in the Cabinet is

of Judge

regarded

Hoar

as doubtful.

THE NEW ADMINISTRATION
has already done much reformatory work:

made

was

expected,

General

Sherman

has

been

in the place of

Grant.

Sheridan has been made Lieutenant General, and sent again to New Orleans;
Gen. Hancock has been assigneda place

Preaching.

Dr. Shedd, in his Homiletics, makes the among the Indians,and the notorious Binckfollowing remarks, as indicative of the accu- ly has been dismissed from office.
What,

racy which may

be attained

in unwritten

discourse :

If it be supposed
course is incompatible

‘that unwritten

dis-

with

and

accuracy

finish, the history of literature disproves it.
Some of the most élaborate literary productions were orally delivered. The blind Homer extemporized the Iliad and Odyssey.
Milton,in his blindness, dictated to his daughter the Paradise Lost. Walter Scott often
employed an amanuensis when weary of
composing. Cesar, it is said was able to
keep several amanuenses busy, each upon
a distinct subject; thus carrying on several
processes of composition, without any aid
from chirography. The private secretary of
Webster remarks of him, ¢¢ The amount

of

business which he sometimes

transacted,

during a single morning,

be guessed

may

at, when it is mentionéd that he not

unfre-

quently kept two persons employed, writing
at'his dictation, at the

same

time;

for, as

he usually walked the floor on such occagions, he would give his chief clerk in one
kpoom a sentence, to be incorporated in a
diplomatic paper
and, marching to the
room occupied by Ris private secretary, give

however, is especially gratifying, is the fact
that among the first acts of the new Secre
tary of State, was the revocation of some of
the pardons granted to certain intamous

scoundels during the closing days of the
last Administration. These and other acts
speak volumes respecting the spirit and
purposes of the new President and his
subordinates. The business of
CONGRESS
during the week has not been large. In
addition to the work of confirming the new
appointees of the President, the Senate has
passed the District of Columbia Equal

Rights Bill, and has had under consideration
the bill to strengthen the public eredit and
the Tenure-of-office bill. It will be recollect-

that the two first named

were pocketed

by President Johnson.
The chief work
accomplished by the House has been the
repeal of the Tenure-of-office act.
How

long Congress

‘will continue in sessionis

uncertain,
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTION,

'

held on Tuesday of last week, resulted in a
complete Republican victory.

Mr.

Stearns.

| him the skeleton, or perhaps the very lan- is elected Governor by about four thousand
‘majority, and Messrs. “Ela, Stevens, and
guage, of a private letter.” A writer in the Benton are returnedto Congress by increas.
Quarterly Review remarks that ‘‘ it was in ed majorities.
The Legislature is subthe open air that Wordsworth found the mastantially the same as last year. The electerials for his poems, and it was in the open

air, according to the poet himself, that nine-

In the experience of all, thereare inter- tenths of them were shaped.

A stranger

tion was attended with but little or nooexcite-

ment,

;
CUBA.
Dispatches from this island give intelli-

pearls upon the smooth sands of its world-, vals of time which lie between the usual enly prosperity, but among those rough and gagements of life. If these fragments are
bloody times which tried men’s souls.
carefully husbanded and wisely improved,
——Who can read the history of true right- how much may be accomplished, not only

asked permission of the servant, at Rydal,
to see the study. ‘ This,’ said she, asdshé’ gence of a government duccess and the
showed the room, ‘is my master's library, landing on the coast of the island of an exwhere he keeps his books, but his study is pedition from the United States, bringing

eousness on the earth, without acknowledg- for ourselves,
ing the hand of God in all its varied for- God!

catching the sound of his humming

but

for humanity

and for

*

Although the constitution of the Cabinet
has been thus unsettled,

As

Extemporaneous

No man could be

out

of doors!

The

poor

neighbors,

on

in the

arms, ammunition and: recruits for the revolutionists.
hy,

’

.

r
Ee
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Communicat
;

each of us, are approaching that period
when we shall turn our eyes from the setting sun

“Those Days.
co

Ge.

¢ In those days came

preaching in

i

John

the

the wilderness

Matt. 3: 1.

Baptist,

of Judea.”

:

‘ Those days.”

To what days does the

evangelizt refer?

In answer to this ques-

tion,the commentators will go on to tell who

of life and look towards

the place

of its Tising, and another generation gathering around us will hear us repeating these
significant words ¢¢ Those days.” * Brothers,
shall there be any meaning in them? Shall

they contain lessons of value to those who
come after us?

S.D: C.

A Father's

Letters. No.

——t—
My DEAR Sox:—You are about

inrGatitee; and-in-Judea{ ing
7

:

7.
enter-

tion arises whether
sometimes to strike
the enemy’s country,
shall be no want to.

we may not do well
out into the heart of
believing that ¢¢ there
those who fear, God,”

and that ¢‘ according to our faith so ‘will it
be done unto us.”

Bay

Lad

What urgent calls we have for missionaries; Q. M's tryto employ and sustain
such; but how much handling
. of ¢ red
tape,” how much begging and pleading for
money. to sustain it, and after all, the
movement goes under without much fruit.

If each of us as ministers

had

an -eye sin-

uponan untried path, and engagingin gle to the glory of God, and were resolved

17, 1869.

- he

and the cabin boy prayed for the first time.

Not a few are able to sympathize with the thanks and glory to God, the question
preThe Captain said, at the close of the meet- old divine whose righteous soul was vexed sented itself,
“ Why did 1 not ask also;
ing, that it was the best meetinghe ever at- from Sabbath to. Sabbath with this unholy the salvation
of his soul?" (for he was not a
tended.
:
Le
practice, when he prayed,—*¢ O Lord, bless Christian). Then with the same intense

The next morning the cabin boy told the
| captain that the old cook said that he wish-

all in divine presence ; bless all who are on
their way to the place, and those who may
ed to come into our meetings ; but the stew- arrive in time to hear the benediction.”
ard had teld him that we did not want any
Is it important that we attend public worblack folks there. The steward seems to ship? Be in tfme. Do not make the holy
be a very wickedsman. He ‘will not serve Sabbath a garret in which innumerable items
“God himself, and tries to keep others from, of business are crowded:
Punctuality
his service. He told thej carpenter taunt- should be regarded a sacred obligation,
ingly that “all on board of this ship are get-

coupled with
our vows to

God

‘earnestness she prayed that his sins might
{be blotted out, and his-name written in the

Lamb's book of life; and in this likewise’

God heard and answered, and her: brother

arose from his sick bed a new man in Christ

Jesus, erected a family altar,and taught his
children the way of holiness as commanded
=

He now

in Deut. 6: 7.

most o his children; bus «sis-

and. the

ting religious.” O that these words spoken in| -ehurch,
and when it is thus considered ‘the ter A., nearly fourscore, is waitiAg her sumjest were true
t-these
poor seafaring habit of tardiness will soon be overcome;
mons home, and, * strong in faith, giving
an icteresting and important inquiry,
men
all engaged in the service of the
glory to God,” still: refers to this instance
-Boston, Mass.
N.L.R.
up or who was down in Palestine. His mind where shall you devote your energies, or comknowing no gospel but Christ crucified,
and | "true God!
i
ji
of being led by a little childto use the
was fixed upon other matters; his thoughts mence your labors. You.may
be strongly, | no-model
but Jesus our example; if we
Oct. 28th. Have again crossed the equa* key called promise,” as a blessed aidto
dwelt upon scenes far.removed from court and, perhaps to you, strangely impressed
There.
would adopt’ the spirit, and to a greater tor, and were at noon to-day, thirty miles
the land Beulah, wherea swoet sense of
life ; he was thinking fipon John the Bap- with a conviction of duty, or drawing of

But little did the old apostle care who

was

emperor at the Eternal

was

tist, upon

City,

or

who

the baptismrof Jesus, the descent

of the Holy Spirit in the form of a dove,
.and the voice from heaven, saying, ‘* This is
my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleas-

ed;” of the time when he gathered taxes
along the shores of lake Gennesaret; of his

“call to the apostleship; of the teachings

arduous and responsible duties,

It may be

mind, toward some particular place or people. If so, seek an opportunity to become
acquainted with them, and, if you are adapted to that field of labor, your gift will
make room foryou. Or you may feel that
God has called youto his work, but you have

no particular evidence where he designs
and miracles of Christ ; of their journeyings ; you to labor.
Do not entertaiz the idea
of their high hopes of a temporal kingdom, that you have spent many years and much
accompanied with all the wealth and hon- money to fit yourself for your profession,
ors of a powerful monarch,—all of which and of course you must have a large and
wepe
dashed in pieces, when Jesus gave important position ; that you cannot afford
self up to be crucified. Upon what else to throw yourself away in some obscure
could an old disciple of Jesus be meditat- village, or country place. You have no

ing?

Upon

what

other

days

could

he

Then,

like a flash’ of lightning or a transfigura-

‘tion, he stood

in the

midst

of them and

said, ¢ Peace.”
After this came the ascension, and Pentecost, and persecutions, and

triumphs, and deaths, and victories. Such
were the days, and such the scenes, which
more and more absorbed the mind of the
apostle as he advanced in years. When at
last he sat down to commit to parchment
the story of the crosg,as he had experienced

it, with both head and heart full of the theme,

go other days are worth mentioning but
‘¢ those days,”—those never-to-be-forgotten
days, in which he had seen the display of
God manifest in the flesh.

introduced in the

ous:

You are to ““ endare hardness as a good
soldier of Jesus: Christ.” Do nof, shun a
place because there are difficulties to encounter. If the providence of God, and the
voice of the brethren with whom you may
take counsel, point out that as your field of

or at

the end of his story, none can doubt as
to what days he refers whenever, he mentions¢“ those day.” Yes, dear old apostle,
we thank thee for thy recollection of ‘‘ those
days.” Thereis something in this phrase
that has long held a sacred place in my memory, like the recollection of some old psalm,
sung by a sweet voice, long since silent

in

labor, accept it as the will ‘of God, and

gird

on the armor and go to work for him.

Let

with some old school- Lord shall not be in vain.
not seen for years; we
Do not seek a place that is already supthe things that were plied.
It may be a desirable place. It
exciting games on the may not have so good g minister as it ought
"old ball ground, the eager chase across the to have.
Few places have. There may be
fields, the master’s call when the game was some that desirea change, and would be
the most exciting, the lessons learned, the exceedingly glad to have you for their
prizes won, and the prizes lost;—ere we minister, and you may wish to go there;
are aware of it, we are boys again. The but give them no encouragement that your
old school-house is a living reality, with its services can be had, untilit is certain there
Be not a candidate,
«rude form and whittled benches; and the will be a vacancy.
school-master stands before us, a full-length while another is a candidate for the same
portrait, with burly head, and a bunch of place. It will be likely to create division
goose-quills sticking through his matted in the church. Be not a candidate for two
hair just above his ear, waiting their turn churches at the same time. It will look
to become pens. Inthe enthusiasm kindled like trying to see where you can make
at the retrospect, we instinctly use the apos- the best trade and get the most money.
Let it be distinctly understood what you dre
tolic words—** Those days.”
a
~ A few years ago there lingered on the | to receive for your services, and what privI& may prevent
shores of mortality a few _surviving heroes ileges you areto enjoy.
- difficulty hereafter. Be content
of the revolution. Their talk naturally turn- serious
R. N.
ed upon scenes which transpired in the with a reasonable compensation.
hill, Saratoga, Trenton,

To them ‘Bunker
Valley

Forge

Putnam,

and

Lafayette, and

Washington,

were more real, living men to them
any, that had appeared in later times.
whenever, in their day

dreams,

you

than
And
over-

heard from their lips the expression “Those
days,” you know to what days they referr-

ed, without asking.

There are” some now amongst us, who
will come year by year to be more and
more esteemed by their fellow citizens.
A few years hence they will be sought out
and honored ; and when one of these, having lost an arm or a leg in the war for the
Union, shall be heard to speak,

if nothing

else issaid but ** those

all will at

once know

days,”

that hé means the days that

showed who were men and who were not.
But those days to which the apostle referred will be fraught with blessings to the
racé of man, long after the monument of
Bunker Hill shall have enriched the soil at
its base;

and Saratoga, and Yorktown, and

Vieksburg,and Richmond, and the names of
Washington, and Lincoln, and

Grant

Freewill

and

Yorktown were names which called up the
most stirring recollections ; and Warren and

shall

have ceased to be spoken ;—long after the

speeial object of
meeting.

every

Each

fathers, the

sermon

Quarterly

and
and

every
Yearly

howers

BAL

Baptists.

have been trying to make

F. W. Baptists

or; in other -words; have

been pressing hard ‘¢ to keep up with the
times ;” and some of these have progressed
so far
in this direction that they now begin to feel as though there were no very
good reason for our distinctive name or order.
If we had labored as hard to be like Jesus
as we

have

to be like

somebody

else, we

should undoubtedly have been far stronger
and more prosperous than we now are.
The peculiar spirit and principles of the
early

if in

exercise,

command the admiration of the
world to-day,. The working of
was to them what the working
Men’s Christian Associations

Christian
the laity
of Young
is to the

world

Freewillers

toay,

with

would,

this

now

falling; and

On the Way
BY

difference,—the

if,

to India.

Rev. B. B. SMITH.
ee
ee

EXTRACTS FROM MY JOURNAL :
[Coneluded.]

Oct. 8th.

The wind

came

up

from

the

north-east this morning, and has been blow-

ing a hard gale, accompavied by frequent
squalls of rainall day. This evening the
sky looks dark and threatening, and the
wind is blowing at a fearful rate; but we
will trust in him who controls the winds and
waves, and holds the waters

of the

sea

in

his right hand.
:
Oct. 9th. Were awaked last night by the
voice-of the first mate calling ‘Captain Burwell, the wind
drawn around a head.”

It was evident from

the sound of his voice

that he was excited, and we feared that the
wind, which was blowing a furious gale,

might prove to be, what is so much to be

dreaded at sea, a cyclone.

We

could

not

sleep, as a matter of course, and were thank-

ful to find, whez the morning appeared, that
the wind had gone around into the south,
and the ship, instead of being carried around
with it, was on her course.

ft

For many years some of our dear brethren
like other people;

are

throughout our borders, the proper spiritual effort was put forth, he who answers by
fire would show us that F. W. Baptists have
something to do besides grappling with
political evils or defending a particular
tenet.
:
HERMON.

your trust be in him, and. your labor in- the

the grave. We meet
fellow, whom we have
fall to talking about
doneat school,—the

morning of their lives.

methods, too, of the

tramping of our hosts might soon move the
continent, and good reasons would appear
for retaining our denominationality.
We may rejoice over all the good which
has beeen accomplished by our various
schools and other agencies, but it must be
apparent to all that our greatest need, is
that abundant influence of the Holy Spirit,
pfomised to all who seek, which shall incline all our efforts to this one point,—the
present salvation of perishing souls. This
should be the burden of every prayer, the

'| freshin

“Tis not a cause of small import,
The pastor’s care demands.”

Hence, whether

beginning, middle,

extent the

more grace or knowledge than can be used
meeting should be recorded a failure when
to good advantage in the less important it fails to be a mighty agency in turning
fields of labor. You may be worthy of a sinners to God.
Who can fail to see that
commanding position, but your talent will’ all our efforts in this direstion are the surnever be developed in idleness.
Go to est means of securing the proper discipline
work any where when opportunity pre- and health of the flock? Do any suppose
sents. Make full proof of your ministry, that the spirit and methods of the fathers
and your gift will make room for you. would in this day fail of similar results?
And if adapted to a larger sphere of action, This #8 a ruinous mistake, and wherever
you will be called to it in due time.
the trial is made it will so appear. All the
Do not seek an easy place. If you do, appliances of art, not under the guidance
you will be sadly disappointed.
Some and control of the Holy Spirit, willas sigplaces may be comparatively easy, but nally fail in turning men to God as did the
there is no place without difficulties, such cries of Baal’s prophets to bring the fire to
as will be hard to any one, who desires an consume the sacrifice.
easy life. The very work itself is arduOn many of our languishing fields re-

dwell ?
But just as all was given up for lost, there

came a whisper that He had risen

that, let others do-asthey might, we would
do all in our power to bring souls to Christ,

:

Oct. 10th. The ship rolled, and the cabin
creaked fearfully last night; but we com-

mitted ourselves unto the Lord,
and Igid-us
down and slept. - This morning the wind
abated and the sea went down,so that they
hoisted more sail, and we began

upon

us. Our

only safety is i. the Lord; and in him will
we trust.
Oct. 12th. The wind has been light all
day, and a part of the time

almost a calm.
We have
about so much during the
which we have just passed,
good to have a little time for

there

has been

been knocked
gale through
that it seems
rest. “Still we

are wishing to go on as fast as we can; for

church with them was such a working as- | our passage is beginning toseem long. "Alsociation, but embracing old and young, ready fourteen weeks have passed since we
male and female.
Had we been true to left our native shores, and we are anxious
this vital element of success we should to hear from dear loved ones at home. _
have been far in advance of our present
line ; but we may rejoice that this principle
is now becoming the most popular and suc-

Oct.

19th.

Last evening,

short time, as the distance is not quite
Oct. 30th.

Were glad
strange why
wide waste
one of these

by the Cap-

tain’s permission, wehad a social meeting in
the cabin. Were rejoiced to see most of the
sailors present. The captain followed in

thir-

Saw some birds from the land.

to see them though it seems
they should come out into this
of water. Have just caught
dear little creatures and Mrs.

Smith has him in her hands,

and

is trying

to persuade the poor thing that she is his
friend ; but I fear she will not succeed.
Now. 8th. Last evening was dark gloom.
The wind was blowing hard, and the waves

rolling high, when we heard the sound of
something heavy fall into the water, and
the cry “ A man overboard.” The captain
called out * Who is it?” and the mate answered, ‘It is little Joe, the

man

who

al-

ways attends church on the Sabbath.” He
was right; it was John Griffeth, whom they
called little Joe, the young man who has

always shown the greatest interest in our |

religious services, ever since we came

on

redeemed
of the Lord walked there.

And

It may seem very strange that those min- ed boy never had a pious mother to teach
isters who appeared to sacrifice so much him to pray, or if he had she, like thousands
that they might preach Christ to perishing | of others, failed in this duty which she owed
sinners, should have their wants

supplied,

ed| and besides, shave a competence for declin-

| ing years; but such was the fact, so far as
been able to extend.
| limited observhas
ation
| From this stand-point I look upon those

| about me who are receiving the highest

salaries
and hear this sad complaint :— My

to her child.

:

Lords day, Oct. 25th. Had a full agfendance at he
this morning ; all seemed to listen with good attention and we
have reason to hope that some seed has fallen on good ground,

which

will spring up

and bear fruit to the honor and glory of God.
best days are passingor are passed,
and I Our prayer meeting in the evening was also
| have nothing laidup for declining years.” well attended. Several choice hymns, sey | It is very certain that none of our good jected by the sailors, were sung. Our cap-

, | ministers receive too much, but fhe ques-

tain spoke and prayed, and two of the men,
{

|

:

i

|

—

Oa

When my heart is tosssed with tempest, when the
billows o’er it*roll,—
When the load of lonely anguish presses héaviest on
my soul,—

Then to Christ, the pitying Saviour, cften would it
gladly come,
!
Pouring forth its tale of sorrows ;—but my trembling
lips are dumb,
“
:

Utterance is all withholden;—heaven above looks
darkly down;
5
Iseem doomed to faint and languish ‘neath Jehovak’s

apgry frown;
While in sin’s but half-loosed i fetters, my
ing to and fro,
-

heart toss.

In rebellious mood doth question of God’s purposes
to know.

“ Tell me, Oh, thou inighty Ruler of the universe so
bo
vast,
Why these cruel, crushing burdens on my sinking
soul ave cast!

All the wisdom, all the Justice, of thy chastening, let
me see,
Then I'll bear the strokes more bravely ;”—but no
answer

comes

to me.

Though a glooniy, brooding silence in deep darkness
shuts me in,
While I wage an unseen warfare with the mighty
powers of gin,
Scarcely can'I save the whisper from increasing to

ple trust in the
exceeding great and
precious promises” seems but the spontaneous outgrowth of the heart.
‘If ye abide in me, and my words abide

in you, ye shall ask

what ye will, and it

shall be done unto you.” ©

S.8.C.

Indulgences.
These are audaciously granted in the
Romish church, and wickedly purport to

save the person from the punishment due

to sin, . and the sinner from °
They were first invented in the ro
century, by Urban II., to raise money for
the accomplishment of the designs of the

Pope. Pope Leo published indulgences with
a plenary remission, to all those who

would contribute money for the erection of
the magnificent structure of St. Peter's at

Rome. He gave Albert, elector of Mentz
and archbishop of Magdeburg, the benefit

| of the indulgence of Saxony. And finding
that the projecttook like wildfire, he mapped out other ‘countries and sold them to
oryy—
I% has been so squally that we have had
:
“As I've nothing left to live for, it were kind to let the
highest bidders, and these, desiring
no meeting until this evening, when the
me die.—
to make the bargain a big thing, procured
men came in with sad hearts, and I endeavAh the thought may be unholy, yet forgive me, if tis the ablest speakers and sent them through
ored to impress upon their minds the impor80;
:
out their entire territory to proclaim in fatance of having their peace made with God For my suffering soul within me,
arningly. doth vor of indulgences,and abundantly advertis
long to know,
e
so that they might be prepared to go, if call:
If, within the land where pleasurgé,
fair, @ternal,have the value of the wares.
4
ed suddenly away like him who had just
their birth,
They . pretended to pardon the most
been taken from time into eternity. Two There will be one heart to love
me e’en as I have loyenormou
s sins for a mere pittance. The
or three of them expressed a determination
ed on earth ¥”
book called the ** Tax of the sacred Roman
to commence the service of the"Lord with- Scarcely are the wild
words spoken ere I feel a Chancery,” contains
the exact sum to be
out further delay.
breath of balm,
The young man who had been so sudden- Stealing o’er the troubled waters, soothing all my paid for the pardon of each particular sin.
soul to calm ;—
The following
are specimens of the fees
ly called from time into eternity, was sent Breath
of balm that, floating, whispers,—* Earth is paid.
up in the time of a hard squall to furl the
but a trial place,
For the sin of simony, 10 shillings 6
main royal sail, and fell from the yard into Here, you “gee through a glags darkly’—there you'll
pence; for sacrilege, 10 shillings 6 pence ;
- see as face to face.”’
the sea. O what a comfort it is to think
for taking a false oath in a criminal case,
Here, the heart is torn and troubled,in afMiction’s
that he was prepared todie! ~~
fur.
9 shillings; for robbing, 12 shillings; for
nace
tried,
Nov. 9th. Came to the pilot Station, at the Oft its best
‘affections kindled to be rent and cru burning a neighbor's house, 12 shillings;
Sand Heads, this morning, about 10 o'clock
cilled ;—
for. murdering, 7 shillings 6 pence; &o.
but there were so many vessels waiting for There, within the veil, the spirit nevermore with
The
catalogue of the fees extended to all
grief
shall
thrill,
pilots, that we did not get one till almost
But of love divine and holy drink its everlasting fill,
the sinsit is possible for depraved humanity
night. O how glad were we to see the pilot
come on board ; for we felt that our long Here, the mortal body wasteth with its load of toil to commit. For twelve: pence they pretended to redeem a soul from purgatory,and
.
and pain,
voyage was almost completed, and we
Bending neath the weary burdens sin and death
even said that as soon as the money tinkled
should soon be permitted, as we hoped, to
hath on it lain;—
in
the chest, it,—the soul, —immediately
plack our feet again on the land.
There, ’tis raised a
glorious body,” free from every
escaped from - torment and ascended to
stainof clay,
= .°
NL
£
RL,
Nov. 14th. Weighed anchor this morning,
LE
to wane, or waste, or weary, through the long, heaven.
about six o'clock, and started up the Hoog- |- Ne'ereternal
day I”
Whoso stupid as not"to see that the
ly by steam. In a little while came in sight
Listeningto these tones so hopeful brings my sad whole
system of indulgences is an outof the trees waving their green tops, on
soul to rejoice;
®
right
insult
to God and man, a perfect
Saugar island. Were truly glad to be ap- Well I know the gentle breathings of my Saviour's
cheat to all the victims of the system, inloving voice;
proaching the land once more. God be
the “Comtorter” comes near me, angel wings vented by the sonl destroying fiends of the
praised for all his loving kindness to us dur-. And stir
in the air,
ing our long voyage on the sea, and for Broken words and tones are given while I bend in pit, and carried on by their sin-steeped
agents on earth ®
=
:
humble prayer.
bringing us so near our destined port. We
Christ alone hath power on earth to forfeel ourselves under renewed obligation to Solitude has lost its terror, heart no longer aches
so give sins.
Yet the great system of indul”
sore,
love and serve him as long as we live.
As the gleams from that bright country, where it gences is being carried on in these United’
Now. 15th. Arrived in Calcutta this evenne'er shall hunger more,
States of America to an alarming extent.
§
ing after’ a voyage of four months and Shine in warm and tender radiance
o'er ify, darkly Not only by the descendants of those
who
nine days. O how good the Lord has been
, troubled deep,
practiced the system in the old country, but,
in sparing us through our voyage, and -in Soothing all the singing waters to a calm and bless
strange to say, by native born Americans.
ed sleep.
permitting usto land once more on the
Very,
many of the states have incorporated
YetIknow
again
and
often will these wave
benighted shores of India. Praise his |
arisesand
into their laws a system of indulgences for
;
swell;
name forever! =
May the “ still small voice” of Jesus ever thus their sins in their legitimate
results. For a few
&
a
raging quell,—
board of this ship.
Poor fellow, how much
we miss him, and how sad we feel!

Punctuality.

Oft as o'er life’s dearest longings low

must

tall the

funeral knell,

To be punctual

is

to be prompt.

one condition of success, and

so

is it that little is ordinarily achieved
absence.

in its

:

Nothing begets
punctuality.

Itis

important

confidence

Oh, God, give me grace to utter
soul—** Tis well

wheth-

er he bea clerk at the desk, a farmer at the

from

my

inmost

Incident in Christian Experience.

sooner than

So that the poor man,

SD

One.

“ A little child shall lead then,”
Mrs. C—— was a woman

of prayer

and

paltry dollars, in almost every town,

lage and city

in

the

Empire

vil-

State, indul-

gences are granted in the form of liquor
licenses, by petitions being signed by a

certain number of so-called respectable
citizens, to-breed disease, dethrone reason,
break up families and enormously bleed, by
the way of taxes,all tax-paying citizens,
without the least reasonable equivalent.
It should be distinctly understood that

great benevolence, and for long years her
of the gospel; may enjoy the confidence of prayers and alms had gone up, like those every tax-payer who signs such a petition,
those with whom he mingles. Punctuali- of Cornelius, as a “memorial before God 3 signs a petition to be dled in the form of
ty is not ogly a moral, but a religious vir- but she understood not yet the nature of pauper and criminal taxes, and in favor of
plow, the man of medicine, or the

minister

tue; it partakes of the nature of Christian the simple faith and child-like trust that
veracity, while its opposite, tardiness, indi- claims the promise, ‘* whatsoever ye ask in
cates the want of veracity.
;
prayer, believing; ye shall receive.” So when
Punctuality as related to church-going is a beloved brother was sick, and apparently
of gpecial importance, and it is the main near death, she went mourning about
her
thought we had in mind. It is conceded domestic duties as though all refuge had
that God's service is most sacred, and in failed.
order that real benefit be derived from
Her little son, five years old, noticed her
a participation in it, we need to be calm, grief and inquired
its cause. After hearing her
thoughttul, prayerful. To rush into God’s reply, that it was occasioned by his uncle’s
presence is irreverent; and yet how ‘many illness, he mused a while and then said,
enter the sanctuary, hurried, nervous and
¢¢ Mamma, should we not ask God for whatmortified over their tardiness! Such, hay- ever we want?” She replied, ** Certainl
y,
ing neglected Paul's advice to Timothy,— my son.” ‘‘ Then,” said he, ‘ why
don't

art of war shall have been forgotten, and
' the empires for which men fought have cessful of Christian agencies, and that our prayer, and made
some remarks which, he
own dear people are again waking to its
passed away.
importance.
; said, were the first that he ever made in a
In those days the eyes of the blind were
Another element of success with them was religious meeting, though he had been a
opened, and the ears of the deaf were un- the principle that none were worthy to member of a Christian church for several
‘“Be instant in season, and out of seastopped. Then the lame man leaped as a preach unless they had faith enough in God years. This morning the cabin boy came
son,” —are wholly unprepared for what may
hart, and the tongue of the dumb sang; in
to take him at his word, and love enough to me and said * what a good meeting that follow, and frequently lose a blessing.
the wilderness waters
broke out, and
for his cause to suffer if need be, for its was, which we had last evening,” And in
Not only is the tardy worshiper unable to
streams in the desert, and the parched sake, and to go wherever bidden, trusting a little while afterwards he came again, and
enter into the spirit of the services himself,
ground became a pool,and the thirsty land, him for support in worldly things, as well asked me if I would not write him out a
but he disturbes the tranquility of earnest
springs of water; in the habitation of dragas for the greater and better riches of spir- prayer, so that he might learn it, and repeat souls striving to bring themselves into a
ons, where each lay, there was grass with itnal assistance. They went forth, not like it when we should have another social meetdevotional state, He introduces more or
reeds
and rushes. And there was a high- pedlars exhibiting their wares for sale, but ing. I referred him to the Lord's ‘Prayer,
less of confusion into God's house. It is reway, and it was called the way of holiness; a8 the messengers of God,—* like a flam- and told him to go away by himself and ask
ported of a mother in Israel, that she unithe unclean
did not pass over it; but
it was ing fire.”
The. difference between them God for just what he felt that he needed. formly took her seat in the house of worfor those ; the wayfaring men though fools, and ourselves is like the difference between I told him if he felt that he was a sinner he
ship fiffeen minutes before service. Hot or
did not err therein. No lion's whelp was Sherman's grand march to the sea, and the must ask God to forgive his sins, and give cold, pleasant or
inclement, she was puncthere, mor any ravenous beast went up quiet of the army of the Potomac during a him a new heart, and help him to be a good
tual. When asked why she was so exact
thereon, nor was it found there; but the certain period of the war.
Christian. Probably this poor simple heart. in her habit, she replied,—*

the ransomed of the

divine union so delights the soul, that sim-

BY KE. HI.

|

teen hundred miles.

to indulge

the hope that the gale was about over; but
this afternoon the heavens are gathering
blackness, and we are anticipating another
storm. Thus it is in this life; ere one tempest is over, another bursts

north of it. Our next way-mark isthe Sand
Heads, and we hope to be there in a very

incendiarism, broken-hearted

ering,

starving children,

wives,

theft,

shiy-

robbery,

murder, poisoning and burning.
Itis an old maxim that the partaker

is

should be mindful

is

as bad as the thief. If this be true, we
that He

whose eye

ever on us, and keeps a strict account of

all our acts, has pronounced an awfal woe
upon him that giveth his neighbor drink,

and, by implication, upon the manufacturer

of the same, and

those

who

give

their

influence in favor of the nefarious traffic.

And justas trulyas that no drunkard

can

inherit the kingdom of God, neither can
you ask him to cure uncle Samuel?” The those who give their influence in favor of
question, so brief and artless, opened her drunkenness.
heart to a new

revelation

richness of the promises

of the exceeding

to believers, and

We are ashamed to be obliged to say that
multitudes of citizens, church-members, -

the simplicity of the way whereby they are and professed temperance men are so
fulfilled, and though she had presented her stupid and delinquent in’ duty, that hun-

dreds are selling liquor, inflicting untold
evils
and misery on communities, and
ing in a general manner at the court of
heaven, yet she now felt she had not com- ruining the bodies and souls of men, with-

brother's case with her husband that morn-

the injunction, out having paid the indulgence fee. There
—*¢ Call upon me in the day of trouble;” was found not long since , 1388 of ‘this
and she could not claim the promise, * I class in one county of the Empire State.
will answer thee, and theu shalt glorify me.” This is only a'drop in the bucket; and
plied in the true spirit with

And with a heart throbbing with an enlarg-

where rests the responsibility? Landlords

ed sense of the sweet union between the and keepers of these low groggeries are
not alone. responsible. Nor does it lessen
my religion not to disturb the devotions of soul and God, consummated by Jesus the
their
guilt in selling liquors, or ours ‘if
others.”
i
great intercessor, she hastened to her chamSo should it be with eyery one. Espe- ber and there wrestled in spirit, like Jacob they pay the indulgence fee,
0! Consiscially is thé minister embarrassed,
+.
.
and his with the angel, for the réstoration of that tency! Hast thou fled forever?
Delinquent church members and professed
efforts to introduce the service properly, dear brother to life and health, and the
crippled by the noise and confusion occa- guardianship of his large
family of help- temperance men, is not there a feeling
sioned by these late church-goers. The in- less little children, so dependent on
of alarm at the inner gate of the temple of
his care.
vocation for the divine blessing upon the And feeling thd witness within, that
the
heart?
A. M. RICHARDSON.
the 8pirservice is drownéd by tumult, and the read- it indited her petition, —thatshe
asked acing of the introductory hymn is meaning- cording to his will, (1 John, 5: 14, 15,) she
It is an awfol thing to feel that all that
loss unless it be taken asa signal for at- left her kneeling-place assured. that he
we possess is continually wasting away,
tention, The service thus far seems like a was heard, and should receive.
and at the same time to set our hearts
book with the preface and first chapter torn
‘The next morning her brother was better,
upon
it, without inquiring after something
out,
if
and as she retired to her chamber to give
more solid and durable.
I)
It is a part of

:

ast
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Then, he cares so much what’ we elder, preacher or minister with helpers, to

mm

Dr. Reid

writes thus in the Northwestern

Advocate:

:

«First Letter Foundry in New England. |

.| think of him—what we say of him! This maintain gospel light-houses in the dark
Before we were born the_reveged father
need not surpriseus. What else should he
laces of Chemung. For we testify in th® of the writer came to this country. He
care for from us, if not for our dutiful and afany church of Christ
that does
was «then a high-ton
:
One finds what is adaptedto kindle the fectionate regard? He is infinitely above all not rd—that
work to spread the gospel a
entered
the great city and on Sabbath went
bcos
courage and touch the heart in reading of the need of ahy material gifts, or any
rsonal
;
sacrifice, will soon to the great church “of the city, and was
©
service
C
:
{
i ‘“
work done by Christian sympathy amon
|Servic
lose her own. life, and become a sepulcher coldly shown to the stranger's pew under
he would not tell us; forthe full of bones and all uncléanness.
the gallery, near the door, Af once he felt
pho
pa a
oe
A
were hun

is
, and the fullness thereof.” He
— recently furnished the Independents most world
no more looks
to us than we to our little

in!
ing accountof reli us effortin |
a adh
various prisons. We extract a few para- those prattlers can give us, with their artless
graphs:

.

-

;

A

Much the larger portion of our State-

. lips, from their loving hearts, what enriches
us more than all gains of commerce. So al-

prisons are now provided with resident
chaplains, who give their whole time and

strength to this

work.

Sabbath-schools:

are established and’ prosperously conducted
in three-fourths or more ofthese prisons.

A noble band of earnest workers, male and
female, partly from among the officers, but

80, his own word assures us, the
our
erin heaven, values the

affe

great God,
dutiful and

gioiverse of his lowly children,

Sabbath. Not a few interest themselves in
procuring situations for discharged convicts—one of the best services that can be
rendered to this class of persons.
Inthe last report of the Kansas Stateprison some exceedingly interesting facts
are stated by the chaplain.
This zealous
and efficient man does not limit his relig-

ed

ious

labors

to the set services of Sunday,

but holds several social meetings for prayer
and gonference during the week. He en-

tered upon these labors not for
peli; but
from a pure love of the work, and because
he believed that souls could be converted

and saved in a prison. Nor has he been
disappointed in his hope.
In a single
year he has gathered a prison church of
Shirky Wetiers, thirteen of whom he baptized ; and to all he administers, at proper
times, the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.
This is the only prison church in the
United States; but there is one in the provincial penitentiary at Kingston, Canada.
.
A convict prayer-meeting was organized
in the male prison at Sing Sing by the
then chaplain, Rev. John Luckey. At first
it was held once a fortnight ; but for a naimber of years the service has been weekly—
every Wednesday
afternoon.
It began
with a mere handful—a half-dozen or so;
but it gradually increased till the membership reached 150, and there were frequently
a
hundred in actual attendance.
The
chaplain presides; but the prayers and exhortations—short and to the ‘point—are by
the prisoners themselves.
I have been
Present at this meeting

several times,

and

ave rarely enjoyed any religious service
more.
The prayers and addresses were
short,

direct,

simple,

earnest,

fervent.

This meeting has been productive of great
A considerable number of ‘convicts
have professed conversion as the result of
it; some of whom—perbaps I might say
not a few of whom-—on their liberation,
have joined Christian churches and maintained
a creditable profession.
:
Although there is no church organizatio
at Sing Sing, yet the chaplain has baptized
many on confession of their faith. I was
once present when this ordinance was administered to seven.
The chaplain requested me to converse personally with
each of the seven.
One case interested
me exceedingly.
It was that of a youn
Jew, whose story, as then and there relate
to me,

was substantially

this:

When first

committed, he was placed in a solitary cell
till such time as he should be assigned to
labor. The only thing init, besides a bed
and stool, was a copy of the Bible.
He
took it in his hand,

and it opened

thousand hills,” or * all the fowls of the
mountains,” offered up in costly sacrifice.

He listened to-day, when you two Christian
you,to know whether all ¥9
trade, and of stocks, and of igestments,

but now giving

at

all.

A little more

little more folding

ren, unto the somber folds of whose garments, we who are weary, will run and

as

he

gives

you

to

the one

uncorrupted are not clamorous or obfruswe.
They may be unknown to the world.

But ¢“ the Lord knoweth them that are his.”
Be comforted, we repeat, and be strengthened by the Divine assurance, that ‘you

of itself

him new

became a true

meeting ! The way it was done was this:
in the same shop,

and had received serious impressions from

the Sunday exercises, conferred with each
other, and
d that it would do them

shall have your reward.”

In that day, when he maketh
els, you shall shine among

up his jewthem, shall

If a military commander is under a
load of habits that make it necessary for
him to look out very sharply for his own
safety

and comfort,

he

is in no

condition

first is symmetry;

of

the second,

self to his infirmities. Certainlyhe will. It is

compres-

perfectly in accordance with God's tenderness and politeness,to respect our infirmities ; therefore'he willlgive us but few orders,

sion; of og
13 , order; of the fourth,
system.
The thought and language of the fizst
are both
Hebraistic; of
Hellenistic ; while in the

ifhe finds us in su¥h circumstances of limit-

the third, both
second, thought

which you had given ; manifesting a fear of
displeasing you, that was full of childlike |

little ones, *¢ They: are mine, they are my
treasures, my jewels?” So saith the proph-

- et Malachi, “Then they that feared the Lord
¢pake often

one to another; and

the Lord

hearkened and heard; . . . and they shall
be mine, saith the Lord, in the day when I

, make up my jewels; and I will spare them,

a8 a man spareth his own sonthat serveth
him.”
Surely this is a most engaging

representa-

tion of Jehovah, bending thus from the in-

finite height of his greatness, to such little

The

School-house Work.

to one another, directions

not your satisfied heart say fondly of those

let

us Say.

passing

along

heard a plain,

earnestsermon,

and

JOHN

hearty

singing and praying,
and at the conclusion
cordially invited
him to come again. He
was won, and did so; be becamea regular

|

behas

~

places, and at all times.

Sing Away
i

3

beamed

out in

:

Very many
from the pén
Here is

|

———

one

of them,

given

in

his home

consent

to

double

up,

the

union

would

release at least four able men every Sunday,to go with helpers to these mission

stations, and thus evangelize the country.

Madness.

When I look around upon a busy, bustling world, eagerly pursuing and courtin
disappointment,neglecting nothing so mue
as the one thing needful; and who, in or-

sensible suggestions slip
of Thomas K. Beecher.

paper :
™
Within a circle struck around Elmira
with
a six mile radius, are at least eight
districts with
comfortable school-houses.
These should he mission posts. If, on
Sunday evenings, our city churches would

World’s

Your Grief.

|

der to have their portion in this life, disre-

gard the world to come and only treasure up
wrath ; it makes me think of a farmer, who
should, with vast labor, cultivate his lands,

ed ; br, knowing this, have never studied the
adaptation of Jpersicaler subjects to different stages of deyelopment. Itis
injurous,
because the mind of the child is dulled and
Jisoouaged by repeated failure to do the
impossible things required of it.
>
A RECENT writer on ‘Cambridge Char-

acteristics in the Seventeenth Century” enu-

merates the following well-known names
as persons who ¢¢ pig robably have been
met on the same day
e streets of Cambridge” two hundred and. thirty-five years

ago : Milton, ¢* with his maiden face ;” Fuller, * the future church historian,and quaint
humorist ;” Henry More, the theologian and

philosopher, ¢ a tall, thin youth of clear
olive gomplexion, and a rapt expression ;”
Seth Ward, a future Lord
Bishop, then of
boyish stature, with flaxen hair; Cleveland,
the satirist; Chrashaw, the sweetlyric poet ;
Pearson, the great commentator upon the
creed ; Cudworth, author of the ¢‘ Intellect-

and the invincible foe of the

infidel Hobbes ; Mede, studious ig the mysteries of astrology and the symbols of the
apocalypse ; and Jeremy Taylor, the
great
poet preacher. A promising class of boys
indeed for one period to send forth! Have
we their undeveloped peers hidden away
in any of our American colleges ?

hand,

good

morals

should

go hand

Itis impossible to see ill-bred,

agreeable children, without reflecting upon

the quality of the home training and the
gort of people they ‘have been forced to
associate with. If the mother is a pattern of

gentility in society, while the children are

chaff, and then sweep the corn out upon

if not something worse.
;
TurreMORAL salvation of men and of women depends, in a great degree, upon home
surroundings. Men who never have
good

dunghill, and carefully lay by the chaff.
Such a person would be supposed mad ; but
how faint a shadow would this be of his
madness who labors for the meat that perishes, but negleets that which endureth un-

7. Scott.

Proprietors,
FOR

|.

SALE

BY

$18

-

gance, there are coarseness

and well-cooked food, nor

and

ignorance

pleasant 27. iy

nor easy chairs, nor tasteful rooms at home,
arefpretty sure to patronize restaurants,

sa-

loons, bar-rooms, or the homes of happier
neighbors.

-

-
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will

of

be, the celebrated

¢Mrs.

=~ Philadelphia.
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ex-
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the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints;

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfamers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No, 16 Bond

for agents in
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"A SURE CURE FOR

CATAZEBRH.
:

DEMERITT’S

North American

Machine

Company,

I can now hear as well as ever I could, and my sense

AMOS
PAUL,
. . AGENT,
SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H.
MANUFACTURERS

of smell is completely restored to me. I consider it
the best remedy in the world for the Catarrh, and as
such earnestly recommend it to all,
ISAAC H. LAMBERT,
This testimonial is a sample of what we daily
receive. We warrant it to give immediate and
manent relief as can be attested by thousands who
have used it. Sold by all Druggists. Price $§1.25a

OF

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print. Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

package.

:
D. J. DEMERITT & CO. Proprietors.
Testéd free at their office, 117 Hanover St., Bgston.

Send for Circular.
‘Wholesale Agents in Boston—M., 8. Bugz & Co., G. C.
Goodwin & Co.
A@Sold in Dover by LOTHROP & PINKHAM.
123

AINTS for FARMERS and others.—The Grafton
Mineral Paint Co. are now manufacturing the
Best, Cheapest and most durable. Paint in use; two
. coats well
ut on, mixed with pure Linseed Oil, will
last 10 orl
ears; it is of a light brown or beautiful

STATIONARY
AND

Portable

Steam

Engines,

Shafting, Turning Lathes,

i

chocolate color, and can .be changed to green, lead,
stone, drab, olive or cream, to smt the taste of the
consumer.
It is valuable for Houses, Barns, Fences,

:

Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
'
every description, Mill Work, alkkinds of sw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and

tfv1)

Gas Works,

Good Canvassing Agents wanted
To work in Maine; New Hampshire and Vermont, to
whom exclusive territorywill be given, tor the sale
of a Sewing Machine first putin
the market. Fully
licensed, at a comparatively low price, equal in fin.
Ih, Gperation, and appliances, to any of the high
machines. To be sold with a
warrant,
Te
p
parties having a good team preference will be given,
ress
CHICOPEE
SEWING MACHINE CO.,
13t36

BOSTON,

A Cough

Cold,

Catarrh Remedy.

NORTH COHASSET, Dec. 2, 1868.
Messrs. D. J, DEMERITT & CO.,—
Gents,—For the last ten years I have been 4 great
sufferer from Catarrh, got no help until I used your
remedy for that disease. When I commenced usin,
it, I wae partially deaf and had Jost allsense of smell.

SWAMSCOT

C
and Car makers, Pails and Wooden-ware
Agricultural Implements, Canal Boats, Vessels an
Ships’ Bottoms, Canvas, Metal and Shingle Roofs, (it
being Fire and Water proot,) Floor Oil Cloths, (one
Manufacturer having used 5,000 bbls. thé past year,)
and as a paint for any purpose is unsurpassed for

body, durability, elasticity, and adhesiveness.

mit the money

DANIEL

on receipt ofthe goods

You Must Cultivate it

Mass,

GRAY

IS OFTEN

of decay at the roots.
New

AND

CHL 02

Lungs, a poxAffection, or

Lung

THE

Disedse

RESULT.

Y Brown's Bronchial Troches,
Having

a direct influence to the

“parts, give immediate relief,
For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Consumptive
:
Throat
eases.

and

TROCHES ARE USED WITH ALWAYS GOOD BUOCESS,

‘SINGERS AND PUBLIC

HAIR

" Isa certain indication

or Sore

70 CONTINUE,

Incarable

HAIR,

Nature's Crown.

hroat

an

Address

BIDWELL, 264 Per! St. New York,

BEAUTIFUL

REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION AND
SHOULD BE CHECKED,
IP ALLOWED

Irritation of the
manent Throat

Price

$6 per bbl. of 300-1bs,, which will supply a farmer for
ears to come. Warranted in all tasésms above.—
end for Circular which gives full payriculars. None
fenuing unless branded in a trade mark, Grafton
neral Paint, Per-ons can order the Paint and re6m3]

A REAL

Style.

HAIR

Important

RESTORER

Change.

AND

Combined
in One Bottle,

DRESSING

MRS. S. A. ALLEN’S

HAIR RESTORER
othr Color and Bosuty,
A
It is a most delightful Hair Dressing.

It will promote luxuriant growth.
FALLING HAIR is immediately checked. .

SPEAKERS

will find TROCHES useful in clearing the . voice when

taken before Singing or Speaking, and relieving the
throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
by
and prescribed
The Troches are recommendéd
from eminent
Physicians, and have had testimonials oo
ent
men throughout the country,

true merit, hnd having
of many years, each
ous parts of
in

their

efficacy by a test

year finds them in new localities
the world, and the Troches are

universally pronounced better than oy articles,
« Browws Bronchial
Troches,” and
ey
a“ Cg
may be o

of the worthless

SOLD RVERYWHEAR,

imitations that

de used one with the other. SOLD BY.
OP

tors,
8. R. Van Duzer
& Co.,
Wholesale
Bari gt 40d 40 Park Fiaoes
-

JOY, COE &_CO.,"

Buildings, New
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Publishers Agonts, Tribune

York, Brown’s Iron Building,

del hia, are authorized
in this paper.
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the market, because the

Prices

do

1

;

Single and by the dozen ; also Posiage on the same.

1]PRICES.

Club Orders Promptly

Yozk.

tinually before the people. Napoleon is the most conspicuous person in the world. Abbott is the most
fascinating writer in Ameriga. It is a new book,with
no competition. Address
H. B. RUSSELL,56 Cornhill,Boston.
467

in quantities to suit customers, ,

|

DYE.

WANTED,—AGENTS to canvass for “Napoleon IIL” ByJoHN 8. C. ABBOTT. A new work
of great beau
and rare merit. Itis the best book

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of
China and Japan, and sell them
CARGO

HAIR

This splendid Hair Dye
is the best in the world ;

street, New

COMPANY

AT

Address Wis. H. LYMAN.

'BATCHELOR’S

GREAT AMERICAN
TEA

i

Importer of Seeds, Bulbs, and Plants, Leverett, Mase.
;
W.

1861.

THE

Geranium;

actual cost.

It makes the

bought,

Pollock’

I am also introducing to the Public my new Tomato,the LX MAN JMAMN OTH CLUSTER,
Dr. D. Rice, says:
Bversliody should have it.”
‘| Fo¥ fllustrated circular, co:
ing description, rece

6m29

18

Machines

MASS,

colored from nature. In it will be found, designs for
arranging
the flower garden; together with full dirn
Bs Sowing Seed, Transplanting, &e. Tai
work will be sent free to all my Customers, and
others on receiptof ten cents; which is not
‘the

“ELASTIC LOCK STITCH” that will not rip or break
if every third stitchis cut. Itis durable, very simple, and not easy to get out of order. We warrant,
and keep in order one year free of cost. Good Agts.
alain
every town and county. Address, with
stamp,
X
L. M. MASURY & CO.,
210 Washington Street, Boston.
kinds

.

MARBLEHEAD,

most complete Machine for the price ever

S.—All

5

ly illustrated with about thirty elegant wood engravings and two beautiful colored plates; one of which

offered for sale. This Machine will STITCH, HEM,
FELL, TUCK, QUILT, CoRD, BRAID, BIND and EM-

P.

France.

And Catalogue of SEEDS and PLANTS, is
now [published, containing descriptions of over 1,600
varieties of Flower Seeds and Plants. It is splendid-

instantly

EVERYWHERE.

changed and repaired, and to let.

the Morning
4189

1869. Wm. H JLYMAN'S
1869.
Illustrated Floral Guide

Address,

BROIDER in the most superior manner,

Co.,

Catalogues gratis to all. JAMES J. H, GREGORY.

BOSTON NOTION

largest and

&

is laid around
ic

6t7

Sewing
& Embroidering
Machine.
AGENTS
WANTED—BOTH
MALE ‘AND FE.
MALE—to sell the improved BOSTON NOTION
SEWING AND EMBROIDERING MACHINE—the

in

dis-

and

COOPER, WILSON & CO.,

loudly for cor-

unmitigated nuisances, it is pretty certain
that tinderneath the gloss of material ele-

the

Sold by Druggists, or mailed free,

rection ; they are fruitful causes of much of
thesll-temper, rudeness and selfishness that
we complain of in the young. Good mannersand

and all Disorders

SENSATION OF
COOLNESS "AND COMFORT.
18 the best Voice Tonic in the world! TrY IT!
Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.

ticed toward children, and oftentimes by
‘people who pride themselves on their ele-.
call

IN

Deaf-

DELICIOUS

|

Snow

‘NEW AND RARE VEGETABLES,
2
Having been the original introducer of the HunBARD SQUASH, MARBLEHEAD MAMMOTH
GE,
and many other new vegetables, I continue to make
the raising of the seed of new and rare varieties a
specialty. I raise also, on my three seed farms, over
one hundred varieties of seed of all the standard
kinds, and import many choice kinds from England

;

and never nauseates; when
swallowed,
gives to the Zhroat and Vocal Organs a

THE DISCOURTESIES and rudenesses prac-

and gather in his crop: and then thrash it
out, and then separate the corn from the

Elmira deluges the country with bad liquors.
Surely our Christians are bound to do to everlasting life? It is a madness, the
gomething toward causing the flood of sal- whole race of men labor under, unless and
until divine grace works the cure.—
vation to pour fourth,

If, as many suppose, a general union of

powers of the mind are naturally develop-

gancg and refinement,

POWDER,

This Remdy does not “Dry up” a Catarrh, but
Loosens it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headach; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so
mild and agraeablein its effects that it positively
IE CURES WITHOUT SNEEZING ! 21
As a Troche Powder, ig pleasant to the taste,

—

¥F.

A%~ This pavement
Star building.
|

resulting from COLD S'in HEAD
THROAT AND VOCAL ORGANS.

all

Sheds, &c.

Box 701 Dover, N. H,

CATARRH SNUFF

TROCHE

ness, §¢c.,

the voice of praise against cares. Praise
God by singing; that will lift you above
trials of every sort. Attempt it. They
sing in heaven; and among
God’s people
upon earth,song is the appropriate language
of Christian feeling.

ual System,”

HH.

Agent,

Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs,

of early days. This social power was immense. It did not wait for parlors, or apbut

AND

Coal

"' State, County and Town Rights for sale by

A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY
“ Catarrh, Headache, Bad Breath, Hoarseness,

erations, who else might never be brought
into a sanctuary, if we resume the sociality
occasions,

K. ROGERS,

JACKSON’S

for nearly twenty-five years been in the
ministry. We. shall save families and gen-

pointed

bn

PATENTED SEPTEMBER 1, 1868,

_ B5 Water Street, Boston.
Aa The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,
tf8
:
ri
.

the Poison next to him shook hig hand, and
attendant ;.a large family, then unborn,
came mainly Methodists, and a son

Warehouse Floors, Gutters,

-

, NEWSPAPER
FACES.
Address orders to

Evangeliss.

you; reminding each other of your instruc-

was full of childlike affection? Did not the
sweet tones arregt your passing footsteps P
And did not the sincere tribute fill your parental heart with unusual pleasure?

rovidentially,

Side Walks, Street Crossings,

And lately for its unrivalled

to hit upon any very
enterprising operation. There is a chronic obstruction in
his mind to bright ideas and plans. A
Varieties.
man needs to be in a reckless state as reel
Qe.
gards all petsonal considerations, in order
Distinctions in the: Gospels.
A CENSORIOUS spirit is generally attendto be in a condition of mind to conceive
great plans. If we have habits of self- ed with self-complacency ; they think most
It is no accident that the New Testament indulgence that make a certain set of of themselves who are constantly condemncontains four gospelsinstead of one. - There circumstances absolutely necessary to our ing others; he that censures himself, pities,
are important differences in them, which comfort, if weare accustomed to the kind- prays for, and sympathizes with others,
are thus brought out by an English bishop, ness of friends in the same dependent way, when their failings are discovered.
]
in a lecture on the life of Christ.
_ A YOUNG CONVERT, on examination for
and if we are in bondage to love and fel1. In regard to their -external features lowship and female society, so that they admissionto the church, was asked : ‘What
and characteristics:
gr
an essential of our every-day led you to yield yourself to the Saviour?”
"The point of view of the first gospel is constitute
all such habits overlying our exist- The prompt reply was, ‘I felt that he lovmainly Israelite; of the &eccond, Gentile; life,
ence come between us and God, and ed me so I could not help loving him.”
of the third, Universal; of the fourth, make us hard of hearing, operating like a How beautifully this accords with the stateChristian.
‘We
partition , between us and his voice:
‘A ment of one ‘ whom Jesus loved.”
The general aspect, and so to speak,
listening through a partition will love him because he first loved us.”
physiognomy of the first, is Oriental; petson
ear indistinctly, and only a part of the . A PRACTICAL educator well says that, in
of the second, Roman ; of thé third,Greek ;
time.
the education of children, ro mistake is
of the fourth, Spiritual.
of habit naturally assumes more common or more injurious than the
The style of the first is stately and thatTheGod man
will not put him into any uncer- attempt to hold their minds upon subjects
rhythmical ; of the second, terse and
pre- tain position,
contrary to his habits and the beyond their comprehension. It is coms
cise; of the third, calm and copious; of the
necessities that they have created around mon, because many teachers have never
fourth, Wrtless and colloquial.
The most strikin Shatasterisie of the him. He assumes that God will conform him- learned that there is an order in. which the

shine ‘‘ as the stars, forever and ever.”

ation. I wish to be in a state where I can
good to meet and pray
ther. This
receive a good many orders. I do not
was against the rules. So they found an is often Occidental, ‘though the language is count it any privilege to be in a condition
old shed near their workshop, where lumber Hebraistic ; and in the fourth, the language where
cannot use me. I want to be
and rubbish were stowed; and every day is Hellenistic ; but the thought Hebraistic.
a condition where he can get the
great2. In regard to their subject matter and in
they would steal out there for ten or fifest possible amount of good out of me;
contents.
teen minutes, hold their prayer-meeting,
for Sisk put pase I want to be free from
In the first gospel we have narrative; in and
and’
back to work again.
For some
habits
that
hinder him from spakiag to
time oY escaped detection ; but at last the the second, memoirs ; in the third, history ; me freely, and me from thoroughly underkeeper found them out. He did not, how- in the fourth, dramatic portraiture.
standing and obeying him. I want to be
In the first we often have the record of without
' ever, like to take the responsibility of stopimpediment.—Oneida Circular.
events
in
their
accomplishment;
in
the
ping them. So he reported the matterto
socond,events
in
detail
;
in
the
third,
events
the deputy warden, who
felt the same hesOverwork.
itation, and reported
the case to the con- in their connection ; in the fourth, events in
tractor, for whom the men, now increased Telation to the teachings springing from
em,
ui»
to four, were at work. He, too—probably
Fifty
clergymen,
perhaps more, have
Thus in the first we often meet with the gone from the United States within the last
thinking that, as ‘the proverb says, ‘‘ meat
notice
of
impressions;
in
the
second,
of
and mass never hindered work”—winked
six months because they were overworked
at the pious fraud; and for some months facts; in the third, ;of motives; in the —or they overworkedsthemselves. It comes
they continued to keep their stolen prayer- fourth, of words spoken.
to the same thing. Their people got out
And, lastly, the record of the first is
meeting in the prison-shed.
of them all they could get and asked for
mainly collective, and often antithetical ;
more. They gave their people all they
of the second, graphic and circumstantial ; could give, and wanted to give them more.
of
the
third,
didactic
and
reflective;
of
The Lord Hearkening.
Perhaps as many lawyers, politicians, men
the fourth, selective and supplementary.
in various departments of active life, have
—
—
3. In respect to their portraiture of our been compelled, for the same reason, to |
Did it ever happen to any of Jo who are Lord :suspend their labors, and seek in a foreign
The first presénts Him to us merely as land a respite from that intense application
parents, to hear your little children talking
the
Messiah;
the
secend
mainly
as
the
together, when
they did not know that you
to business, which has threatenéd them
were listening? And did they happen to God-man; the third as thé Redeemer; the with premature burial.
‘
be speaking of you, expressing to each other, fourth, as the only begotten Son of God.
in childlike, artless fashion, their love to

dutifulness, and a desire to honor you, that

BOOK AND JOB TYPE,

When troubles come,go atthem with songs.
When
griefs arise, sing them down.
Lift

Habits as Impediments.

THE BEST PAVEMENT
FOR

ITS

sy. The following Sabbath he becamea
wanderer through the streets, and might
have gone far from God.
Accidentally—

slumber, a John street, he
saw people entering a
of the hands in sleep,” church there, and entéred. with them.
He

I would not have you think I counsel
with fear. The ‘darkness of the heavy
thantled night does notappall. Within its
shadows flit no sp
and to such asremain steadfast will the face of that night
be as is the face of a nurse to tired child-

JE

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

labor in it, of his poor or sick whom you
would plan together to visit, or your own
little 6pes, for whom you have agreed to
pray together, whatever was said between

towyp’
n, Massachusetts,
learned
from the “chaplain, the Rev. Mr. Carleton,
the most singular tony I ever heard of.
Three of the convicts had stolen a prayer-

tions ; explaining,

ALWAYS NOTED FOR

is somber, .and the pillars of the
We can sing away our cares easier than
other cold? - Why shrink at the sight of we canreason them away. The birds are
the spade? Why shiver at the death-stroke the earliest to sing in the morning; the
of the bell? Why fear to lie down on the birds have less care than anything else I
bed made for all the living? Know we not know
of." They ing in the evening. Singing
you on such themes, from the fullness of. that the garmentis frail, that it wears out,
is the last thing robins do. When they have
your
hearts, ‘‘the Lord hearkened and and who would not lay it aside when faded done their daily Wwork—when they have
J
heard ;” and you are at liberty to judge of and useless ?
flown their last flight, and picked up their
the Pleasure it gave him, by that which |. Rightly considered, then, the thought of last morsel of food, and cleansed their bills
filled your own hearts, when, returning to dying is not a sedative, but a stimulant. It on a napkin of a bough, then on a top twig
your homes, you heard the happy and lov- does not repress but impel. It doesnot cause they sing one song of praise. I know they
ing voices of your little ones, lisping of one to shrink back, but to leap forward. sleep sweeter for it. They dream music;
For whether we -run into darkness or sun- for sometimes
‘“ mother.”
»
in the night they break
Amid the hum of voices ‘¢ on change,” he light, nothing can be gained by lagging.
forth in singing,and stop suddenly after the
Is not a day first note, startled by their own voice. Oh!
listened, whether all the talk was ‘‘business,” And what may we not miss?
or whether some of his servants, meeting in the mansiong above better thana year in that we might sing evening and morning,
there,improved a moment which they could the houses men build, and would not he be and ‘et song touch song all the way through.
thus gain, to consult each other on some a loser who tarries? But who can tarry?
As I was returning from the country the
Is not other
themeof Christian enterprise,or of Chris- Are not our very hairs numbered?
‘evening, between six and seven
tian beneficence, or of Christian experience. our last breath knownto Him out of the o’clock,bearing a basket of flowers, I met a
life
of
whose
nostrils
we
came,
and
are,
and
Did he not listen, with even deeper interman that was a tender of a mason. He
A
est,to the indications of the spirit prevading shall be?
looked brick and mortar all over! He had
Behold, there is a hand back of us worked the entire day, and had the appearand ruling the business; whether greediness of filthy lucre, ambition for mere suc- against the irresistible pressure of which ance of a man that would not be afraid
cess, unscrupulous effort to make enter- the cowardly and obstinate cry and strike of work.
He was walking on with a
prises and ddventures “ pay,” were its rul- outin vain. When the heat beats on you, light step,and singing to himself as he passed
ing elements ; or whether some in the crowd and the thick dust chokes you, and with down the street, though he had been workwere seriously, yet cheerfully doing busi- hot eyes and laboring breath you feel as ing the whole day, and nearly the whole
ness for him, carefully ruling all its meth- one who gives up and drops out of the week. Were it not that my good thoughts
ods and processes by his law, and faithful- race, say to yourself, What! fall out in mid always come too late, I should have given
ly devoting to him all its gains, and prayer- course? Faint, with the wreath and prize him a large allotment of my flowers.
fully entrusting to him all its issues, he in full sight? Give up, when the race is If he had not been out of sight when the
My friends, a man who stands idea occured to me, I should have hailed
¢¢ hearkened and heard.”
Yes, he heard half run?
all the silent thoughts, as well as the spok- stiff and stout with twenty years of strug- him and said, ¢ Have you worked all day ?”
en words. Be comforted, ye faithful ones. gle back of him, made up of fightings «Of course I have,” he would have said.
The world may not know you. The din without and warrings within, cannot afford “Are you singing?” “Of course I am.”
and clamor of selfish trade and ungodly to lose the reward God gives all toilers, “Then take the flowers home, and give
business fillthe public ear, and too many because, forsooth, some ten paltry years them,
to your wife, and tell her what a
are ready to believe, too many wish to be- more of panting lie before him. Would he bless she has in you.’
lieve, that truth, and honesty, and disin- not be a fool to throw up the helm when |- Oh! that we could put songs under our
terestedness are nowhere to be found among the ocean is two-thirds sailed, the wind burdens.! Oh! that we could
extract the
men, that all trade is unscrupulous, all leg- strong from behind, and the blue outlines sense of sorrow by song! Then these
islation corrupt, all statéesmanship control- of heaven by hills looming up in front of things would not poison so much. Sing
led by bribery. The pure, th steadfast, the him .—Congregationalist.
in the house. Teach your children to sing.

his love, of his work

part of the day lately at Charles-

Three men, who worked

be done

done quickly, or it will not

cling eagerly and thankfully. I know of
no grosser fear than the fear of dying. I
or in your children’s, or aboutssome precious have no patience with it. No cowardice is
truth of His holy Word, discussed in your so cowardly as to turn white and cry out at
pulpit last Sabbath, or read from the Bible the coming of death. No timidity is so igthis morning. When you two Christian sis- noble as the shaking of the knees on the
If the Bible be true,
ters met in the parlor of one of you,or paus- edge of the grave.
ed for a moment as you met on the pave- death is only an usher and the tomb but
ment, if your hearts moved you to speak of a portal; and what if the countenance of

lain, and asked to be further instructed ; and
Spep

must needs be

dom,or his work of grace in your own hearts,

ideas. He read on, telling nobody what
was going on in his mind—and, of course,
without influence from any person—until he
became convinced that Jesus of Nazareth
was- the Messiah foretold by the prophets
of his nation. Then he went to the chapat last was baptized and
Christian.

and

of the vicissitudes of the eyrene ;or whether you had some words to exchange with
each other about the progress of his king-

at the Sermon on the Mount.
He had
never seen a New Testament before, and
had been taught that it was filled with the
most horrible blasphemies. He read a few
verses; and then, from mere prejudice,
flung it at the wall, and let it lie for several
hours in the spot where it-fell. . Then
something impelled him to take it up again.
‘He did so, and read on; and, as he read, he
became so fascinated by it that he read
through the Four Dosela. Then he turned
back and read the Old Testament, already

familiarto him,

—

which he’®
hearkens and hears,” more than ‘and before we are aware, we shall stand
the ¢ silver and gold,” the cattle upon a where Jlanuing and building forever cease.

chiefly from outside, are engaged as teach- | brethren met in the counting-y

ers in the schools.
Nor do they all confine themselves to giving lessons on the

Te

.

Br

that this was due to his plain apparel and

humble appearance, and determined never

The hours are brief between this and the
going: down of our sun. What “we do

=

BSTON 11PE FOUNDRY, CONPOSITION PAVEMENT,
ASST

RAH

other.”

Christ in the Prisons.

Botefisennts.

Speak: to the Stranger.

ky

A

is not |.

ae a

churches in Sundiy evening meeting

listening to what we may be saying to eac ‘paacticable,
it- is practicable for churches
other of him. He ‘“hearkens and hears,” of the same name and order to unite for a
when “they that fear him speak one to an- ‘half-day service, and thus send out a rector,

ST

{ and lowly creatures as we, and attentivel
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deed it would often be really felt as a relief.
But to consent eordially” to live, and

17, 1869.

. ...

. Editor

BREBWETE

'

All communications designed for publication should

be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
remittances of money,
the Agent.

&c., should be addressed

MORNIN G. STAR: “MAROH

to

strug-

gle on with a hopeful heart, in spite of
weariness in the flesh, and dullness in the
spirit, and the perpetua] sense of inefficien| ey i—to go about, day after day, longing for
working vigor but failing to find it,—aching'
to lay hold of some heroic and promising
service and yet hardly allowed to touch it
with one of the fingers,—to sowa little seed

hopefully in the morning in some {fruitful
field, and then before fioon to be driven out

fainting, without the hope of going back to

ing, and’ after going | from one Sagres of
profligacy to another, he broke away from

all parental restraint, and finally went to
sea. Here the hand of God overtook him.
He was swept overboard, and it was with
great difficulty that he was rescugd and resuscitated.
His captain ghought that he

|was past recovery, but the surgeon of the

ship persevered in the use of restoratives,
until at length there were indications of returning consciousness, and just as soon as
he could speak, he exclaimed ‘‘Jesus Christ
has saved my soul.” This astonished them
all. If he had not recovered there would
not apparently have been the least ground
for hope.
——Jt-was some time before lie could give a
consecutive account of his experience in the
brief moments of consciousness while in
the water. It appears that he immediately
had a viewof his great guilt in the sight of

|

1869.

17,

‘Moral Courage.

often regarded as impertinent, intrusive and

excite resistance. But a friendly invitation
——
It requires nerve to face a cannon’s mouth, to the house of God, a ‘familiar ‘mention of son with those of Protestant societies: Its
or to resist a bayonet charge.

If any one

turns and runs in the hour of danger he is
ridiculed by his eompanions, if not shot by
may be the result of physical organization
without any moral culpability; and yet in
emergencies

where valor is demanded, the

timid man is required to overcome his con-

An invalid is not simply a trial and a_bur-

den
the
the
cal

to others. The sufférer’s heart knows
keenest pangs and feels most sensibly
weight of the load. The mere physipain is perchance the lightest of the

crosses.

That can be endured, ’and

some-

times it is a stimulant more than a disheartener.
The cross of debility appears in
other features. Bodily weakness works its
largest mischief in uncoiling the mainspring of the mind. It takes the energy
out

of thought,

robs. feeling

and fervor, and makes the

hesitating.

acts

It narrows plans

of freshness

of the will

and delays

their executiop
. It forbids. cooperation in
many a noble project that appeals to all
that is best in the heart; and when the
roused spirit is rising to respond to the:
beckoning of a grand cause, it lays a chilly
hand on the pulses and utters its stern mandate,

‘Thus

far,

but no

farther!"

a petty but overmastering mortal

Itis

fetter,

laid upon those that claim kindred with beings whose nature is immortal and whose
energy is tireless. To be held in tether by
" sich a clog is one of the hardships laid on
those ‘who know bodily strength only as a
.

fact illustrated in other lives, or as an indis-

ative?

Does true genuine prayer ever fail ?

We are sometimes inclined to think it does.
We pray and perceive nb immediate result,
and give up, it may be, in despair. But
does it follow that we are correct? When
God answers prayer, he does not always
answer it according to our preconceived
opinions, or imaginary expectations, still
he answers it in his own way and time, as

it ought to be answered, just as a wise,

affectionate father would answer the prayer
of his child, The little girl who had picked the plums of the deadly night-shade
thought it hard to have her father take them
from , her;—every one, they were so beautiful
and she desired them so much. But when
she found that they were poisonous, and
that her father consulted her highest

good, she felt very different.

She rejoiced

a similar way answer our prayers by deny-

ing us the specific thing which we desire,
and thereby doing just what we should wish

him to do il we only,
the same time bestowing

hard work and heavy responsibility. Somebody has said that human nature is inclined
to be as indolent as circumstances will al
"low.
The inward plea does s metimes
come out strongly for ease, and the severe
task is often approached with shrinking
and sighs. Many think of heaven chiefly as
a place to lay down the implements of toil,

to fold the tired and unwilling hands and
inhale the luxury of rest.
But, however
repose may be longed for bys tired worker,
the yearning for the power and ‘the privilege of work, felt by a wilting invalid, is a

source of deeper disquiet, and thé ‘bafiled

attempts to do something are stil! bitterer
disappointments.

«Tt is often accounted the proof of a right

héart; a rare faith and a sublime courage
when one looks death in the face with a

at in the eye. and a quiet smile on
the lip;and a Christians trustful or triumphant departure is something to stir the
heart even of a heedless observer. But

steady

there is often far more real bravery and a
Wo
world

ugh sequiradia order to make
o stay on in

anake its

dons. Twi

xy

and bur-

‘in-

all, comiributod in th lost ny $6,000,000.

The contrast is most marked and gratitime he commends Jesus directly - or indi- fying, as it shows where real vitality and
rectly, to his business friends, he fortifies efficiency exist. It is Romanism, and not
himself against temptation and draws them Protestantism that is the failure.

of life. The chief reason
why you, my brother, find it so hard to live

well. ‘and

do good, is that you are dumb,

R———

—THE
Tan
Ones
DISESTABLISH| MENT... A week.or two since Mr Giadstons—

|Open_your-mouth-for-Christ:——Don't over made a speech
before tha British Bouse of
do it by saying too much, but keep saying
Commons,
in
which
he divulged his plan
a little ; don’t assume to teach and dogmafor
the
disestablishment
of the Irish ehurch.
tize, but confess Christ, declare your love,
invite sinners in kind terms, and you will
see glorious fruits. Don't leave your trade,

but carry Jesus into your shop, honor him
in your speech, relate incidents of his mercy, and illustrate his. power to save before
your fellow workmen.—a. H. 8.
!

The
The

Outgoing and “Tncomin g
valedictory

and

Never was there a greater

the, Inaugural.
contrast.

John-

son’s last bears marks. of a’ desperate attempt at iitdoing one's self. Butit failed.
Johnson had reached the bottom long be-

fore, and so we haye mainly the old story.
Will thwarted, ambition disappointed, intensified meanness held in check, and that's
all.
Johnson's public papers for the last three
years have been an awful affliction to the
American people,—venomous, undignified,
always indicative of low breed and low nurture. On this account we have not felt so
indignant as we have felt humiliated in the
sight of monarchial and aristocratic nations.
To be a sovereign among them, one must be
princely born and princely cultured without
as much as a taint of plebeian rank on him.
. And so on reading Johnson, they have
thought they have had occasion to say,
‘* That comes of making rulers of tailors,»
But God is good and has hedged in this bad
man, and unworthy magistrate,

as

all con-

A statement of this plan is as follows :
It proposes to appoint a commission
to sit for ‘ten
years Boi range for Sie
transition, The
to be abolished, and ysisto
i ape

and corporations.

rrm——r—

;

Provision is made for

the clergy, who are to receive life annuities
private endowments are to remain

intact.

The Church isto be handed over to

the Council for religious purposes. Grants
are proposed for St. Patrick’s
and eleven
other cathedrals—these structures being regarded as national property, The church

buildings, no longer required, are to. be
handed over to the Board of Works for the

benefit
are to
ans of
are to

donum,

of a fand, and the burying-grounds
be placed under charge
of guardithe
poor. The Presbyterian clergy
receive annuities, instead of regium

and the Roman Catholic college at

Manooth and the Presbyterian colleges are
to be granted capitalized sums of money.
Further legislation is to be had in relation
to Trinity College. * A tithe rent charge
will be offered to land owners -at 22 1-2,
purchase. Church leases are to be sold,
tenants having the first option. The capitalized value of Church
property is estimated at $50,000,000, of
which $20,000,000
is to be-appropriated to compensation, and
the remainder,

in the words

of the pream-

ble to the'bill, is to be employed for the advantage of the Irish people—not for the
purposes of any church of class, nor for the

teaching of religion, but for relief in cases

of unavoidable calamity or suffering ; while,
at the same time, it is not to cance the obligations laid upon property for the relief of
the
poor. Grants are to be made to provide
for the care of lunatics, for training nurses,
and for the support of county infirmaries.
This contemplated measure for the bene-

fess him to have been, by a refutation of the
implication in the wise and triumphant administration of the raftsman, on the one side, fit of Ireland, if successful will doubtless
be followed by a similar one for the benefit
whose name will have place among the
of
England. The contest may be warm
proudest kings of earth, and on the other
and
protracted, but the character of the fiby that of the tanner, which promises to be
nal
‘result
is not doubtful.
equally illustrious.
The Inaugural is adnfirable both in matter | x
There are often
and ma nner—indicative of breadth of view ——PASTORAL CHANGES.
and wisdom of council, expressed in lan- many things in pastoral changes exceed-*
There is danger of a pastor's
guage, brief.comprehensive, and incisive,— ingly trying.
being
too
sensitive,
and suffering more than
Not a word too much, and only one word
What if he is
too little, if we may criticise a document so he need to at such times.
nearly perfect. To say that we can never abused for the sake of his Master! It will
have peace, ‘‘so long as the privilege of not essentially injure him if he keeps his insuffrage is withheld from the citizens of any tegrity—‘‘a conscience void of offense toState,” is well ; but to have said ‘that equal

suffrage is the unalienable right of every
American citizen” would have bee n better.

ward

God,

and

have

been

misused

toward

man.”

before

Ministers

him—distin-

But as it is, we have read it over again

and

Denominational News.
and Notes,

not to mince, to mouth,

to tone, whine over,

If he would be natural and conform

to

the

laws of emphasis and of speech in general,
he must give the matter all that consider-

ation which is neccessary to make Ris enun-

understood it, and at ciation manly and expressive of the truth
us something which he intends to convey.
We may not always see
He should remember that he is speaking to

tinct memory of early years that seems. more far better for us.
it at the time, but we shall see it sooner or
and more like a dream. °
Men are often tempted to complain of later.

income the last year, drawn from 195,000,000 people, was nearly $1,000,000, The
eighty Promstan Bissionsty Satie: ‘with

guished ministers whose names will live as
long as time endures. Then let no minisagain, with most inspiring exhilaration. It ter fret if he is ungpremoniously ejected
If he is patient it will
comes to us, after the long ‘‘ winter of our from his pastorate.
discontent” —like the health and life-givi ing do him good. To suffer wrong improves
breezes of Spring. It is like the sight of him, to do wrong degrades him. Let him
springs of water after dreary wanderings think of the experiences of others, and be
comforted. At such times the history of
over barren wastes,
‘How auspicious is the fact too that when t Christ, of the apostles and of the martyrs
ant
Gen. Grant, standing in the presence of. the will come to his relief; and he will find
nation, was asking its prayers to “Almighty such examples as the following posaliarly
an
God for the consummation of the wise and | refreshing:
Human nature is noo better, and we hope
just ends of its administration, the nation,
theology, and then fail in practice simply panions, be a Christian, and maintain his by previous concert of many of its best men no worse than it was in 1750, when Rev.
»
Jonathan Edwards was dismissed from his /
for the want of giving due attention to the profession.
was at prayer for this very object.—J F.
pastoral charge in Northampton. Though
manner.
Those who fail here are the most foolish
e was one of the holiest men that ever
He ‘must have thought to begin with, If of all cowards.
lived, and one of the ablest and most sac-**
They have not courage
&
Current Topics.
he attempts to preach ‘he must have some- enough to be saved by the way of the cross.
cessful ministers, there were divisions in
his church which caused his dismission, he
thingto preach. He should be profound It costs too much; so they sit “down, fold
in his knowledge of the word of God. He their arms, and forego a kingdom and a ~——THE MEMORIAL CHURCH. The ‘‘Metro- was ejected from the pulpit with nowhere
politan Memorial M. E. Church” at Wash- else to go, and no Euan means for the
should be acute and discriminating in his"
crown. Above all things have moral cour- ington, some account of the recent dedica- support of his family,
and when the stated
exegesis, so as to bring forth out of the
age to do the right.
“The wicked flee tion of which, may be found: in our last is- sup 1 of the pulpit aving failed, he wished
treasure of the Lord things new and eld.
apo
y to occupy it, a formal
when no man pursueth, but 5) righteous sue, is a grand and imposing structure. LS
These should not only be brought forth in
i was passéd by the pA) forbidding
are bold as a lion.” 4 MN.
According to the description of it con- him
to do so. If any minister of the preshis own mind, but effectually trensferred
“
tained in the Methodist Almanac for 1869, ent day thinks himself shabbily treated by
to the minds of others, so as to instruct and
rishioners, let him consider this case
“the building is of brown stone, in the lie
A Mistake Correeted.
mold them for a better and higher, life.
ident Edwards, and be assured that
Gothic
order,
capable
of
seating
2,000
perTo do this successfully, much dds on
4 strange thing has happened
im.”
the mode of communication.
There should
“If I could give my entire time and sons, and will cost over $200,000. Pews
be a manliness in his utterances ‘of divine strength to Christian work, I should enjoy are set apart for the President and his cabitruths. He stands as a man to preach to it; but hard work, temptations and trials net, the judges of the courts, generals of
the army, and other distinguished persons.
men the truths of the living God, and he is unfit me for spiritual efforts.”

that her father knew better than she did or in any way caricature or degrade them;
what was for her good, and really consult- but
he is to utter them in such tones as
ed it in a manner. more effective than | their charaéter and his position demand.
she could possibly do herself. In this way he Can he do this without giving especial
answered her prayer,”
attention to the matter? Will he accidentalOur Heavenly Father, understanding our ly fall into a happy manner? By no means,

wants better than we dg ourselyes, may in

some interesting points in a sermon, a kind
expression of interest in their spiritual we]fare, make a deeper and better impression.
The Christian who makes it his study to do
this every day, will gain great strength from
it, himself, and do immense’ good. Every

stitutional tendencies, or else be branded
as a ‘‘coward,” and meet the jeers and in-. to the fountain

complete the sower’stask or share the reapsults of his comrades.
_A Personal Word.
er's exultation;—to be ashamed of owning
“Courage is demanded elsewiiere, as well
S—
OB
as. in war... Jt is demanded--to-entist-in—the
The editor of the Star, yielding to advice, to sickness and accepting its- quietude and
eonfinenrent;
and yet unable to gain “the”
army in the time of war, especially when
“and in some sense to physical necessity, vigor or undertake the service that an act-*
there is a prospect of immediately going to
will be mostly absent from the office for ive worker is supposed to represent ;—to do
the front; and more is required to meet the
some time to come, planning an escape and bear all this with a cheerful resolution,
enemy in battle array, and engage in the
from utter prostration,and in quest of positive ready to live instead of praying to die, eaconflict, ‘with shot and shell whizzing and
vigor.
In addition to the work performed ger still to scatter sunshine in this clouded God, and while he thought of his hopeless- shrieking all around ; ‘but more still is necness, a moment seemed an age. But in his
essary to meet successfully the temptations
by the junior editor, the Corporators have world, rather than impatient to get off to
dwell in’ the celestial light of that land mental agony, bordering on despair, his of the camp and the vices of private life.
secured the aid of Rev. J. M. Bailey, who which has no need of the sun because the early parental training came to his relief.
will serve temporarily in the editorial capaci- gloryof God floods it with splendor, and A passage of scripture which his father had Many who were brave in battle have fallen
in camp or in- the quiet retreats of home.
ty. He is already inthe chair, nd the whose inhabitants are neither sick nor wea- often Xe eated to him suddenly occurred to
Intemperance, or some other vice, has.overhis is a faithful saying, and
‘chief work at the office will be carried on ry ;—to do all this, is to develop the highest him:
whelmed them with disgrace, sorrow, and
worthy
of
all acceptation, that Jesus Christ
sort
of
heroism,
to
exercise
the
divinest
with only a very general supervision.on the
hopeless ruin. ‘Their physical courafo was
came into the world to save sinners; of
part of the editor proper. He hopes, how- faith,and to carry a burden that may be callsufficient for the emergency,
but their
ed a cross without, Weakness or. presump- whom I am chief.” Thro ugh this instrumoral courage proved inadequate.
But
ever, to be able to speak his own word now tion.
mentality, Jesus Christ was Tevealed to
few young men'in camp are like the one
and then through these columns. We areTheré are many sul burdened ones scat- him as an all-sufficien t Saviour, and was acwho knelt every night by his place for sleep,
assured both of fidelity here in the editor’s tered through the land, who have long car- cepted; and he calmly and hopefully sunk
and commended himself to God, amid the
" “sanctum and of appreciation in the homes ried the load,and who may have years of simi- intoa state of unconsciousness.
sneers and ridicule of his fellow soldiers,
lar service before them still. But they need
Contrary to the general rule of late re- until they were conquered, acknowledged
of the readers.
not feel forsaken.
He who was ‘‘tempted pentance, his after life confirmed the gen- the. greatness of his moral courage, and
Letters and communications may be ad- in all points like as we are,” and who is
uineness of his hope. He returned to his
dressed to the editor, asusual. If there is “touched with the feeling of our infirmi- parents, proved a great source of comfort said,**That fellowis made of the right stuff;
let him alone.”
any need or wish to communicate with him ties,” never overlooks one of these heavy- to them, and became a minister. of Christ.
Such examples of moral heroism are aldirectly, letters addressed to him, and laden ones, and neither they nor their If he had been drowned, the prayers of his together too rare.
Instead of this we find
marked ‘‘Privaie” on the envelope, will crosses were forgotten when the promise parents would have been answered, never- that many of our young men, and women
theless. They would nof have known it
probably reach their. destination without was penned,—‘‘All things work together for
also, are base cowards without backbone
good to them that love God.” From this only by faith, and others would have disbeor principle. They readily yield to temptaserious delay.
:
discipiine may yet come forth the matured lieved it,yet the future would have. revealed it.
tion; they cannot ‘brook opposition; they
strength OF Christian character, and beneath
The Bible confirms the doctrine that no
do not know how to say ‘No’ in the hour of
Premiums.
this cross, as_it is meekly lifted, a bright
prayer is lost. It,could not well make it
crown nay sparkle, to be worn by him who stronger. ‘Ask, and it shall be given you.” danger. Thus they show themselves wanting in true moral courage.
Intemperance,
We invite special attention to the list of has become victor through abiding faith “All things, wha#soever
ye shall ask in
profanity, and vice in many of its attractive
PreMIuMmS offered for subscribers, found in and patient endurance.
prayer, believing, ye shall receive.” These,
forms, assail them; and conscience utters
another column.
They are somewhat
and many other like passages; lead us to beher disclaimer in vain. - The path of duty
changed from last year, though- chiefly in’
lieve that Christ intended to teach us that no
Organize the New Forces.
is made clear, but they have not the resoluthe way of additions. They are eminently
true prayer of faith will always remain unRY
tion to walk therein. They are easily led
liberal and attractive, and every article is
:
The reports from the churches indicate answered.
astray by vile, pernicious associstes,and corof substantial worth. We hope to receive
Now
for
the
application.
Do we pray rupt, fascinating amusements. Under these
many and long lists of new subscribers, as that many new members are to be welcomed with this
encouragement, or do we doubt
influences they have not the pluck to stand
well as prompt renewals on the part of into the Christian circle. - Many, and per- the efficacy of our
own prayers?
“Oh,” up and maintain their groundin accordance
haps most of these recent converts are
many old ones.
young. They have the ardor of youth,—its says one, ‘I can’t ‘have faith. in prayer— with their own convictions of right. Disstirring activity, its high hope, its large that is the trouble!” But do you not pray honesty and extravagance, instead of frankAn Invalid’s Crosses.
confidence, its vigorous elasticity. They honéstly, sincerely ? If you do, what is the ness, retrenchment and reform, control
Could you be honest and sinwill not be staid and formal, and they are difference?
An earnest life must needs be . some- ready to have the fresh energy which they cere in your prayers to a God that you them in their business and their pleasures,
thing else than a pastime. . It has its bur- bring directed into serviceable channels. If knew did not exist; or if he did, weuld and prevent their enlistingin the service of
Christ, and making an open profession of
dens, its trials, its erosses.
The deeds that
no proper sphere of activity is provided for not hear you —But you are conscious of religion. If they do enlist they find that
are sung in epic were not parts of a quiet
them in the churches, there will be a double your honesty and that honesty necessarily courage is still necessary to fight the ‘‘good
and soothing psalm when the hero was putimplies faith; and yet yousay you can’t
loss.
fight of faith” and win the Victory over death
ting them into his daily history.
They
Their own ‘religious life will become have faith. Away with such inconsistency! and the grave.
may socthe us as they flow out through the
14. 8
feeble for lack of the nutriment on which it “Be not faithless but believii.
We have seen an account of a boy who
poet's rhythm, and make us feel that he who
thrives, and the schurches will suffer from
some thirty years since united with the
now stands before us, transfigured, must the inefficiency and anxiety which their
Manner of Predching.
church and partook of the Lord's supper.
have always walked with shining face and resolute service would have relieved. If
rt
ee
The next day after, at school, his associates
garments, and that his spirit daily brimmed there is no proper work appointed them in
A writer in the Christian Quarterly styles
over with gladness. But we have only to the fresh sphere, their activity is sure to ex- manner ‘“‘of secondary importance.” This formed a ring around him and said, ‘‘Here
open the autobiography of such a man, if pend itself elsewhere, and it may be in may be so, but it should not . by any means is a Christian boy.”
Iustead of being provoked and retaliating,
it has been written, to find that there was
ways that hinder the gospel instead of help- be put in such a way as to ‘detract from its "he looked his persecutors in the face and
not a little of storm and tempest in the soul ing it to victory; and grieve Christian hearts importance. Being only a secondary matsaid, “Yes, boys, I am trying to be a
that we had expected to find the seat of instead of cheering them.
Bid them */Go, ter*it is too often neglected almost, - if not Christian. Tsn't that right ?”
perpetual serenity.
There is no hiding work.”
quite, entirely. The consequence is, the
They knew that it was right, felt ashamfrom hardship. There are rude jars even
preacher who neglects it fails to make that
ed of their conduct and let him alone. Thus
on the smoothest roads. Only a stagnant
impression which the .true merit of his
Prayer Unanswered,
moral bravery conquered as it usually does.
spirit keeps free from pressure and strugpreparation deserves. He may have spent
Is prayer ever unanswered? This isa much {ime tn disciplining his mind and in There is many a man who could storm a
gle and conflict and pain. They who are
fort or withstand a charge; who could not
question
of great interestto every prayerful fortifying himself with
really alive will find the strength thoroughthe doctrines of
-meekly
withstand the scoffs of vile comly tested again and again, and the largest heart. Which is true, the affirmative or negfand of patience will often be found quite
small enough in the strains that are sure to
come.

woe

vary3 extsive in its ‘amilioations, but. its
actual receipts are very small in compari-

Thus replied a brother,

when urged

to All the windows are memorial or historical,

"Our Benevolent Sooieties.

He de- commemorating the great men and events
The spire will rise to the hight
must leave ofthe age.

greater activity in Christian labor.
sired to do good, but thought he

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORTS.

of 220 feet, and contain a full chime of
The Corresponding Secretary of the Fortime to it, or he could not be useful.
This bells. The altar and pulpit furniture are eign Mission Society, after speaking in brief
is a common feeling. The reply to him made of cedar amd olive wood, brought of some of the results of pes efforts, confrom Mount Lebanonand Gethsemane ex- tinues :
may be useful to others. It was this:
pressly
for this purpose. The vestibules
My brother don’t, by any means, leave
But in carryingon the work in Orissa it
your business to engage in Christian effort, are paved with marble, portions of which may now be
to'adopt a plan differ-but prove that you can be * diligent in busi- came from Solomon's Temple, There isa ent from that which has been heretofore
ness and fervent in spirit, serving the fire-proof vault for the preservation of val- pursued.~ Hitherto nearly of quite all our
Lord.” The cause of Christ needs Chris- uable records; church parlors and supper energies have been expended in sending out
tian laymen who live and talk religion room for social gatherings, with many oth- ‘missionaries from this country. The" time
his business, preach,

‘amidst

seclar

cares,

visit, give his whole

more

than

it needs

er modern improvements,

rendering it one

men, and bring his message directly | preachers. The temptation is subtle and of the finest churches in our land.” It adds
home to their heartsso as to stir up their often fatal, which leads laymen to feel that that the church has “‘a silver communion
- With this Solent the iri returns, dormant powers, arouse their emotions, and preaching is the most effective
way for service—the richest and costliest Ta, Ameri:
b)
Is prayer ever unanswered? Much that is insure their immediate, considerate action. themto work for Christ. Lay talking is ca. ”
An exchange publishing the above, de‘called prayer is of course tinanswered, be- That directness of speech, which brings vastly more useful thgn lay preaching. Lacause it is not prayer in the gospel sense. the blood of Christ before the mind as the boring people need proof that active, joy: scription, calls attention to a question "and
Praying toa congregation, or for the amuse- sovereign remedy for the sin-gick soul, and ous, religious life, is practicable amidst its answer in the Methodist Book of diseiment of a congregation, without interest or brings the sinner upto the point of work, rough and trying. You can furnish pline, which are as follows :—*‘Question : Is
faith in the spegific request, is just no pray- immediate surrender to God is what is that proof. Now you are one of them, and anything advisable in regard to building
Answer ;+Let all ofir churches
;
eratall
Every form of supplication for demanded. . .
with them subject to the same trials, stand- churches?
what we do not expect or even desire,
He should also consider that the truth which ing on the same. level, and you can appeal be built plain and decent, and vith free
amounts to the same thing. But prayer he utters is 'of such momentous interest to them from their own stand-point, "yo oan seats wherever practicable; but not more
mingled with faith and hope is a very differ- as should warm his own heart into life and speak directly into their ears and hearts ; expensive than is absolutely unavoidable,
the necessity of raising money
ent thing. It is the antecedent of a conse- vigor, inspiring him with its spirit and lead- your life is an unanswerable argument, that| otherwise
9
quent—a cause which, through the favor of ing him to such earnestuess of intonation they can serve God if they will. But the will make rich men necess ry to us, But
them, yea,
God, will have an effect. We have reason as shall bring that truth home to the hearts moment you leave your business and give if so, we must be i
to believe that the genuine prayer of faith of men in all its native power and efficacy. your whole time to religious labors, you and governed by them. And then faréwell
To preach well then means something open a gulf between you and them, you are to Methodist discipline, if not doctrine too.”
Avill always be answered sooner or later. It
The reader will not fail to discover the
may not be, in the lifetime of the suppliant; more than a dull, lifeless communication of no longer one of them ; the argument from
orif it is, it may not be to his knowledge. truth. It embraces good matter and manner, your own lips is lost; they will say, that point of contrast. Preaching and practice
and all that is neccessary torender the gos- you were forced to leave secular cares, in | do not always agree.
Heo does not see it or he cannot know it.
The truth preached
is order to live a Christian life, and your apA well-authenticated incident is before pel effective.
us which illustrates this point. Pious par- an energizing, life-giving power brought peals will hence be thrust aside.
~———A CONTRAST. Much has been said of
ents prayed for the conversion of their way- home to the heart of the dead sinner to
If Christian mechanics, merchants, and late respecting the alleged failure of Proward son. They were importunate in their arouse, convict, renew, justify, sancify and farmers, would make it a point to speak testantism, which is supposed to imply the
prayers, and yet he only grew worse “and save it. To do all this without correspond- of Christ and ‘duty, in their every-day in- success of Romanism.
In opposition to asworse. It seemed as if their instructions ing emotion and action—without feeling it tercourse, just a word here and there, they sumptions of this character, it may be said
and supplications were lost. He became more and showing it in the eye, in the tone of would do ten-fold more good than by all that the Roman Catholics have one great
Long arguments, set missionary organization, the Sogiety for Joe
and more reckless, was pointed at as evi- voice, in the expression of the countenance, turning fui
«
/
dence of the uselessness of religious Hain. is impossible.
appeals,
agl
not
the
most
effective ; they are Propagation of the faith ; itis ren
nd
;
.
|
[oN

may have come when we should rely more
on native workers, and less on foreign help
—keeping only missionaries enough in - the
eld 40 iti and
d the native forces. A short time since we hoped a large

harvest would be gathered, if a sufficient
-number of reapers were sent into the field.

But we find that quite often, when one is sent ont, another returns home on account
of ill or failing health. This suggests the

idea that Providence may hé teaching us the
better way now presented. it really seems
that after more than thirty years of toil and
expenditure, even in spite of the slow prog-

ress of foreign missions in the early stages
of the work, we ought to expéet and see
greater things accomplished than we have
yet seen. The large harvest ought to be

nigh.

But'this may depend somewhat upon

the manner in which we labor.

When

we

pursue the course which the Lord of the
harvest approves and labor according to his
will, we may look for larghbr ingatherings.
Relying more on native assistance we

doall that is needed

may

for Orissa and have

means left to establish

missions ‘in other

lands. This may be necessaryto the full
development of our contributional strength
as a denomination. The people have heard
only of the" Origsa mission, and it has become a familiar and almost powerless name,

Fi

hl

———

MORNING
TNE

rer

people what is really demandedin thig'age, can be prepared
fog her allotted work only and the prospects are brightening. Bro.
and larger contributions will be made. It through her leaders, her ministry; with Turneris at liberty to engage with any
in a protracted effort, or.to make a
will be progress, andin the right direction, what measure she metes out to these her [church
permanent settlement.
Com.
“wethink, when we commencea mission in teachers, it shall be theted to her again.
i
LE
a a
o
4
“iy
0
Turkey or some other unchristianized land.
ASHIA
Turkey seems the most
?
y
fME. Bro. R. G. Kalloch
LAND,
writes us from this place that he is building
the reason that we have a mative of that
[This body has just closed its March sescountryin ane of our schools, preparing to sionat Gardiner Me. The meeting was a Freewill Baptist meet'ng-house which will
the
probably be finished about the first of June.
of
missionary
return to his home as a
largely attended and deeply interesting: A church has not yet been organized, but
cross., Converted among us and ‘pursuing
his stadies with us, it seems as though The church in Gardiner, is one of our old: one will probably be organized after the
Providence had thrown him in our midst to ost and most hospitable. Encouraging let- completion of the house of worship. Could
open the way for us to enter his country in’ ‘ters were read at the meeting from the vari- -they-have-a-good-minister
and somo Misour foreign mission work. To do this, we fous churches, indicating some religious sionary aid, great good might be accomshall need a well-trained and thoroughly ed- prosperity ; also bearing intelligence of a plished. It is estimated that there are
ucated brother to go out with him whenev- few unhappy ‘ divisions and vacant pastog- twenty ready to unite in a church, An acer he shall be ready to enter upon his mis- ates. The Sunday school concert on Tues- tive and efficient laborer is neededlo accoms,|
@

| day evening was a deeply interesting fea-

"sionary work in his native land.

.Our recommendation is this: Operate the
Orissa mission with what force we now
have from home, adding all the native help

ture in the exercises of the meeting.

house was full, the singing was superior,
and remarks by various persons were point-

ed and earnest.

Rev. A. Deerifig presided.

BiG IsLAND, OHIO.

others from America,if absblutely necessary,
—not otherwise. Then look for other fields
—open a mission in Turkey when the time

ment of facts relative to the appropriations
which have been made for the aid of feeble
churches and the establishment of new interests since its organization.
During the first ten years, the principal
part of our funds was expended for missiorary labor in Michigan, Indiana and Tllinois, daring which time nearly all our Teceipts were from churches in New England.
From
1844 to 1866, appropriatiyms were

.,

,

Y

t]

is

Daring the same'time there was appro-

York, and

New

Ag

Saints the communion of the

‘phlet, 45 pages.

wba

Canada, $3,178,77.

;

the school,but

the

proper

location for

one more

favors

central.

necessity for an aducated ministry is stated
thus:
Unmistakably from our National history

do we read this truth: that a nation truly
free, making its own laws, can-stand

secure

only as general intelligence and virtue

pre-

vail. “Intihis land the ministry can gain
an abiding influence only by commanding
* respeet for its superior
and

worth.

The

intelligence, . purity

gospel,

in their

hands,

must vindicate its own

glorious origin and

show

adaptation

to the highest and

deepest wants of man.

It has no earthly

its

force behind to back its teachings or support
its claims. It stands alone, relying upon no

adventitious aid.”

The preacher reprodu-

ces his life in those who live long after him.
Like priest like people. Narrow the life,
stint the development of the rising minis

try, and it will go out to maim and weaken

the spiritual life of the church and obstruct
the conversion of the world. A full, free,
largely developed soul produces healthful
ness and fullness of life in society; a crampéd, dwarfed spirit, a hesitating mind apologetically presenting a truth, chills and destroys.
via
:

Revivals,

&o.

WiNcHESTER, VA. The

ministers

is described as a grand sight, eight bishops and
nearly 400 of the clergy taking part init. The

and already

lackof it is the band®f

have been converted,

and yesterday 15 of

them put on Christ by baptism,
evening they received the

ship.

hand

as shall fortify the mind !

the onsets

of a false philosophy, and amid the fascinations of new and pleasant theories sprung
from the fields of German skepticism or

English rationalism, ean write over against

them all, as the great Arnauld did upon the

fly-leaf of his Malebranche,

‘Pulchra, No-

ly and distinctly what he believes. The
battle with infidelity is yet to be fought on
. more hotly contested fields than ever before.
The advance waves of the fearful tide that

burst 80 destructively over Germany, and
whichin one form

or . anotheris wasting

England, has reached our .own land.

The

bases of Christianity are everywhere assailod, and the issues are to be met by no compromise of truth, nor by casting away,

through timidity, the distinctive points “of
evangelical belief, because objectionable to
aso-called, philosophic mind or the liberal
religionist. The cross is, and must needs
be, an offense to the cultured as well as the

ignorant, if grace take not away that of-

fense. ' It is Christ and anti-Christ, itis Jesus of Nazareth and Belial—these two, and

these only‘ divide the world.

If the found:

that they are passing down the declivity of life,

J. W. DUNJEE.

and are debarred by age and

maintained in

purity, we

participating,

ing the rights of conscience.

as

active

tism. One was received by letter.
The experience of each was interesting,

especially so was that of a young man, who
for some time has been dissatisfied with
from

himself,

the fact that he accepted

Upon following his

gun, and that we shall yet rejoice over
many converted to God and saved from
N.L. R.
sin.

A very interesting revi-

PARKMAN, ME.

in

Q. M,, Me.—Held

the 2d church in New Portland.

The

meetings

studies.
given

was very small.

two

souls, and the interest is still increasing.
J. W. HINKLEY.

:

CorNISHVILLE, ME.

The Lord has bless-

ed us in Cornislr with his reviving Spirit.
A dozen or more are rejoicing, who a few
weeks since were in their sins, The work
is still advancing and some interest appears
M. W, B.
in the other churches.

the house.

Science; Mr.
ease;”

8t. Lawrence Q. M.,
bors added much. to
Colleétion for Home
sion with the Fowler

Those

April,

interested can

correspond

with A. Briarley, Caroline Center, and" Har-]

rison Medan, Ithaca.

are

Both

Tomp-

in

The
not
The
and

Q

PR

(

y

:
mt

There isa good revival

Any
miums
ceived
fact, as

an

an

interesting

Jr.,

upon

paper

from

Charles

of

By a united effort

on

the

part

of the

obtained, last year, a sufficient number of
new subscribers to provide itself. with two
good organs. Let other churches go and

son, Pittsfield,

James street,
revival still progressed.
M. E., New York, Rev. R. C. Putney, pastor '
Over seventy
is enjoying a good revival work.
and over sixty ‘have
haye professed conversion,

do likewise, and let fio one of our churches,

the

| however small in numbers, be without an
organ. By a faithful, persistent and united
At the First place effort, any church can secure some one of
Let
Roche, pastor, a the organs now offered as premioms.

1|N.

Y.,

Rev. L. Marshall,

A | every

Schuylervyille,

More

pastor.

and continue to work through

than

extraordinary work

M.

E.

church.—

At Rochester,

‘

©

liberal,

In
4

the

year

in

by he will be rewarded. The offers which,
wé now make are numerous, varied and

N. Yi, sn

of grace i¢ in progress.

to work now,

getting subscribers for the Siar, and by and

one hundred and fifty have sought the Lord, and

Rev. E. Johnson in. some extra meetings

one who reads this go

J

Look at thew.

uC

er 8 M Durrell

Mrs

.

i

x

2

9

kn

BOSTON

AND

14,00
30,00
5,00

!

¥

C.0.

:

Special
'

2,10

pa

John Osborne, Pittsfield,N H,to con J Romanzo, and Susie M Osborn, L. M’s, per
:
:
A Stockman
S P Stevens, Chicago, Ill, per D G Holmes

Dover, N.H,

5,00

od 94,14

» Treasurer.

1.

For

three

new subscribers

Notices.
MAINE

RAILROAD.

Summer Arrangement.

June 22. 1868,

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A, ¥., 545 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. i,
For Great Falls, 10.10 A, M.,, 2.45, 5.45, 7.40 P., M. -

$5,00,

and

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A, M., 2.45 P. M.
For Lawrence and
Leave

Boston at 5.51,

8.32, 10.55 A. M., 5.08

additional to pay

we will send

a

copy

of the

les.
Sold by all Druggists

$7,-

4t7

Costiveness,

Russia
yard.

new

g

subscribers

Cottage

New Carpet

For

one

hundred

and gums

a healthy condition.

in

most dealers.
Sons, Boston,

Made ont

and

keeps

by John I.

vestries.
2
w

of

teeth

Sold

by

Brown

&

THE QUESTION SETTLED,—Those eminent men, Dr.

The whitest,worst looking hair, résumes ite youthful beauty, by using Hall’s vegetable Sicilian Hair
Renewer. Try it.

AT Low

PRicEs.—John J, Peasley &

Co., of Boston, are selling carpets at greatly reduc4d prices. Their advertisements in another column,
get forth some of the details, to which we. would refer purchasers.
.

Notices and Appointments.
Houltoxw
the church at

Q. MM. will hold its next session with
Houlton, commencing March 20.
W. P.
KENNY, Clerk,

Rock River Q. M,, Ill, will hold its next
glon with the Inlet church, March 26, at2, P. M.

sce

F. B. Austix, Clerk.

‘

Chenan > Q. M. will hold its next sesgion with
the church 3 Norwich, commencing at 10 o’clock, A.

?

A}

assortment at

the low-

&c.
St.,

JOHN G. PEASLEY & Co.

To

James Clark, Physician to Queen Victoria, and Dr.
Hughes Bennett, say that consumption can be cured
Dr, Wistar knew this when he discovered his now
widely known BALSAM oF WILD CHERRY, and’ expe.
rience has proved the correctness of his opinion,

CARPETS

Washington St.,

&

Vegetable

CO’S
Soap,

with Glycerine, is recommended
dies and Infants.
J

5

the

The largest

Aromatic

It cleans and whitens the

the breath’

47

bY

by neglect causes

teeth, corrects

50 cents per yard ;

OIL CLOTHS.—We“make a specialty

¢
COLGATE

(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
large

Warehouse,

Region.

fifty néw sub-

and

and

perfines, Kidderminsters, Oil-cloths, Mattings,
at the new Carpet Warehouse, 47 Washington

scribers ‘and $375,00, we will give one of
Baker and Randall's Five Octave Three
Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case, having
seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements.
Adapted to churches
Price $240,00.

cents

B~CARPETS.— The people supplied at low prices
New opening, Brussels, Tapestries, Three-plys, Su-

<

and

87%

est prices, at our New Carpet Warehouse, 47 .Washington St., Boston.
JOHN G. PEASLEY & Co.

and $150,-

IX.

and

They cleanse

JOHN J, PEASLEY & Co.

£FLOOR

and $27,-

Price $125,00.

Carpets, 62}

of these goods.

00, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
‘in Black Walnut Case. (Transportation to
be paid by thereceiver.) Price $85,00.
:
VIII.
' For eighty-five new subscribers and
$212,50, we will give one of Baker and
Randall's Five Octave double Reed Organs,
Lin
Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to
|i
be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
.

Headache,

Kidderminster,

Boston.

50, (with $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first and second volumes of the Cyclopedia. Price $10,00.
VIL
sixty

Jaundice,

Electro Carpets, imperfect in niatehing, 42 cents per

and $7,50,

subscribers

i

good.”—DR.

per yard; Duudee linen Carpets, 75 cénts per yard;

YI.
new

Indigestion,

$1 per yard; heavy linen

:

eleven

I'll do you

the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,

we will send the * Sabbath at Home,” for
the current year, commencing with the No.
for January. Price $2,00.
;
:
V
»
|’ For
six new subscribers and .$15,00,
(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
the first volume of Strong and McClintock’s Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.

For

and

purify thé blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds: GEO. C.
GOODWIN & C0., Boston. . Sold by all druggists.
1611
£5HEAVY
ALL-WOOL
KIDDERMINSTERS

volume of more than 400 pages, written in
competition for the $500,00 prize, entitled
¢¢ Shining Hours,” which, in literary excellence, high religious tone,and in many other
respects,is fully equal to the book last men-

Price $5,00.

at 1 per bottle.

ilious Diseases, General Debility, &c.

$500,00

Or,

Supt.

Humors of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia,

$7,50,

to be a superb book for the Family and. the
Sabbath School ;—or, we will send the new

new subscribers

5 P.M,

LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are a
gure remedy for Liver Complaint in all-its forms, ~

prize volume, containing about 400 pages,
entitled
Andy Luttrell,” and proncunced

Price $1,50.

at 7.30. A. M,12M,,3,

B.F.RACKLEY, Proprietor, Dover, N, H.

¢ Buy me,

postage)

new

for Dover

‘WM. MERRITT,

age) we will send ¢‘ Life Scenes from the
(with 16 cents

Boston

OMAYS PERSIAN WASH is the only reliable
and safe remedy for removing Moth and Freck-

50, (with 30 cents additional to pay postfour Gospels.” ' Price $2,00.
Or,
2. For three new subseribers and

>

{

and on Monday, Wednesday, andFriday at 6 Pp, M.

decay and toothache.

church members and Sabbath school scholars, the Washington Street Church, Dover,

9,00
2,70
1,13
10,21

to pay postage) we will send one copy of
*“ The History of the Freewill Baptists,” 479
pages. Price $1,20.
IV,

tartar from the teeth, which

Wo wish to make

2,00

per E & Dodge

NY.

a
Fox River Q M, Ill, per 8 Ponley
1st Gardiner Ch, Me
Wane Ch, Me
o
ay
F
‘
Bowdoin Q M, Mi
Sah, 8ch, EB Randolph.Vt, towards support of a
child in Iudia to be called Hattie 8 Ran:
dolph, per 8 8 Nickerson
.
sexing and wife 1,00,Mrs C H Ayer
RevJ B
,52. Miss Mary Miller, ,62, 8 Whicher ,6, r J B Higgins, Canterbury, N H,
+
Crawford Fem For Miss Soc, Lawrence,
Mass, to con Miss E G Chadwick LM

found effectual in removing the accumulation

one having sent for one of the Preoffered last year, and not having reit, is requested to inform us. of the
we have recently learned that some

23,00

Treas

Q M, N H, per J Spooner,

Sarah Alo

EXCEEDINGLY EFFECTIVE. ‘Brown's Camphoraled Saponaceous Dentifrice” will be

4a
anti
Q
Premiums.

o>

Foreign Missions:

/

good our (promises.

Revivals.
The Examiner states that a powerful work of
grace is in progress in the 83d street Baptist

subscribers and

ile

P. M,, and on Monday, ‘Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 Pp...

5

essay

the ‘Protection

new

parlor or vestry.

Sanborn, upon

York, presented

premiums have been lost.

ver one hundred have already united with th

2

upon “The Value

of our letters sent with money to pay for

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY,

inthe 2nd? church in Pistsfield, where Rev.|
¥

Dr,

tl

was present, and by his lathe interest of the meeting.
Missions, $19,10. Next seschurch, June 19, 20.
J. 8. STAPLES, Clerk.

powerful revival is in progress in

<

and

wid

the

kins Co. N. Y. It is a good field and will united with the church,
Brooklyn, Dr. J. A.
give a good support. I have decided to go | Church,
precious revival work is in progress.
L. D. HowE.
West.

public.

the Ballnt,” was read at the
meeting.
The
audiences were" large, and’ the. papers, coming
from well-instructed minds, were of great and
permanent value.
r
5

CAROLINE CENTER, N.Y. The brethren church, New Xork, Rev, C. C. Norton, pastor,
Blain.
here and at Dryden wish to say in the Star who has been assisted by Rev. John
were baptized by Rey. D. M. Watthut they desire to engage a minister, as I Twenty-one
Mass., on Sunday, Feb. 21st, and

close my labors with them on the first of

the

J. S. Gould, upon the ‘Cattle Dis-

Francls Adams,

its Jan, ses-

Bro. Woodward, from

to

upon the subjects embraced in the scope of Social

encouraged, and sinners seemed to feel deeply.
val is in progress in this place. Many have Two young persons arose for prayers, and we
recently found Christto be precious to their trust that one of them found the Saviour before
leaving

Stith

upon “Model Lodging Houses;” Dr. Griscom,
upon “Ventilation ;” Rev. Dr. Wines, upon “ the
Irish
system
of Prison Discipline;” Horace
Greeley, upon the distribution of cheap tracts

Collection for
sions, $15,08.
Any church
wishing to’ entertain the next session will
notify Bro. A. York: at Waterbury Center.
*
* H., F. SMITH, Clerk.

Q. M.,N. Y.—Held

discoursed

C. L. Brace'of New

churches

at Philadelphia,
the church
gion with
weather was stormy and the churches were
all represented, but the Lord was with us,
brethren and sisters were greatly blessed

form

EXPRESS,

Hoyt & Fogg, Portland, Me

ology,” 456 pages.
Price $1,60.
Or,
5. For the same, and (20 cents additional

the proper * Supervision of State Charities;” Mr,

days, therefore the

Only

permanent

of Higher Education;” Mr. F. B.

beside the one where the meeting was held were
represented. Bros, J. Knowles, of the Enosburg
Q. M., and F. A, Stevens, of
the Strafford Q. M.,
were present. The meetings of worship were
characterized by deep seriousness, and on the
Sabbath evening
nine persons rose for prayers.

JEFFERSON

Goldwin

This paper willbe widely read when

in

Eliot, of Boston,

HUNTINGTON Q. M., Vt.~Held its Feb. session with the church at Warren. A storm preattendance

since.

the question of modifying the present college
o| curriculum, and also upon that of the union of
its last session with
the sexes in the same institution in.collegiate

were interesting, Christians rejoiced and sinners
felt their need of a Savieur.
Next session with
the Anson church, at Brock meeting-house.
:

vailed during the first two

some ‘days

read a very valuable paper upon * University
-| Bducation,” taking conservative ground upon

: Quarterly Meetings.

ANSON

Albany

8 Cleaveland, So Jackson, Mich

Lisbon

(with 28 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send one copy of ¢ Butler's The-

For

have been gathered.
§
The New York branch of the American Social
Science Association held an interesting session

BosToN, Mass. Last Sabbath, March the- public services of the Master.
7th, was a day of unusual interest with us.

Eight young persons united with us,of
whom seven ‘followed their Lord in bap-

amount

doned by parents; and the Catholic Church itself,

bodily infirmities

heretofore, in the

in the Legis-

It would

two

3. For three

to the placing under the religious jurisdiction of
the Romanists every institution, of a charitable
and: reformatory charaeter, although built up
and supported by Protestant funds, into which,
for the salvation of the community, youths aban-

Such substantial favors and

of fellow-

ations of truthare to be preserved, if the A. Turner has beep assisting their pastor
church is to be

to $65.

and in the

from

va, Falsa,"—Beauliful, New, False.

To-day the Christian needs to know clear-

amounting

tokens of kind regard to Bro. Whitney and family are particularly gratifying in view of the fact

our time, such sys- we can but, hope that the work is only be-

training

to $160. Also a donation of $75 from their friends
at Three Mile Bay, N. Y., making from both
places the sum of $235, mostly cash.

4. For

:

J N Parsons, Mineral Point, Pa

The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,

tioned.

lature: at Albany.
There is now
before the
Judiciary Committee of the House a bill which,
if passed, would grant free access to the Catholic priest, for the purpose of performing his
religious rites regularly, into every orphan institution, mission, and reformatory, in the State,
incorporated by law, where children who have
received Catholic baptism are to be found, at
the peril. of the loss of its charter, and the visitation of a fine upon its managers and officers.
This is asked for the purpose of sacredly guard-

would gratefully

er saw a deeper work of grace in any place
Rev. W. Parker and wife extend thanks to the
than is here at present. Persons. of all church and friends of Lake Pleasant, Pa., for a
ages come and ask the prayers of God's donation of $45, in addition to salary.
Rev. G. W. Whitney and wife gratefully acpeople. Strong men fall down and ask to be
prayed for. Bro. Burrell and Sister Dyd- knowledge the receipt of two donation. visits
ley have come to our assistance; and the made at their house within the last year, by their
friends in West Bethel and Gilead, who left gifts
Lord seems to bless their labors. Some 20

We need onthe part of our churches such sprinkling asbaptism.
a wise, generous foresight as shall deter- convictions of'duty, his conscience was at
mine that the rising ministry be possessed, rest and joy filled his.soul. Two similar
asfar a8 in it lies,of the broadest and richest cases came to light in the social meetings.
culture. <A -classical and literary education We have administered baptism to twenty
is not all that a minister needs. There three ‘individuals, previously sprinkled,
must be a complete theolgoical, spiritual, within ‘4 little more than a year. The reand practical traini
We need, and the ligious interest ‘with us is gratifying, and
tematic and thorough, theological

to earry matters with a high hand

acknowledge the receipt of a donation from their
friends at Depauville,N: Y..Jan. 20,amounting to

every evening, and I think I nev-

meetings

8 Stevens, Springville. N Y
A H Brown,
field.
NY
A 8 Butt: rfield. Bean's Corner, Me

tures in Italy,” 261 pages; or,
2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,"”
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Or,
8. For two new subscribers and $5,00,
(with 20 cents additional to pay postage)
we will send a copy of the new “Book of
Worship.” Price $1,00. Or,

carefully preserve it, and hand it down-as- a remembrance to hisgehildren.
The Romanists in the state of N. Y.,emboldened
by their triumphs in New York city, are inclined

Lord has been $140, and with presents received at other times

reviving his work in this place. For some
three weeks past we have been holding

Rev Calvin Dodge, Eiton, N Y

2. ** Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,
8. ¢“ Making Something,” 184 pages; or,
4. ¢¢ Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,
| 5. ¢¢ The Boy's Heaven,” 151 pages; or, *
6. ¢“ A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,
194 pages ; or,
7. % The Birth-Day Present,” by Mary
Latham Clark, 174 pages. Price of each

On Wednesday, Feb. 4, Archbishop Tait was
enthroned in Canterbury cathedral, which was
crowded to its utmost capacity. The procession

Donations.

and wife

:
$2,50,

by Mrs, L. Maria Child, viz.:

The

MAIL,

now,
Augus
;
Talboys & Sta) a
oacoin, Mills, Wisconsin
R I Justice,
Marshall, N
:
ingame, Cornish, Me
Erastus Wentworth, Mineral Springs,
N'Y

we will send any one of the following books,

1.

Cole—W White—A Wilson

J M Plummer, Portland, Me
Pen Avery; Waterford, Pa

:

‘and

ll

RB Wyman—Welcome Waite—

A Warcs—B

BY

:

subscriber

H

C A Hilton, Ross Corner, Me

The Austrian Minister has published a mani- | of these books, 75 centsa
:
= I.
festo depriving the clergy of the exclusive right
1. For two new subscribersand $5,00,
to nominate school instructors in their districts,
which they had hitherto exercised under the
(with 16 cents to pay postage) we will send
Concordat with Rome, signed by the Emperor in the book entitled ¢ Sunny Skies ; or Adven1868.

ers in the blessed work.
he
S. W. SCHOONOVER.
‘Rev. J.-S. Staples.

new

.

W

"+ Books Forwfrded.

just published,or immediately to be publish-*|
ed, for the Sabbath School and the Family,

The Harvard College Alumni are raising $600,-

lies and Sabbath school scholars are shar-

In the report of the Education Soéiety the

Wentworth

ney.

J York—E Young—A York—S

(with 12 cents additional to pay postage)

000 for a general college fund, The plan is for
each class to raise $1000 a year for ten years.—
Four classes have already granted, and others
are pledged. Twelve others have pledged $500.
The sum will probably be raised..

the addi-

Ta Et So Satcg Whe

pam-

;

IL.
1. For one

ministers

Not afew of their
eo
:

OW

=~

subscribers to the Star.

sentative men.
:
A New Jersey Episcopal rector is requested by
he pleases, and they will stand by him.

{i

Thom

ib RM

eis ped By Bed

We offer the following premiums for new

Mr. Geo. H. Stuart, of Philadelphia, was invited by Gen. Grant to a seat in his Cabinet.
The
health of Mr. Stuart is such that he was constrained to decline the invitation. The fact is
noteworthy as indicating the desireof the President to surround himself with able and repre-

with what

Bible,”

Record—O F

Laura Trussell—J 8 Staples—)

Premiums for New Subscribers.

forward
may not

be saved, many around are being saved.

to exchange

or,
¢* An appeal to Conscience,” 108 paor,
;
Four copies of ‘The communion of

His busi-

ness is ruined. The revival work goes
in that section of the city. Though he

people are ahead.
will soon follow.

a)

Rr

i

pages; or,

8. “The Free Communionist,” 214 pa- | IF=LB
kins—0
W Partcli—G PI

;

his vestrymen

94} W

2. “The Spirit of Roger Williams,”

J

hristian Union, made vacant by the death of

Dr, Mattison.

Bow
gon—James

‘ges;
General. :
;
4.
The Rev, Dr. William Butler, of the New
ges;
England Methodist Con¥erence, has accepted the
5.
Secretaryship of the ‘American ‘and Foreign

mansions which Jesus has prepared for
those who love him. The church had re-

He is of the opinion that ‘neither Lewistoll nor Hillsdaleis

Boy

De- | Wim A Grifith—
:

and
trine of the Trinity Investigated
;
fended,” 119 pages; or,

ton St. Free Baptist Church of Lewiston to the blessing of God is attending their la- whole service was exceedingly imposing, and all
its membership.
The Q. M. has made some bots. On our return we found that an ef- the arrangements were admirably made and well
made as follows: to churches in New Eng- valuable gains since we first united with it, fort was in progress to.raise funds to re- carried out.
:
land. $20,875,45 ; to churches in N. Y,, some twenty
An impressive incident occurred at Grand
years since.
Seven
new pair and improve the house of. the Lord.
$12,825,45 ; to churches west of N. Y,, churches, if not more, have been added
In this they were successful. Seven hun- Rapids, Mich., a few Sundays since. A ‘clergyman was preaching in a Dutch church,’and the
$12,629.96. In 1864, a committee was ap- during that time. Many ministers of other
dred dollars have been expended in paint- pastor was sitting by his side, The ‘preacher
pointed in the West by the Society to raise
years are much missed.
Some of these ing, graining, procuring carpets, putting was speaking very earnestly of the importance
and appropriate funds for the mission among
have gone to their last and eternal reward, on blinds, and obtaining a bell. They have of gists attendance to the salvation of
the Freedmen in the Mississippi Valley; others are doing good service elsewhere.
expended in supporting pastor and for Sab- our Souls, for life was insecure. The pastor’s
since which time, but very smail receipts
The vacant places are now mostly sup- bath schools, repairs, incidentals, &c., about wife was observed intently listening to this.
have come into our treasury for Home Misplied by a younger class of men, equally $1,550,00, during the year. The church and suddenly she fell forward. Her husband hastened from the pulpit, thinking she had fainted.
sion work from the Western churches, alardent and devoted.
Brothers Lowell, of society have been united and the congregaWhen he reached her she was dead.
though they have contributed liberally for
Lewiston, and Church, of Brunswick, have tions.large and attentive.
Thb Sabbath
On the morning after the inauguration a comthe Western Freedman’s Mission.
resigned their places, and expect soon to school has been prosperous, and sustained mittee, consisting of Chief Justice Chase, Senator
Diiting the two years ending May, 31,
leave for other fields of labor. They are with increased interest. The first week in Frelinghuysen of New Jersey, and George H.
68, this Society received from all the
both good men and faithful in labors, and Jan. was devoted to prayer, which was Stuart of Philadelphia, waited upon the presstates west of N. Y., including Penn., for
will carry with them the best wishes of followed for several weeks by thé preach- ident; and on behalf of the American Bible
Home Missions, $305,72 ;for Freedmen's
their brethren.
J. S.B.
ing of the word and personal effort, attend- Society presented him with a most elegant
Missions, $227.83 ; total, 533, 556. During
copy of the Holy Bible. The Chief Justice,in
ed with marked success. The church has connection with the presentation of the gift,
the same time there were paid from our
The Theological Scheol.
been very generally revived, backsliders read a letter addressed to President .Grant from
Treasury to churches in those States and
have been reclaimed,and some 25 have been James Lenoxy Esq., President of the American
for Home Mission work as follows:’ New
ITS LOCATION.
hopefully converted to°God.
Bro. P,L. Bible Society, expressing the wish that his adJersey, $50; Pennsylvania, $1,000; Ohio,
We have received another communication
teachings
Hoag, of Odessa, N. Y., came to our assist- ‘| ministration might be guided by thevisibly
af$100; Minnesota, $225; Illinois, $1,084; from ‘‘Senex” on this subject. The first
The President was
of the Bible.
ance and labored with great faithfulness | fected, and responded, expressing his hearty
Wisconsin, $250; Iewa, $384;
Missouri, part of itis but little more than a re-stateand success for two weeks. Heads of fami- thanks for the gift, and stating that he should
$200., Total, $8,208,00.
i
:
ment of the views expressed in his article.
priated to churches in New England,
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tional names upon the church book shows
will spontaneously lift its best desires to that their labors were not in vain in the
God, not only for a few days or months, Lord. Some had crossed the river to those
solved. to devise liberal things,

3

converts to their communion.

A correspondent re-

And

part 4

both churches are made glad by receiving many

fervid and many, and the remarks pointed earnest and ‘devoted labor on the part of
and impressive. The Christian public evi- | the pastors who have had charge of the

The Q. M. unanimously received the Hor-

’

the divine blessing that has been vouchsafed, and

During the session the

but also during the whole public life of the
new chief Magistrate.

A

gunin the united action of the Old and New
School churches of each town, Uniting in
| prayer and Christian effort, they have shared in

‘John Allen’s den is offered to let.

church during our absence.

1

every
old Subscriber to the Star, |

town, 89 have made public profession of their | one copy of either of the following books, |
faith, in Christ.——1In both Washingtonville,

ports some revival interest at this place.

dently has great confidence in President
Grant; and we hope every Christian heart

. To

in advance at any time before the first
From
75 to 100 have been converted, and deep so- _year
lemnity pervades the community .~———AtScoteh- dayof May, 1869, we will send, p

meetings for conference and prayer were
East HamuiN, N. Y. Last April, after an
numerous. Not the least observable of absence of nine years, at the solicitation of
these was the morning meeting of Thurs- the church we returned to this our first field
comes—in Africa—perhaps in China—or the
day for Gen. Grant and his family; espe- of labor. The brethrensgave us a hearty
isles of the sea.
cially, that the day of his inauguration might welcome, and we, were much rejoiced to
Respecting the subject of. Eastern and be attended by the inauguration of Christ's find that many who embraced Christ eleven
Western receipts and appropriations, the. reign, not only in the heart and household
years since, were still: holding on thejr way.
Home Mission report says:
of the new President, but also of all who The evidences of growth and progress since
For the information of those who are not shall hold office under the government. the reorganization of the church, in Feb.,
the prayers 1858, were many, showing the result of
familiar with the history of the operations of The religious feeling was deep,
this Society, we submit the following state-

"

for one - Rev. ¥. A. Stanford,
is in like manner blessing his ministrations. who will’ renew his subscription

The field is somewhat remote and hitherto
that can be secured. Let one of the mis‘The pastor of the church jead the singing. neglected, but God has blessed the faithful
sionaries devote himself principally to the
The several parts were well performed, all
training of nativé young men for the min- rendering the occasion useful and long laborsof a brother and sister who have been,
endeavoringto hold up the standard of the
istry, and the others superintend and labor
to be remembered.
a Cross, and sinners are now turning to God.
as usual. When any fail and are compelled
The -sermons
were characterized by Forty conversions are reported.
;
to retire, from the field, fill their places with

thought and vigor.

——

La

er is now at Hamptonburg,N. Y.,where the Lord
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plish the desired good.
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be converted and re- | the Firstand Central Presbyterian and
arthe Plymforth fitting forts to, prepare |A number have bean,
outh Congregational churches, many
are in
But, show our yo Ug Ten foror such a Wo
work: The church |claimed. The church much encouraged, quiring
the wayof life,
The Rev. O. ParkIRAE

unless it can be baptized anew by glorious mustput
, displays of God's

pom—

combined

for
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Consumptives.

HE Advertiser, having been restored to health in
a few weeks, by a very simple remedy, after
having suffered several years with a severe lung af-

fection, and that dread disease, Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow-sufférers the means
of cure.
:
To all who desire it, he will sénd a copy of the prescription used (free ot charge), with the directions fox
preparing and using the same, which they will find a
SURE CURE FOR CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHI118, etc. The object of the advertiser in sending the

Prescription is to benefit the afflicted, and spread
information which he conceives to be invaluable; and
he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy, as it will
cost him nothing, and may provea blessing.

Parties wishing the prescription,
will please address
REV. EDWARD A. WILSON,
136 %

Williamsburg, Kings County, New York.

T° REMOVE

MOTH

PATCHES, FRECKLES,

and Tan from the face, use PERRY'S MOTH AND
FRECKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggists. Prepared
only by Pr. B. C. Perry.
; FoR BLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON THE
"X'
FACE, use PERRY'S COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, prepared only by Dr. B, C. Perry, 49 Bond
8t., New York. Sold everywhere. The trade supplied by Wholesale Druggists.
AGREAT

SALY

OF

a
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CARPETING-—In

conse-

quence of the removal of the block we occupy, by
order of the city government, to widen Hanover
Street, and no other premises being available, we
shall sell off our entire stock of
etings
at
sale and retail at greatly redu
Theting hd
an opportunity that has not been offered for years
or purchasers to supply themselves at such low
prices. Our entire stock will’ be open to retail customers, comprising Brussels, Tapestries, Three-plys,
Kidderminsters, superfines, exira fines, &¢. Also,
Stair Carpets in large variety, Floor Oil Cloths, Canton Mattings, Rugs, Mats, &. NEW ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.
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- Adbertisements.
HAT

“STAR

SPANGLED

BANNER”

STILL.

Waves. See the April Number, just out,—40 Lion
Columns, overflowing with Wit,
Humor, Fun, an
Real Gommon SENSE. Eight Large Pages, filled to
the brim, with Comic
Pictures, Poetry, Puzzles,
Sketches,
and other Valuable Matter. See the New
Swiundles Fully Exposed. It will save you many &
dollar. A sure cure for the “blues” is the “STAR
SPANGLED

BANNER.”

A

large4®

column

paper

pages. Dr.

8. 8.

(Ledger size,) and costs only 75 cts, for a whole yedr ;and we send, free gratis, mounted on a roller and
postpaid, the Elegant Parlor Engraving, size HA
Iw
0 FEET, and the papér a whole year; 1000
subscribers every week. Its no humbug, no new
thing,—establishéd in 1863. This isits seventh
year.
It has already the largest circulation in New
ant Eu
land, out of Boston. Only think, the
aving and paper a » hole y ear only
ots. And
a “sell,” read
Rere's another offer. If you fear
this: - To every one subscribing who is not perfectly
satigfled, we REFUND H1§ MONEY. Now is the time,—
75 cts for a who.e'year. Buy it at any newsman’s.
Specimens mailed foronly 6 ots. Send your address
to
STAR
SPANGLED BARN
i
Hinsdale, N. H.

A VALUABLE GIFT. 80

FITCH'S “DOMESTIC
FAMIL SPhYS
ANY
describes all Diseases nd thelr
medics, Sent by
mall, free,
fm10

Address D!

:

a

714 Broadway, New, York.
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THE MORNING

Poetry.
mT

|

‘Waiting ~ for the Spring.
Asbreezes stir the morning,
of

:

The streams fling off their fetters;
Moveless
the trees and bare;
Yet unto me the stillness’

Strong ash and sturdy chestnut,
” Stretch out their sapless branches

‘

wintry sky.guilty aspen
her quivering,
too were waiting,

:

I strain mine éars to listen,
If haply where I stand,
But one stray note of music

May sound in all the land.
“Why art thou mute, O blackbird?
O thrush, why dost not sing?
Ah! surely they are waiting,
. Waiting for the Spring.”

Proclaim the turning year.
Soon shall the trees be leafy,
Soon every bird shall sing ;
Let them be silent waiting,
Waiting for the Spring,

" —Once a Week.

Six Little Feet.

.

Because of the three light shadows
That frescoed that rude old room—
Because of the voices echoed
Up ’mid the rafter’s gloom—
Because of the feet en the fender,
Six restless, white little feet—
The thoughts of that dear old kitchen
Are to me so fresh and sweet!

‘When the first dash at the window
‘Told of the coming rain,—
O! where are the fair young faces
That crowded against the pane?
‘While bits of firelight stealing

Their dimpled theeks between,
Went struggling out in darkness,
In shreds of silver sheen.
Two of the feet grew weary,
One dreary, dismal day,
And we tied them with snow-white ribbons,
Leaving them by the way;
There was fresh clay on the fender
That weary, wintry night,
For the four little feet had tracked it
From the grave on the bright hill’s hight.
O! why, on this darksome evening,
This evening of rain and sleet,
Rest my feet all alone on the hearthstone,—

|

O! where are those other feet?
of virtue

That will bring us together above?

Or have they made steps that will dampen

The Family Circle,
Grambling, ©
Sr

as I went

into

her cottage, “yon are come to see me at
I thought that you were never

com-

»

I was

here

last

week!”
“Oh, last week was it; I'm sure I'd forgot when it was,

the

time

goes

so

slow.

Ive been very bad, very bad indeed; I'm
fullof aches and pains. I don’t think you

could put your hand where there is not a
pain, and I haven’t got anything to" ease it.

Others have things given them;I haven't

any comforts, nothing nice.

the appe-

tite.”

them

corn, is it
;
'

es

It outwards.

-Fhe-glass—is-then
a cylinder, “open at

end.

one

It is whirled in the heat until the

edges become true,

then

brought away,—

the five iron supports dropping to the
ground with a simultaneous clang, The

cylinders are laid on tables, where the im-

“Yes, the corn is pretty fair, we shan’ perfect Spherical ‘end about the blowingget any turnips unless we have a change pipe is'craked off from the rest by a stripe:
before long.”
of melted glass drawn around. it. The
. Soon after, I passed by the garden of | cylinder is then cracked from end to end on
Mr. Williams, the florist, and Mrs. ‘Wils one side by means of a red-hot iron passed
liams was among the flowers.
through it:
WE
“You seem very busy this hot day,” I
In an adjoining building is what is
remarked.
oh
called the flattening oven. The cylinders
“Yes, sir, ” said Mrs. Williams ; “] am brought there are lifted on the end of a levafraid we are going to have a thunder er, passed in through a circular opening
shower, and it’s heart-rending to see it just large enough to admit them, and laid

th'e rain knocks

the

on flattening

stones

on

the oven

bottom,

with the crack uppermost.
The oven bottom is circular, and it revolves horizontally.
As the glass softens, it separates at the
crack,

and

lays

itself

down

gently

and

Rose sent a

=

‘Ah, that's because I'm

- weak; that's where 'tis.

so nervous

and

The children out-

side
do play and make such a noise, my

poor head seems
fit to split, and thisis

If he so loved

us sinners thathe spared not his only begotten Son, but gave

him

up for us all;

surely, sir, we need not fear but that with
his Son he will give us all needful things.
I cannot be cast down, whatever befalls me,

official, the other the son of an

officer

who

had diedin the armyin the late civil war.
He had already performed the duties of the
place he sought again.

ancient style; it hasno chimney, and the
smoke from the bituminous coal! they burn,
pours out in a eloud into the room. There
are openings in the roof forit to escape
through, aud a éontintal draught of air

how I caught my rheumatics.”

Here I was obliged to say, “Well; Mrs,

able ground between boyhood and manhood

smoking, if he

strutted in stunning and

flashy clothes} if he had been all that is so

well understood as comprehended in the
term’ ‘‘fast,” if he had not honored his mother—a precious, praying mother at home—

until the smoke is all burnt off,
“There are five pots on each sideof the

modest,

pure-minded,

gentlemanly boy, he never could have secured the appointment that now enables

~
I know you aré an invalid; but furnace; and you will see five men ina him to help thig mother again.
eally things are brighter than you make | row, blowing all%at once, with the regulariHe did not know that he was watched

tobe.
Just think how much worse
in bodily

:

(Ue

there was nothing concealed in it.

I ther

fixed my eyes on his strip of clothing with:
such intentness that it was not po sible it

could have been touched without

discovery,

interest and solid merits. The articles upon the
sacred localities in Palestine, entitled ‘Studies
in Bible Land,” by Rev. W. L. Gage, are espe-

writing ; and glance
&
told me that my little

maintained throughout the work.
It may be
commended to all who wish an excellent maga- and, behold,
a green plant, about a foot
“watisneo
zine for either week-day or
al
J 88 ign
S
f
on with tog
his incantations. After having
certain to aid in impressing the lessons of the alittle,
Sabbath
school and. the pulpit, instead -of divert
\
3
F
fl]
ing attention by offering something foreign to again lifted the basket and the plant was
He asked us to wait a
the legitimate themes of the day of worship.— now two feet high.

cially

title at the’ top, I found all filled up with

boy had been copying the title over and
over many times, imitating as accurately

| points
as possible the bad as well as the goodof the writing,

HL

valuable; and the

highest

moral tone is

and bade him

go on.

I felt perfectly sure

that the trick could not. succeed.
down, he stretched his naked arms under
the basket, singing and
ing as he did
.80; he then lifted the basket off the ground,

_ “You musn't do so again,” said*1to the
little longer that we might taste the fruit!
Boston: Am. Tract Society.
~
boy, as I pointed to his writing. Any careBut A
y those ‘who had
less scribbling of mine that you happen to | Tar AM. NATURALIST ‘commences its third seen the frick performed before that this

find, is not fif for you to copy; it will get
you into bad habits of penmanship.”
“Why, mother,” cried the child, ‘father
said the way for me to learnto write well
was to keep practicing, by copying all sorts

of good writing; and I am sure anything
you write is good enough.”
“No, my love,” said I, decidedly ; “I will

set you copies whenever you wish; but my
ordinary, hasty writing is not for you to
imitate. See, now, if I had thought of
your copying this, I should have written it
thus"—writing very carefully. *‘See how
differently it looks from the other!”
:
“I see,” said the boy; ‘and I will do as
you say. Butif I get my best as well as
your worst, I shall be satisfied.”

My son went away, but I sat and thought

admirable, such as boys might well be invited to
hear or to read, and they would

not probably be

in haste to goto bed till a late hour so long as
they were allowed such entertainment as that of
fered by this king of the camp and master of the

health and

ty of a file of soldiers

exercising.

Each

The five

men begin to blow and swing all together,
Each blows a great globe of glass, which is

and contentment with

‘wisdom thinks best to send.

particularly.

Probably he was

not.

But

gather® thirty or forty pounds of metal on men are unconsciously observing; if mot
his pipe, whichis very long and strong) with the purposeof influencing future conThey stand on platforms, ,to get room to duct, yet future conduct is influenced, as in

swing the glass, as they blow it.

stretched out gradually by the swinging
motion into a cylinder, or roller, as it is
called, five feet long. Then the five roll-

ers are swung up. towards

the furnace

ofthere true happiness holes, and five other soldiers spring for-

mischiefs of strong drink in a most striking way,

~if he had-learned to smoke and been seen’ urges the duty of manliness and self-denial as es-

such a drafty house—sb hotin summer and from the doors carries it upward, so that it
so coldin winter; and when it rains, the is not so bad for the workmen as one would
wet comes
in like a stream, I think that is pthink, Besides, they do not begin to blow and been a quiet,

be

THE SABBATH AT HOME i§ gaining
in’ varied

gi

be

an article hastily scribbled in pencil, and
carelessly left unfinished upon my table.
The space which I had left vacant about the

—

are.”

Brooklyn,N.
:

——

I took up a sheet of my own manuscript,

3

i

cided. verdict. Terms, $2 a year.
Y.: Horace W. Love & Co.

—

This is the substance of remarks made, hunter’s business.
showing the truth of the assertion at the
basket yesterday, or the day before, with unless I fall into sin.”
: The CLOISTER AND THE HEARTH: or, Maid,
head of this article.
something nice for you.”
.
This was the substance of the good man’s
Wife, and Widow. A matter-of-fact
“Well,
gentleman,
I think J—— ought to
“Oh, yes, she's very good, Mrs, Rose is, talk, and I
By Charles Reade. Household Edition. Bos. .
learned a lesson from him by have this ‘place, or a better one, if we car
ton:
Fields, Osgood & Co. 1869. 16mo. pp, 440.
but she’s young. Slre’s got the means, but precept and by example, that
truly “Godlishe hasn't got the thought.
It was a ness with contentment is great gain.” Oh, give it. He isn’t a governor's son, and he PEG WOFFINGTON, CHRISTIE JOHNSTONE, and
other Stories.
hasn't any great friends to push him; buta
Same Author and Publishers.
very tender chicken she sent, but a little bit
1869. 16mo. pp. 353. Sold by E. J. Lane.
for more of the Spirit of Christ in us, who boy who will do as he did
at
the
last
session
of ham would have made it ever so much in the midst
These two volumes complete the Household
of his suffering on our behalf —not spending his earnings on himself, nevmore acceptable; and what I need is someEdition of Reade’s works,—an edition every way
could cry, “Father, not my will, but thine er seen with a cigar in his mouth, or strutworthy of the author, creditable evento the fine
thing strengthening, a little wine or porter, be done!”
ting along the street in dandy clothes, but taste and enterprise of this well-known House
anything to keep me up, the doctor said.”
quiet, and well-behaved, saving all his mon- where poor work is an abomination, and furnish“Didn’t you get an order for some port
ey and carrying it home and giving it tohis ing the admirers of that author a set of volumes
wineP” I asked.
How Window-Glass is Made. mother—tha
t boy, I say, deserves as good a that must almost shut an habitual fault-finder up
“Oh, I had a bottle, but a bottle don’t go
place
as
we
can give him.” And so, though to silence by disarming his criticism.
far; it only lifted me up, to let me down
“There is another process,” continued
1 think 'tis the hot weather tries the gaffer, “by which our common window- he had not that place, he did get one as good, HISTORY OF A THREEPENNY BIT. New
York:
National Temperance Society and Publication
me; if T could
get a breath of air for a glassis made. By the way, if ever you and probably better.
House,
1869.
18mo.
pp.
216.
Now, boys, these words are for.. you.
change. But that is out of the question, visit Pittsburg, in Pennsylvania, you must
‘We have yetto meet the first poor
for I've next to nothing coming ini”
go into the window-glass factories there; Nothingis more certain than ifthis boy had ent book bearing the iinprint of this or indifferHouse, It
**The doctor told me,” I said, “that you you will find them very curious. Their given away tothe temptation assailing those is furnishing us a
perance literature for the
who
are on the boundary line or the debat- Sabbath school and
couldnt
do better than remain where youn furnace, inthe first place, is bullt in the
the family that sets forth the
“q thought,” said I, “Mrs.

a

volume with the issue for March; and promises,
if possible, to be even better than heretofore. If
any of our readers wish a periodical at once sci-

entific and popular, beautifully printed, admirably illustrated, having no worthless pages, and

much curious ififormation- that unveils “the won-

resplt would be obtained, T confessed myself ‘done” without the slightest notion of
the how. I examined the ground, and
found it was smooth and upturned. . Apparently delighted with. “my surprise, the jugler stood up laughing. One of his compan-

fons just then chucked a

pebble to him,

ders of the world of science to the ordinary ob- which he put into his mouth.
Immediateserver, they can hardly do, better thanto sub- dy the same companion, walking backwards,

scribe for this magazine.

Salem, Mass.: Pea-

body Aesdemy of Science.

?

Howr's MusicAL MONTHLY comes to us from
the publisher with twenty or more pieces of music for the piano,—some of them exclusively instrumental, others are songs with piano accompaniments.
The paper used is such as one gets
in purchasing ordinary
sheet musi¢, and the

compositions are those

that

have

How this amount of matter can be

thirty-five cents is a seeret with

real merit.
furnished for

the publisher.

But he proposes to sell it for just that sum, and
to issue a similar budget every month for that
He probably looks for
smdll amount of money.
Boston:
large sales, and is likely to effect them.
Elias Howe.

2 dhs forth a cord of silk twenty yardso
so in length. But this was not all the dis

charge,

for the juggler, with his hands be-

The

Romance of the Rhine.

hind his back, i
forth from his mouth
two decanter stoppers, two shells, a spinning-top, stone, and several other things,
followed by a long jet of fire!

Rev! N. J. Burton writes from and of
this river, jn one of his letters to the Hart-

plain?” thought I, as I walked on.
¢ Oh, gradually on the stone.
The long cylinder —not of penmanship, but of matters far
ford Post:
:
for the spirit of patience, in which to pos- is then a flat sheet, three feet wide and more vital to his welfare. Those thoughts
I
should
like
to
shoulder
my knapsack,
sess our souls!” ‘Oh, that
:
nearly five feet in length. There are four were helpful to me, in trying to live aright
and spend a month or two in leisurely walkpraise the Lord for his goodnes
openings around the sides of the oven; at before my child; and perhaps they may
ing, and day-long dreaming on this beautihis wonderful works to the chil
of one the glass is put iff, through another a help others as weak, if such indeed there
ful river, in the right season of the years”
sitting down on every
stone I came to,
men!”
“I was dumb,” said David, “I workman sweeps the stone for it, a third be.
;
:
trudging up every. valley; climbing every
opened not my mouth; because Thou didst workman smooths it down with a block as
castled hight, reading all the Rhine legMountain Vegetation.
it.”
it comes round. to him, and a fourth, at the
ends, stories and- poems that were ever
:
Em
“I must have a few words with old White,
last opening, which is close to the one at
written, steeping myself in the delicious
Mr.
Bowles
of
the
Springfield
Republithe
stone-breaker, before I go home, I which it was put in, lifts the sheet—partly
historical atmosphere of the river, re-peocan, the companion of Mr. Colfax in his pling the many castles of it, visiting the unthought; and I turned to the heap of stones cooled by this time—upon a carriage in the WHERE TO EMIGRATE, AND WHY. Describes
western tour, thus deseribes the vegetation
aralleled, romantic maidens that ‘used to
the Climate, Soil, Productions, Minerals and
where I was sure of finding the old man at oven. This he does by means of a lever
General Resources, Amount of Public Lands,
ive in them, as thick as morning glories
which marks the mountains in Colorado:
work, for he could not leave it, poor fellow, furnished with sharp, broad blades at the
the quality and price of farm lands in nearly |. In spite of these great elevations, the
around a cottage door, tilting with the
all sections of the United States; and contains
if he wished, without
help.
He
was end, which he works in under the glass.
knights and having
duels with them over
traveler
carries
summer
skies
as
he
keeps
a description of the
Pacific Railroad,
the
brought there in the morning, and carried When the carriage is full, it is run through
summer scenes with him at this season in the maidens, reproducing the thousand and
Homestead and other Jand laws, rates of wages
one marvels of that picturesque old time,
throughout the country, etc., etc. ‘With maps
most of his excursions among
back again in the evening; for he had lost an annealing oven beyond.
the mounand illustrations. By FrederickB. Goddard.
the sounds in the air, the apparitions, the
tains
and
their
parts
in
Colorado.
We
borthe use of his legs by an accident at sea.
The opposite end of the annealing oven
New York: F. B. Goddard, 432 Broome St.—
river nymphs, and forest nymphs, and I do
row our ideas of mountain travel and moun1869. Octavo. pp. 591.
. There he sat raking up the stones, and opens into the cutting-room.
There the
{tain hights from Switzerland and the White not know what else, till at last the tired :
The author of this volume has undertaken a mountains of New
breaking them with his hammer, as cheer- carriages are pushed along a central track,
Hampshire.
Among had all gone out of me and I didn't care
large and eminently practical work in the compifully as ever; for he was one of the few and unloaded
-at the stalls of the cutters. lation thus presented, and has carried it through them both, vegetation ceases at about five any more for the nineteenth century and its
thousand feet above the sea level, and per- stir and din than a man asleep in his bed,
who
have learned, in whatsoever state The cutter has a table before himgwith
with a good degree of success. Beginning with
petual snow reigns among the Alps at sev- lapped in gorgeous dreams, does for the
they are, therewith to be content.
There- measure-marks on its edges.
He lifts one |-California, the most western of our states, and
en thousand to eight thousand feet, and wind that roars, and flurries, and kicks up
fore, it wasa real pleasure to have a few of the sheets, lays it on the table, and com- extending the survey steadily eastward, he gives would
Pretin the White Mountains if they went a dust outside of his locked window.
words with old White. I put a few ques- mences ruling it faster than a school-boy us an immense amount of information of just as high. But here in these vaster
moun- ty tired people sometimes long for whut
tionsto him for the purpose of drawifig rules his slate. His ruler is a wooden rod, such a sort as the mass of our people who pro- tain regions than either of Western Ameri- they call ‘‘the rest of the grave,” but that is
pose emigrating need to possess.
The work of ca, the
going into it a little too deeply; the wideout evidence of his patience, as a refresh- five feet long, and his pencil-point is
a dia~ ‘compilation seems to have been carefully done, from thehills thémselves only begin to rise awake semi-languor, the retrospect and revplains
at
an
elevation
of
five
thouing contrast to the grumbling spirit shown mond.
Every stroke is a cut. - Not that'i#¥ | ‘and the most trustworthy sources that were ac- sand five hundred
feet. And at that hight, erie, and snake-lying on a sunny rock ofa
by those I had lately spoken with.
;
cuts the glass quite apart; indeed, he seems cessible have been drawn from in order that ac- though the nights
are always deliciously Rhine sojourn, as set forth above, would
“Are you not lonely sometimes?” I scarcely to make “a scratch.
Yet that curacy as well as amplitude might be attained. cool, the summer's days are as warm as, if be nearer to my mind, I think.
asked.
a
I would have, though, a very congenial
.
\ scratch has the effect of cracking the glass The numerous maps, statistical tables, and items not warmer than they are in the valleys
‘No, sir; I have my work to do, and quite through, so that it breaks clean off at from official documents add greatly to the inter- of theNew England States,and snow enough friénd or two alongside if I could, or perfor sleighing - or to force the cattle to shel-. haps about forty rods behind, for fear that
plenty to think sbout.”
the slightest pressure.
In this way the est and value of the volume. Nowhere else, ter or other food than’ the prairie grass
to me or I to them at the
is they might speak
within the same compass, can there be found
“But,” said I, ‘what will you do when: sheets are cut up
into panes of the requisite such a mass of varied information touching the only a rare chance, a memory of the oldest wrong moment some time, and break u
you cannot work ?”
:
size.”
or a dream of the youngest inhabitant, At some golden dream of theirs or mine.
resources and peculiarities of the several sec*“1 can’t say, sir; but I never wanted yet.
*“I should think the diamonds would wear tions of the country. The book has merits and six thousand or seven thousand feet, in the fear that if I had such a chance as that 1
valleys of the mountains, the small grains should never be seen in Hartford any more,
The Lord will
provide. I castmy care up- out,” said Lawrence.
;
:
practical bearings such as may properly awaken
and the tenderer vegetables aressuccess- but that the last you would hear of me
on hifii, for hi cares for me.”
“I remember,” replied the gaffer, ‘‘one a general interest in it, and create a large defully cultivated, and at seven thousand five would be to the effect that an old man with
“You have borne a deal of suffering in workman told me that a single diamond mand. Sold by subseription.
hundred and eight thousand five hundred long white hair and dreamy, loitering sep,
your time!”
z
for
would last him two or three years.
It has THE GENERAL; or, Twelve Nights in the Hunt- feet, potatoes, turnips, and cabbages thrive. whose history nobody knew, but who
er's Camp.
A narrative of real life. Illustrat“Yes, sir,I have.
It was God's will, fifteen or sixteen different edges,
The Middle Park ranges from seven thou- some two hundred years had been seen
and when
ed by G.G. White.
Boston: Lee & Shepard. |
sand seven hundred, to nine thousand feet Slowly journeying to and fro, up and down,
and now I gan thank him for it. It was one edge. is worn out he uses another.
1869. 16mo. pp. 268. Sold by E. J. Lane,
the Rhine,
high in its level sections, and the South in the valley of
rly known
his way of teaching me, and I learned the South American diamonds, such
Here is something pleasant, racy, entertaining,
as he used,
from six thousand five hundred to seven by all the children in all the cottages along,
lesson. I can say with Job, ‘I have borne cost, he told me,
full of wholesome stimulus, and free from the arions, and not unloved for his
thousand five hundred, while the higher for
from six to thirty dollars
tificial heat and passionate extravagance that vichastisement, I will not offend any more; each; and, when they
are worn out for his tiate so much of the literature that is meant for plains and embraced hills of both run up to peaceful and meditative air and slow-spoken and low-spoken kindliness(for I think
ten thousand
that which Isee not, teach thou me: if I purpose, he sells them for jewels
to be put the boys of America. We think the authorisa feet. Yet grassand even eleven thousand my natural
acidity couldbe sweetened even
ws
richly
and
abundant|
have done iniquity, I will dono more.’ into watches.”"
clergyman,
but
he
knows how to handlea rifle as
—Our Young Folks.
get Rhine enough inly through both ; hay is a great natural crop, to that if only I could
But
I have an evil heart, sir; Iam often
"| well as to preach a sermon, and rejoices in a bi- and is cured already
to it) had suddenly disappeared from his
for
all
the
wants
that
inclined to grumble ; but that does no good,
vouac in the forest and a free chat around the
rounds, - and’ was
can be reached; and in the lower parts of haunts and custo
blazing camp-fire, at the proper time, as well as the South Park,
and besides it is wrong. The growth in
pularly believed to
have been takemup
Boys, You are Watched.
cattle winter out of doors,
in
the
conference meeting and the singing of and the smaller grains and hardier
grace is going on, I believe, but itis not
nto heaven, lon
y hair, staff and all.
A
vegetathat is about the way things
A group of men, at the opening of the psalms by the worshipers in the vestry. Itis bles’ are. grown with great success and I am in hopes
finished. We can’t be perfect here, sir,
the story of a western hunting-party, whose
age, and that
rofit. Flowers are beautiful and abun- will go in the coming golden
His | State Legislature, were talking of the appli- members
can we?
I must wait God's time.
are vividly photographed, whose opemen instead of fretting themselves to death
t
up
to
ten
thousand
or
eleven
thousand
|
Holy Spirit is still striving to make me cants for position in the various offices in rations are pictured with life-like colors,
feet, so beautiful and abundant that I must and dropping down at about forty years
whose
more like my Master. God grant I may the giftof the Senate and House of Repre- experiences run through the full scale of gayety reserve them for special description
stay, and stay, and stay, growing
—the old,
and gravity, and whose primitive- modes of life largest and best
-not hinder the good work. Iam much bet- sentatives:
:
T grows al nine thou-- riper and riper, and more and more benig-Of course, there were a good many apply- are now and then admirably set off by the aid of sand to] eleven thousand feet, “and trees do nant until in some little flurry of wind some
ter off than many ;
pe
ing, and there must be some disappoint- a little imagination. Itisa book to put one in |, not cease till you Juss above eleven thou- day like that which shakes down the perlove with the chase, the majesty of the wilder- sand five hun
‘Not more than others I deserve,
eet, while the real, abso- fect apple in the still autumnal sunlight,
ment falling somewhere; and they were ness, the rough but manly
1 be shaken off into the Eternal
Yet God has giv’n-me more.
types of lifé’that have lute and perpetual snow line—such snow the;
canvassing the matter to make it as nearly been found leading the vanguard of civilization, and ice as are found universally in Switzer- without a twist or a brush or a shudder,
Above all, has he not given his own -dear right all round as possible.
and with the robustness of muscle and spirit that land at eight thousand feet—is not reached
Son to die for me, such a sinner as was?
There were two desiring the same place are so sadly lacking among students and clergy- at all bn thet L oumaina; At twelve thou8 to
lie in
:
hes
He has redeemed me; he is rich in mercy. in the Senate chamber, both boys, verging men. “The General” is such a leader of a hun sand feet,
the shaded
es of the hills,Se.orinhadeep |
My Father in heaven knows what is best into manhood—one the son of ahigh State ing party as would find little difficulty in getting on
abrigade of followers. His evening stories are ravines, and goes on to multiply in sue

I'm sure there, ‘for me. His name is Love.

must be many who, if they knew, would
send a little something, and, coming in unawares like, it would just tempt

pipes to support

i

N
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That hummed on the foot-worn hearth,
Throughout all the livelong evening,
Its measure of drowsy mirth.

|

five blowing

1869.

Our ‘Children Copyists.

set upright under

while the rollers are being reheated in the

17,

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

fe

In my heart there liveth a picture
Of a kitchen rude and old,
‘Where the firelight tripped o’er the rafter,
And reddened the roof’s brown mold;
Gilding the steam of the kettle;

last.

‘how
:

blossoms about so. I'm cutting the best
to send to town ; bus the sun is very burning just now, certainly.”
:
‘“ Wherefore doth a living man com:

But soon shall streams of sunshine .

—

I,

“Butit's good weather for the
not?”

when it does come,

O heart! thy days are darksome;
O heart! thy nights are drear;

“Well,” said Mrs. Price,

said

| right four and twenty hours’ rain.”

Rough oak and poplar high,

Are they treading the pathway

farmer,”

haven't’had any rain to speak of for such
a time ; nothing gfows. We want a down-

Waiting for the Spring.

the

that they

necks of the pots. The blowers blow in
the necks of the pipes with all their might,
then clap their thumbs over the, holes to
prevent the air from rushing out again; in
| the meanwhile the end ofthe roller is soft= *
are the ened, so that at last the air, forced in and
expanded by the heat, bursts it outwards.

Ob, —bads—said-he;
very —bad:—We-

‘Waiting for the Spring.”

*

Tprayed that her eyes might be. opened

“Well,
.crops?”

This burden seems to bring—

See

ward with their * guns,—whichin. this case |
dre iron bars,

Seymour passed by on horseback.

“Patience? the-earth-is- waiting;

Against the
And even the
Hath ceased
As though she

and lasting peace are to be found, namely,
in Christ, the Saviour from sin’ and its re:
sults.
by the Spirit of God to see the sin of murand that godliness
muring and discontent,
with contentment is indeed great gain.
——As—T left Murs. Price's
I

Re
sik

STAR: MARCH

sential

to a genuine

success

in life, and

forgets to press home the supreme

real Christian

faith.

This

form as the mountains rise to their greatest

hight at fourteen thousand to fourteen thousand five hundred feet.
.
But it absolutely covers no mountain pedk ;

the tops of Gray's Peak and Mount Lincoln,
the highest Pola in the whole region are dry
and bare,at least at mid-day through August,

though in reaching them you may go
snow-fields
or thirty feet deep and
miles long, thoug nearly e
morn‘ng’s

sun may glance brilliantly
whitened
s of all the

sight, an

is one fully up to the average in point of both in-

Woagh it makes everywhere and

at all timesa

significant feature in all the

in 15,000

Tollowiaz
worl

iso,

tenement-

er

ndon, and near-

ly double that of Manchester. Such overcrowding created
ney and prostitu-

tion,bred crime of all sorts, gave great opportunity for concealment of criminals, and
guveise to an exceeding high death rate.

try. The full

mountains of snow and the
7 in 1000; fn the Sixth Ward ab
‘rivers of was
ice that belong to Switzerland are not here, bint +3 4 1000, the Pech en
being
and are certainly missed by the experi- in the deaths among the tenement-houses.

enced mountain traveler; but for their absence we have many compensations—a
more varied and richer verdure, a wider
range of mountains, with greater variety of

fori

and color, these elevated Parks,

that

have no parallel anywhere for curious combination of landscape feature and beauty
and practical use, a climate in summer that
fosters comfort and makes high mountain

travel both much more possible and agreea-

It was true that many artisans had gone to
reside out of town, especially so the printers, but he knew that this was unpopulay
with the mass of working men, who, after

a hard day's labor, objected to the journey
by the cars.

:

;

England has been the only country to!

build

model lodging-houses

on

an

exten-

sive scale.
He would, however, speak
rather of their results than their history, = In

ble, and an Manosphere that, in purity and -1841, when the cholera was epidemic in Londryness, in inspiring influence upon body don, the
proportion of deaths among the
and mind, can find no match in any part of working classes was eighty-one
per cent,

but not a single case of cholera oceurred in
es, . Typhus fever, diarrhegand cholera are ulmost unknown in

Europe, nor elsewhere in America,

never
issued,

off "the freshly
high mountains in

landscape visions of the

the lodging-

A Jugglet’s Trick,

¢laims of a

volume, just

yin which he presented the

——

Rey. Norman MéLeod,

them ; and the ordinary
their neighborhood is

in an account of in 1000 in them.

death rate which in
27 in 1000, is only 13

The great dificulty was

to
persuade owners of real estate that it
——
juggling feat known as the ‘bamboo will pay to construct houses of # suitable:
‘character for the
poor, The public adPamphlets, Magazines, &o.
| trick.” He suys:
vantage does not ceade With the actual erecWhile the tom-tom was beating, and the tion of the kouses,
THE BROOKLYN MONTHLY is a new magapipe playing, the juggler, singing all the invariably exercise but these, same houses
zine, commencing ifs existence with the month
considerable influence
time
in low accents, smoothed
of March. 'It is a fairly printed but not remarka place in for good, by leading those living in the
ably attractive pamphlet of 88 pages, and its con- the Eruvel, three or four yards before us, neighborhood to endeny:
improve their
Having
terest and ability.

tents, though

varied

‘

n

.

and entertaining,

show a

lack of ripeness and skill in the editorial man-

agement. A wood-cut of Henty Ward ‘Beecher
fronts the title-page, which hardly suggests the

a visit to Bombay, gives a description
of a

grow

thus prepared a bed for the

in, he-took

a basket

plant to

own homes. A large
pany had been
started by Sir Sydney Waferloo in London
it with a kfor the sole purpose of bflding improved

and placed

over the prepared place, covering

it

thin blanket. The man himself ala not wear | dwell

th
!
4
“a thread of clothing, except a strip round the
oo |53 fr
Srected
distinguishes the fa~
Aa
fehements
} capable Sp
of Sontain:
Ko
loins.
The
time
seemed
to
have come for
this case. The character earned by him by mous preacher and satuvates his speech; and
amijjes. .
The Com
Lys
the detectives eye! So, just as he was beSit interest, and haga an
his simple, unaffected ways and dress, by this is followed by a sketch of the man, which is coming more earnes
OF pads
t in his song, and
appreciative and well written, but hardly aden reserve. He gid not
the Contithe tom-tom beat and the pipe ahrillod while
his filial affection and faithfulneds,stood him quate
more
to the proper portraiture of this manynental
loudly, I stepped forward with becoming land. adtem 80 successful as that of Engin good stead
; and because those who had sided son of genius. It is
The Emperor of the French had
Mrs. Beech- dignity and begged him
to bri
watched him approved of what they saw in er edits the Monthly, thoughsaldthatthat
3 made ig
efforts to start’ model lodging:
statement does on pA
its
og
to
me.
The the
in Daa. houses in Paris, but had found the werkhim they help him all they caftf =
not appear in the magazine itself. It has a show cheerfully
complied,
and is capable of something better ket. It was made of I examined the bas- men unwilling to occupy them. He was
There are boys in such a great hurry to be of enterprise,
open wicker-work, Srededin
anxious to see three or four
than has yet been attained. We wait for subse- I then exami
ned the cloth covering. It was model 1 g ng-houses
men that they ape their vices.—Independent.
erected in New York
quent issues before pronouncing
immehse mental vigor that

over it any de

thin,

almost transparent, .and

certainly | on the English

system.

:

en

Ld

MORNING 8

oT

it. Whatever

hast
to-morithout money, he will ill ha havemam
without
to an exa, eiaied extent, Hinless the |

orp

‘the
unk
on;
ard Ore the fretdr
the
;
miserly
oye
¢ debauchee, more debauched;

8 enerous.

equal to flve cents a line,
to insure an insertion,

Brevity is specially important.

with this
ousness

|r

turns of conversation he has lately

.
.

;

‘He never leaves out those nice little repar-

and wish to be more comfortable, more

tees and those keen thrusts in which he

single square can well be afforded

E.

comfort have

on one

another

is in his continuing to live?

the

rfect without the other, at least, approxmates to it ; in short—Cultivate health
and
a good heart; for with these you may be
«« comfortable” without a farthing: without
hem yever, though you may possess mil-

Does he re-

spect men who decry
him, and entertain
contempt for those who praise him? Does
he feel about once a week that he has mis-

ons!

taken his calling—that he never has done
anything, and never shall do anytiiing ?
Plaseucy.

Mr. Poggelthorpe

laze of satisfaction, He is his own burning-bush, and his own little god in it. He

but

lope, glide like a serpent,

his heart to get angry
at this innocent and
childlike gladness which he has in his own
doings and endowments.
In alower sphere I have seen something

a leech, persevere like an
a bird, guide himself like
a grasshopper, sleep like
like an anaconda, what a
would he appear! But,

analogous to
this. I refer to the much misunderstood hen. Nothing that I see all
summer long seems to me So entirely con-

gallop like

a

|

egg.

The hen steals into her nest with the

most perfect silence.
the event.

Once sure of the fact,

she feels

seems to say, ‘A new thing!

By
H—A r-”niini

~The

A wonderful

who would risk life for their

The egg of to-day hides

another
These
Or is it
pulpit?
Sunday

been

such experience !
are the Poggelthorpes of the barn.
that Poggelthorpes is the hen of the
Every day he lays an egg, and’
he lays two !—Beecher.

The Upburst of Liberty.
——

of the prairies,
the gravel, throu

reveals a deep

Ev

rough the loam,

and rapid

river,

through

of ten

miles the hour;

coursing

‘advancement,

where they

such as God only now and then gives to man

swifter than

she,

woman,

or

though

sin-

is

married,

gularly efficient in meeting the arguments
which repose in the minds of men who are
roused against the expediency of allowin
women to vote. Do women desire to vote
est or enameled meadow, amid towered
intelligible English, reacities or cultivated fields. And when the’ Can they give indesire
should be granted,
sons why their
shaft has reached that imprisoned river, and
produce arguments which will overand the rent for the first time has been
made through its dungeon wali, the waters, come the instincts of men ?
remembering their august source on far
distant mountain-tops, whénce ages ago

of the bountiful and imperial streams of
this country, flowing as they do through a
picturesque mountain scenery, stately for-

A Phantom

2 {hey fell, leap upward to the light with terrie energy, risingin an instant far above

Is ita phantom fire, that I see once again?

A hearthall swept ; gigantic brazen
balustrade
with minarets ‘and

such an awakening are we gladdened when

round half the hearth,

centuries,
but never

y

Such

i

of the winhyacinth glasses upon the ledge
-dows, waiting to-morrow’s sun ; “a diffused,
mellow, wavering play of light over hearth-

when

the shaft of Luther sruck the captive stream.
Such an awakening, but a more significant
and hopeful one, has been heralded
for this

rug

and

for all

humanity,

by

the

tri-

umph of the right in the recent four years’
conflict,

in

which

all have

been the

con-

querers,—J. L. MOTLEY.

Conditions of Comfort,

and carpet, out to

the dim

wilderness

where thé chairs rise like trees planted in
fours; a dog, half in shadow and half in
light, who if one says, ‘“Watck !"(sharply)

whole Republic, East and West, North and
South,

and

the ceiling ; a sparkle of brightiiess on- the

was the up-

ward movement out of intellectual
dom which we call the Reformation,

with ‘minarets

fore-stick
lar pc of red coal ; a hickory
round which the white fingers of flame play
and dance; a broad red Blewof fire-light on

through lon

quite forgetting its di-

vine and distant iY

fire-dogs,
sweeping

balustrade shining like gold ; a great backlog, half spent, and checkered with irregu-

half: forgotten humaniey bursts from time
to time out of the depths in which it
has pursued its joyless, sunless course,

murmuring

Fire.

+

the surface of the earth) and pouring ‘forth
their healthful and fertilizing current to delight and refresh’ mankind. And with even

and
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may be with-

sighted as she is, with a gift of expression

the Ohio, or Mississippi, or Hudson, or any

moaning

an

lifts his

head

comes out of the
of the caller; a
near the hearth,
‘| throws down a

and

tracks

the

and

voice,

dimness to lick the hand
round table, comfortably
whereon a tall astral lamp
mellow glow of light; a

ray-haired man, with spectacles

on

nose,

1 reads: ‘For now we see tarough a
lass darkly—"; a lady in white cap, who

C—O

writer.

°*

E. TOOTHAKER.

ELLEN L., wife of D. M. Richardson, died in
Detroit, Dec. 20, aged 35 years, 6 months.
ANNA J., wife of D. M. Woodward and sister
of Rev. A. M. Richardson, died of consumption
She
at her residence in Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 11.
left three children, a kind "husband and a large
She
cirele of relatives.to mourn her departure.
gave her heart to God in early life; and in combapto,was
referred
above
brother
her
pany with
tized by Rev. B."McKoon. A little while before
her departure she said: ‘I am prepared to go.
:
Death has no terrors for me.”
A. M. RICHARDSON. .
DANFORD, son of Dea. Truman Cary,
ASA
died in Boston, Erie Co., N. Y., Nov,. 19, 1868,
35 years, He was a young man of much
aged
promise, and a career of usefulness opened wide
its door before him, and his hopes were bright
But how soon the fairest prosfor coming days.
pects are blighted. Some over two years since
a serious hemorrhageof the lungs déccured followed by a wasting consumption that terminated. his
earthly labors, and called him to try the realities

of eternity.

He died in hope of a blessed immor-

nutality, leaving a wife and three children, and
merous other relatives to mourn his early de-

parture.
.
HANNAH, wife of Dea. Daniel White,

N.Y., died Dec. 31, 1868, aged 70
forty years since she and her husband

Elba,
Some

of East

years.
unit-

¢d with the F. W. Baptist church in Attica and

on Teuoving to Elba connected themselves with
Baptist church in Byron, of which
the F. W.
she was a worthy member at the time of her

Her kind and obliging manner and her
death.
deep toned piety won the affections and esteem of
all who

elioye

the privilege of her acquaintance.

Her last illness w
calm resignation to
her

two

was

sons,

going

dured with patience and
ivine will, and dying to

home.

She

leaves

and a large circle

a

husband,

of sympathizing

friends to mourn her departure; but their loss
unquestionably her eternal gain,

.

is

word at night is an angry growl.

MRS. ANN, wife of Bro. D. E. Locke, died in
Gilford, Jan, 4, aged 71 years. Sister Locke was
converted some 25 or 30 years go. She was bap-

became a member

Village church, since which
of the Gilford
time she endeavored to maintain a consistent re-

TiMoTHY
aged 7d years, Mr. W. became somewhat interested in weligion quite a ‘number of years ago.

If you

can get sug Sh persons to reason on the sub-

acknowledge that there is
ject, they
some ‘‘ want” at the bottom of it; the

want” of a better house, a finer dress, a

«

more handsome Squipage, a more dutiful
child, a more provident husband, a- more
cleanly, or systematic, or domestic wife.
At one time it is a **

onBigg
driver, The

d cook,” which

de
(
in
, Or An cdi
want of '.moré money Fo

says Mr.
Dr. Josep P. THOMPSON
Beecher's forgetfulness is the common phase
of ‘absent-mindedness—the omission or oblivion of minor things through the pre-oc-

cupation of the mind in something more
Beecher,
He relates that Mr.
important.
having prepared several letters for the mail,
he went to the post-office and called for letters in his box, which at once engaged

his

attention. Returning home, he took off his
hat, and out dropped the unmailed letters.
will be found to embrace all these things. To punish his forgetfulness, he turned back
“Such persons may feel assured that people
1 to the post-office, walked up to the
who cannot make themselves really com- window and demanded his letters. The
fortable in any one set of ordinary circum- astonished clerk replied: * Why, Mr,
stances, would not be so under any other. Beocher, you were heré five minutes ago,
A man who has a canker eating. out his andl gave you your letters; there is noth. h eart, wil
carry
it with him wherever he ing in your box,” ¢ What a forgetful fool
goes; and d ifif itit be a canker, w,
of en- Iam!" exclaimed Mr. Beecher, ; and reProvidence has thought propet to bestow,

vy, habitual discontent, unbridled

ill-nature, turned to his house,

it would go with the gold, and rust out all
its brightness.

Whatever a man is do-day

with a last dollar, he will be radically, es
sentially, to-morrow with a million, unless

the heart is changed.
{3

Z

Stop, reader ; that is

n to cover

his

shoulders with letters showering from his

hat. This time he guthoning them into his
before his eyes
hand, and holdiug them

to the post-office, and suc:
marched back
ceeded indepositing them in the mail.
“«

But during his last years, although & reader of
the Bible, and perhaps a man of prayer, he was

not professedly a disciple of Christ.

His sickness

to

alleviate his

was short and

exceedingly

did everything in their
ains and

provide

for

his

friends

severe.

power

wants,

and

now

can

el He satisfaction of knowing they did all they

could.
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OF

THE

in a chair,

you

must

sit

and

suffer,

in the

you

te

the

larity in New England.
combination

vobbed

(that I have just got through with,) that most awful,

most heart-withering, most

strength-destroying,

most

spirit-breaking, and mind-weakening, of
the
eases that can afflict our poor human nature:

When

dis-

you have the

of water three times a day, and ina few days every
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain wil be dis2
solved and pass off by the kidneys.
MANUFACTURED

Donald

Snginal

unpleasant taste, and

is

rendered doubly effective in being coupled with the
Lime, which is itselfa restorative principle, supplyicg
¥

nature with
just the agent and assistance re:
red to heal and reform the diseased lungs.
A.B.
ILBOR, NO. 166 Court St., Boston, proprietor,
Sold

by all aruggists.

.

4w10

land.

W.F.

Opium 18 an article of commerce commanding a
high price and has never heretofore been made in
America.
Prof, W.C. Wilson has by actual expéri.
ment demonstrated that poppies can be growa for

Opium in this Sougtry, and in this climate, as successfully as anywhere inthe world. From 300 to 400
pounds of Opium can be realized from the poppies
grown on an acre of good land, which will net the
per

acre.

For

the

last

six years Professor Wilson has. had his mind upon
this subject, acd has had the assistance and advice of
the best physicians and scientific men. These in
form him he has made a fair stand and has inaugur
ated producing Opium in the United States, openin
a fine business.
The attention of farmers and a
tillers of the soil, is invited to this enterprise as one
that will bear investigation. The Opium manufactured by Prof, Wilson has been thoroughly tested by
a chemist andthe result of the test published in the
Novefiber number of the Journal of Pharmacy at

cultivation, ete., to all

desirous,

Or

orders

may

be

addressed to Nelson Chase; Montpelier P. O., who is
an equal partnef iu the business with Prof. Wilson,
ad, will
furnish books, seed, &c., on same terms.
[3

WHITESTOWN

Phillips, Y. W. Perkins

by all Druggists.

BOOKS

and

continue

fourteen

weeks,

closing

March

23,

with

the

Anniversary,
June 20-2: Complete
Courses of
swdy in English, Scientific, Commercial and Classi.
cal

Departments

under

ten

experienced

teachers.

The Buildings are new and commodious. the facilities
equal to any in the state, and terms moderate,
Send for catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER.

Whitestown, N. Y., March 1st, 1869.

See.

2t10

HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
HE

Spring Term

opens

17,

24134

BOSTON.

A full sup
found at Woodman
St.¢Boston, Mass,

Freewill Baptist Books may be
and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle
They furnish our booksfo all par-

ties desiring them,

at our published

rates.

See

ou

which

ay the Annual Commencement
Exercises will
ooour.
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. & Treas.
February 23, 1869.

WO00D’S BOTANY.

thei

advertisement in another column,

ORNAMENTAL AND USEFUL.
BUY ONLY
TI

BOOK

OF

We have a few copies of this work
morocco with gilt edges; price $1-50.

in

please

send

Dialogues

for

no

|sdapted to every variety

‘Address

the pulSacred

and Recitations as

4teow?

AGENTS!

~ AGENTS!

Wanted in every

No.

THE FIRST

OLLECTIONS OF A BUSY LIFE ? by. Horace Greele
A splendid volume of 624
pages,
finely illustrate:
the most popular book of the day, sells at $3,60 an

up.

Also, “HIRAM WOODRUFI’S TROTTING HORSE

b Digg

yk
FRIEND.—We have a positive cure
for Consumption and all disorders of the Lungs

OF AMERICA ;” sells at sightto Owners of Horses,
Farmers, &c.. price $2,25. Exclusive territory given.
For circular and terms, address
!
“H. A. BROWN & CO.,
4t8
3 School Street; Boston, Sole Agents.

and Throat, it cured the inventor and liundreds of ac-

quaintances; we will give $1,000 for a case it will not
relieve, and will send a sample free to any sufferer
way and Futon streets, New York.

CATALOGUE
OFTO
AND GUIDE
FLOWER
:

AND

the piece

of $25 for the best words

to the hymn

entitled

sing of Jesus,” found on the 45th page.
work.

Price in fine

dred.

Muslin,

“I love to

This Book is

improved, but a new

60 cents; $50 per hun-

Boards, 35 cents; $30 per hundred.
THE DOUBLE CASKET.
For the convenience of those desiring both books,

No.1 and No. 2 will be bound together, making

of 288 pages.
extant.

The

most

Price 60 cents;

a book

complete work of its kind

$50 per hundred.

Sample copies of either Book mailed upon receipt
of the retail price.
ASA HULL, Publisher,
240 8. Eleventh Street, Philadelphia.
For sale by the Trade everysvhere.
4teow9

Corpulent

Ladies

Have hitherto found difficulty in getting

HOOP
To

SKIRTS

Fit

Nicely.

That demand is now met by

..

36

SEEDS;
THE

VEGETABLE

GARDEN

FOR 1869.
Every lover of flowers
Published in January.
, should address
Kishing this new work, free of char;
r &
immediately M. O'KEEFE, SON & 0., El
Barry’s Block, ROCHESTER,

Bllwange

N.Y.

ANTED.—A LOAN OF $2000 FOR FIVE
YEARS on first mortgage on lot and two story
and

basement house in Chicago.

The house renta for

$600'a year, and the Jonny is worth not less than
$5000. Principal and interest payable in exchange,
and interest semi-annually.
GRAHAM & PERRY,
Room 8, Major Block, Chicago, Ill, ©
one

T=
SPRING TERM of Wilton Semmary
commences March 10.
Tuition and Incidentals,
$7,00; Boarding, $2,75 and $3,00.
Rooms for self.
boarding.

0. E. BAKER,

KNITTING

Supt.

MACHINE.

ANTED |—Buyers and Sellers for the BICK=
FORD

FAMILY

KNITTER,

the most re-

liable invention for the household ever made, It
knits 20,000 stitehes a minute, runs back and forward,
and sets up its own work. Parties are making from
$3 to $5 per day at their homes. Our new Book of
structions is
plain and explicit. BICKFORD
ENITTING MACHINE CO,
52 Bromfield Street,
12w40

MELODEONS!

MELODIES,

PREMIUM of $50 for the best

has been awarded

8t6

CATALOGUES FREE!
M. O'KEEFE, SON & CO'S

PIANOS ! ORGANS!

entitled “The Sabbath Bells,” found on the third page.
SECOND PREMIUM

corner Broad-

CO.,

&

will address us, SAYRE,

who

Attention is called to the fact that many
hasers
are being greatly favored by Rev. L. L.
ONS
elodeons, Organs and Pi‘| new method of sen
anos, from any firm desired, to any part of the United
music
States, thereby freeing the purchaser from the least

2.

and words combined has been awarded to
THE

AGENTS!

part of New England,to sell “REQ

Boston, Mass.

PUBLISHED.

SCHOOL

gents.

Ho

i

3

CASKET

SUNDAY

8 Cover,

WASHBURN & CO.

RESH GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS,
prepaid by mail, For 10 cis. per oz., the best
sorts Asparagus, Beet,
Carrot,
Parsnip, Radish,
Spinach and Henin. : For 15 and 25 cts. per oz., the
best Cabbage, Celery, Chicory, Cucumber,
ce,
Melon, Salsify, Squash and Tomato. For 40 cts.,Onion and Peppers, The above also in 5 ct. papers. .
25 sorts Garden and Flower Seeds $1. Catal
atis. Early Rose Potato 75 cts. per Ib.; $3
for 5
bs. Seeds on Commission. Agents wanted. B.M
WATSON, Plymouth, Mass.
4ws

Embossed

are entirely out of both of these works.

THE

Tastefully bound in cloth

with two beautiful Colored: Plates, — one steel,— besidesona bun.

$26

more

kind ever got up in this

"

dred other en gravings. Pride 50 cents, post paid.
one Colored Plate, one hundred En

WORSHIP,

RAND, LEWIS & RAND,
MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.

risk in any way.

;

Twenty
per cent. is saved by purchasing of Mr,
HARMON.
He gives valuable information in respect to keeping instruments in good tune,

No man rents Instruments so reasonably as Mr.
HARMON.
Old Instruments of all kinds taken in,
exchange for New. He does this:
1. By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $150 per
week to keep up a Music Store
.
II. By sending Instruments directly from the manufacturer to the purchaser.
PLEDGE. If any Instrument fails to 5S satisfaction after afew weeks’ use, MR. H
ON will refand the money and take the Instrument: hence he
is compelled to deal in none but the best Instruments,
gud he warrants every Instrument that he sells, for
ve years.
Send to MR, HARMON for Mason & Hamlin’s Cabinet Organs. (Terms as low as the Firm allows,) Al80, for all kinds of Pianos;
especially Chickering &
Sone’; of Boston, and Steinway & Sons’
of New York.
For circulars address
’
Rev, L. L. HARMON, Portsmouth, N, H.
We, the undersigned,are prepared to say that Rev.
L. L. Harmon’s NEW METHOD of suppl
Musical
Instruments in any part of the United Si
, makes
purchises perfectly safe; and by its advantages our
rethren may obtain Instruments of the best quality,
at the very lowest figures.
f
Bro. Harmon’s long experience and familiar aequaintance with all the First Class Firms,enables him
to give valuable information to all enquirers,

Rev. £. Knowlton, So. Montville, Me.

« C. 0. Libby, Cor. Seo. F. M. Soe., Dover,N. H.

eowly?2

¢¢
«

LL.B. Tasker, Lyndon, Vt.
J. Burnham
Davis, Charlestown,

¢“

LL. Dewey, East Troy, Pa.

« James A. Howe, Olngyville, R. I.

M

:

Mass,

00UGHS, 00LDS, HOARSENESS.
SORE THROAT, INFLUENZA, WHOOPING COUGH)
Croup, Liver Complaint, Bronchitis, Difficulty
of Breathing,
Asthma, Bleeding of the
Lungs, and every affection
A
of ip rout, Lu 8 and Chest,
re fp oodi y and
permanently
cured by the use of

that old and reliable remedy,

Wistar’s
WILD

How shall we
..

READY

MAD

EXTERIO

Zain

Balsam
CHERRY.

This well-known preparation does mot -y up a
Cough and leave the cause behind, as is
the case
with most medicines, but it loosens and cleanses the
Lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the cause
of the complaint.
resort to this standard

GRACES

oa

These paints Toquire only to be thinned with Raw
Linseed Oil to
make them ready
for use. The list
includes forty shades and tints, Somprisng ail the
colors suitable for exterior painting. In durability
and permanency of color they will be found
in evry tuspock to pure White 1L.ead, while they cost
ering the quantity required) only about half

Sample Cards, with a descriptive pamphlet
e

remedy,

as i

SALVE

9.

*

of hich icy

CONSUMPTION €AN BE CURED
By a timely

ou A Ho

OF QOUNTRY AND 38,

y

proved By hundreds of testimonials Tovotvou’by the
Mgrs. ComroRT A. GILMAN died in Gilford
aged 71. Sister Gilman was converted
prop
Ihe
:
Jan. 80,
“A.
8.
BARNES,
&
C0,
NEW
YORK
AND
CRIAGO.
I
Prepared by SETH W.FOWLE & SON » BosToN,
J.
Bro.
by,
baptized
and
of,
the labors
through
and sold by dealers generally. y
h
she
past,
years
of
number
a
For
Sinclair.
But before her (
THE
“WORLD RENOWNED”
been unable to attend meetings.
gickness she was a constant attendant of all the
heard
often
was
ELIAS HOWE
#35-These Machines
are
of worship. Her voice
meetings
entreating sinners to seek salvation. Religion
Works like
co on OLD
SOR)
URNS,
SCALDS
in
and
life;
in
attention
her
of
much
engaged
of Family “Sewing
and Cuts, Wounds,
Bruises, CR
Fo
death it comforted and sustained her, She died
Chilblains, &c. Itis prompt in
gation, soothes the
Manufetusing:
pain, takes out th
Fonoss, and
‘reduces the most
in the triumphs of faith and has gone to receive
looking sw:
and inflammations; thus af
She leaves an only daughter, a
her reward.
loss.
their
fording
relief
and
a
plete
cure.
brother aud sister to mourn
SETH W, FowLE &
SON. Propigtors, Boston. 80
PoLrLy Hunt died of dropsy, in Gilford, Feb.
professed Christ und
23, ed 64 years, Sister H. Glidden
57 & 59 Broomfield St., Boston.
years
many
was aptized by Rev. Abel
280. She, like her Saviour, went about doing
the
good. She spent her life laboring among like
8. M.PETTENGILL & 00,, Newspaper Adverts
ORGANANDMELODEON
sick. She united faith and works together;
ing Agents, 10 State street, Boston, and 37 Park Row,
MANUFACTURERS,
her
of
said
be
Dorcas of old, it may truthfully
New York, are authorized to contract for advertisin:
“This woman was full'of good works and alms
DENCE R.I.
PROVI
Sm2)
deeds which she did.” In her last sickness she in the Star,

Sewing

thing of the

4t9

THE

Btate Hort.
land.]

your *i A de,’
think you
2
[s at once very

“WILTON SEMINARY,

SILVER
TIPPED
SHOES
For Children. Will outwear three pairs Without kips

OF

on Tuesday, Masch 16,

and continues uvtil Thursday, June

IN

A@~ Ask your Merchants to try them.

SEMINARY.

and Summer term will open

At retail

Price $1.50 per bottle.

OUR

Le

he Spring

& Co., Port-

Joseph Balch and Son, Providence.

not the original Casket (No. 1)

New Discovery in Making Money !

owner from $1,500to $3.500

Jlass.

Wholesale Agents, George C. Goodwin & Co., M.
8. Burr & Co., Rust, Bro. & Bird, Carter & will Ys
Gilman & Bro. Weeks & Potter, Reed & Cutler,
Boston.

and

varieties

Vegetables fot

Hybrid Gladiolus.

[From J. Hobbins, M. D., Madison, Wis., Pres.
Soc., and Cor. Member of the Royal
Soc.

BY

IKennedy,

Roxbury,

JUST

The Cod Liver Oil is in this

of its

«
ork

Flower

embracing over

1869; also 200 varieties of the choicest French

very

hen you have fhe
SCIATICA,

Wilbor’s Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.
The friends of persons who have been restored from

of cul

‘the
past,
lists of all

to which is added all the novelties in Flowersand

AGE.|

and driving

Melodies and no more

preparation, and the grateful
parties themselves,
ave . recommending. it an
acknowledging its
wonderful efficacy, given to the article a vast popu-

Gar. Seeds worthy

logue is the haudsomest

‘morning
wishing ltwas night, and at night wishing
i was morning:
When you have the
\3
NEURALGIA,
when every nerve in your being is like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous.and hot poison

pit; price § 2.00.
Our friends will

of this

which has met with so great fa:
and
d, containing
d
Fipti

usefully and conveniently agraniged; @ sort of ready reference
book, very ornamentally got fip/; one of those few books I find
_ fitted for'any table often wanted
and alwaysathand.” , ©
{From Andrew 8. Fuller, Hort. Ed. of ** N. Y. Sun."
“There is no use in denying the fact that Washburn's Cata-

Kennedy’s Rheumatic and Neuralg
Dissolvent.
EADER,you may consider this a sort of a spreadeagle heading, but I mean every word ofit. I
have been there, When your system is racked with
RHEUMATIC
pain, and you cannot even turn Jourgelf in bed, or

we

by the use

Amateur Cultivator’s Guide

Dr.

gitti

.

26t33

country,”
The above work comprises
150;

Also a few in Turkey morocco full gilt for

rof.
Jison of Monkton, will furnish seed, and
supply 4h , giving all needful instructions as to

There is excellent common sense in these
life. God’sservants always found a welfistens, and as she listens, shifts the needles liglous
his people, his
She loved
come at her home.
thoughts from the Journal of Health :
in some boyish wrapping of winter; a girl temples, and his service, Asa wife and mothEvery day we meet with persons who in with golden ringlets, in the which her fin- er she was especially. devoted nd affectionate;
fave sustained a
her death, the family
their families are cross, ill-natured, dissaters are weaving a vision, as she looks med- and inloss.
Christ, but to
“For her to live
reat
isfied, finding fault with everybody and evtively at the glowing embers; a curlyie was gain.” Her last hours were full of trust
greeting in the breakerything, whose first
with face in shadow, whose
ated boy,
a sad vacancy
left
has
in Christ. This affliction
fast-rooism a complaint, whose conversaand is on the dog ‘*Watch"—
in the home and hearts of, this family.
tion seldom fails to end in an enumeration
Phantoms,—phantoms all !—Atlantic AlWHITCHER died in Gilford, Jan, 28,

of difficulties and hardships,and whose last manac.

Adbertisements.
consumption

Street, New York City.

BLESSING

Philadelphia.

D«M.L. ROLLIN.

tized by Bre.J. Pinkham, and

cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.
PostAaceE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no more on 8 copies,
or any number between one and 8, when
sent to one address, than on a gingle one.
The postage is payable at the -office of delivery.
The
volume begins with the
first number in April. © Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed.on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sent free on application.

confirmed

8 Wi

tre , WALTER HOLT & Co., 102 Nassau

Circalars

“Plense accept my thanks for
ought to call it ‘The Garden

_ LUMBAGO,
first of April. It is printed on paper of a lying and writhing in agony and pain, unable to turn
ourself in bed, and every movement will £0 to your
very superior quality, and its mechanical Tout
like a knife; now tell me, if relief and a cure of
excellence is equal to that of any other pa- any ofthese diseases in a few days is not the Greatest
Medical Blessing of the Age, tell us what is!
All communications inper of its class.
Directions to Use.
tended for publication should be addressed | You will take a table-spoonful and three speonfuls

interest in the prosperity of the church and, although feeble, she attended the monthly meeting on the Saturday previous to her death.
She
was deeply interested in the revival which was in
progress at the time of her
death.
She was

riage and maternity, that characterize Lucy
Stone ; she fairly won “‘the spurs” in the debate on the last evening of the ‘Woman's
Convention ; but noble-hearted and clear-

through those solitary, sunless depths, at a

speed

manifested

GREATEST"

around your heart,
verge of madness:

about the

improved

and much

enlarged

For more than fifty,
Dec. 10, 1868, aged 73 years.
He was
out suspicion or reproach. The chivalry of years he had been a devoted Christian,
deacon of the West Freeman and Avon church
the nineteenth century stands opposed
to from
its organization to his death. The church
the woman suffrage movement.
e wish
has lost one of its best members and the comto emphasize this thought, and impress our munity agood and respected citizen. He leaves
-‘gtrong-minded women” with the idea that a widow and several childven to mourn their loss.
it is not the logic, but the instincts of men His death was very triumphant. Sermon by the
which . they must overcome in this contest. writer,
ARLETTA, wife of Wm. A. Welch, died in
There are not a dozen cultivated men who
Me., Feb. 12, aged 30 years.
She was
can frame a logical argument -against wom- Freeman,
a member of the West Freeman and Avon
an suffrage ; there are thousands who are church.
Her sickness was
Her life was godly.
willing to be illogical for the sake of defend- | long and distressing, but she was fully sustained
ing their ideal of a woman's life. We ad- by her Saviour. She died gloriously and went
re the tact, the gentleness, since her mar- home to be with Christ. Funeral services by the

sire to keep them

the egg of yesterday. The wonder is never stale.
The joy breaks out afresh on
never

She

the

This semi-monthly, published by the
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

and whose opposition to their wishes is due
to, that ‘godly jealousy” which trembles as cheerful amidst her jong protracted sufferings.
Her funeral was attended by a large and sympaan aspen leaf at each approach of the idea thizing
congregation.
The Divine presence was
that a woman is to share the rough-and- | especially manifosted, The sermon was by the
tumble life of man. There is not an intelli- writer.
Elders Griffith and Sparks assisted in the
gent objection urged by cultivated men to services. The afflicted family feel lovely.
.
B. McKoON.
woman suffrage that is not either. a compliment to the sex or is dictated by a deDEA. WiLLIAM SMITH died in Phillips, Me.’

faction, moves about cackling, —*‘qui facet
per alium facit per se" Tomorrow it will

if there had

tized by Eld. O. Johnson.

of

The Myrtle.

JANE, daughter of Loren and Eunice Stebbins,
died in Sherman, N. Y., Feb. 12, aged 31 years.
She had been a sufferer with asthma
from her
childhood. ‘ Some two years since, she made a
public profession of faith in Christ and was bap-

telligent opponents are found among those

the same favor in their turn, all join an
cackle.
The cock, with imperious satis-

each occasion,” as

Watchman, which, whatever may be

thoudkt of its ideas, always has a way of
statingdthem forcibly, | presents this aspect
of
pe equal suffrage movement:
:
en who claim the suff; rage ought to
know and appreciate the fact that their in-

thing! An admirable thing! And I did
it.” She plumps down from the hay-mow.
She goes proclaiming aloud her marvelous
luck, till the neighborhood echoes her cack-1es., The hens in the barn-yard expectin

She leaves a hus-

Agent

.

A
TO THE KITCHEN AND FLOWER

MEDICAL

remit the amount of postage in’ addion &
tion to the price. The postage
single copy is 2 cents,—six copies,6 cents—
twelve copies, 12 cents—fifty copies, 48 cts.
This Register has a blank page for memo-

band, two children and other relatives to mourn
their loss, but their loss is her gain, The funeral was attended by Rev. Mr, Martin of the
Christian denomination.
H. F. DICKEY.

Instinct Not Logic.

all the joy of a discoverer, the enthusiasm
of an inventor and the vanity of an author!
She has laid a world! Itis more an era
than an ogg! This is-creation! She listShall nothing celebrate the evént?
‘ens.
It shall not die unknown. Off she flies with
exuberance of noise, with an intensity of
cackle, and excitement of delight, that

be just so again.

and died trusting in the Lord.

THE

it sent by mail, will

" Persons wishing

a retired

;

er tw,
ordp
in e
d ke
an
8 post-paid
forTr $1, or or r
Bent

8. Harrie’ Patent Coal Ash Sifters we have had in
use three years, at our stores and houses, to our entire satisfaction.
ARNOLD, CONSTABLE %C0,
:
NEW YORK,

livery, without the privilege of returning,
at 10 cts. a single copy, 94 cents per dozen,
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LUCINDA, wife of David G. Bean, died in Danbury, Aug. 24, at the residence of her son-in-law,
Sister B. experienced
D. J. Clay, aged 56 years.
religion 28 years ago, and was baptized by Rév.
randa for each month; also a fine cut
Benj. Cally, united with the Christian church in
Danbury, and remained a worthy member till the Star Office Building on the cover.
the. church lost its visibility. Though she did
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not unite with any other church, she continued |
to worship God with other denominations as
country.
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8. HARRiS, Esq., Springfield, Mass:
Dear Sir—We have used your Patent Sifters at
these Mills for ten years or more, and I have one also
at my house. They
give entire satisfaction, and I
cheerfully recommend
them to all persons who may

L. R. BURLINGAME.
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er purposes, for some time past. We consider them
the best
Sifting Machines we have ever seen, and
cheerfully recommend them to the favorable regard
:
of the public.
New
York.
R. HOE & CO.
A
J. P MOTT,
. L. JACKSON.
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We have used the Patent Sifting Machines made by
Mr. Samuel Harris,in our Iron Foundry, and for oth-

our operations, thus necessitating larger
and different machines.
Persons wishing to purchase any one or
all of these, or to make inquiries coneern-
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Put up ready for immediate use. Canbe freshened
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about 28 by 40 inches.

life, though she highly esteemed Christian society. She had strong confidence in God and his
word, and passed away with a bright hope of a
N. JONES.
glorious resurrection.
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weight that a canary-bird’s does, his lightest word could be heard at a distance .of
eight hundred miles; and if, at the same

such a look of sharp discernment when a
speck turns up, and they are so content
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the Lord Jesus and died in peace.
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17, aged
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Feb. 23, of consumption, in the 62d year of his
age.
Bro, A. had
been a professor of religion,
even from his youth, and his testimony was often heard in the social meetings, at home and in
the 8. Meetings.
He was regarded as an. uphe felt that he
right and good man.
Althoug|
had not always done. his duty, yet he trusted in

horse, climb like a monkey, spring like a tiger, andfly like an eagle; or if he could
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creature,
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Three daughters mourn the loss of a mother
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professed faith in Christ when 12 Fears of age,
and was one of the most active and devoted members of the first F. W. Baptist church in Bridgewater, In this sudden bereavement the husband
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are the dead who die in the Lord from henceforth: yea saith the Spirit that they may
rest
from their labors: and: their works do. follow
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P.M. HOBSON.
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J.D.
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